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ABSTRACT
Shari'a has never ignored the need of and the function of judge. 
This institution, as developed in the early age of Islam, aimed to establish 
the rule of God on earth, to decide and explain the law according to the 
Islamic Law. It appears that anybody could be appointed as a judge but he 
was required to adopt certain criteria laid down by the fuqaha' based on 
the Q ur'an, Sunna, Ijma' and Giyas.
The requirements needed to be a judge in this Islamic approach are 
discussed widely in this study. This study also attempts to show and 
demarcate the limits of the power of judges in Shari'a Courts in Kedah, 
Malaysia. It also shows how Islam established its system of justice in 
Malaysia.
Some questions or hypotheses are examined, the first concerns 
whether or not people who lack capabilities should be allowed to be 
appointed judge. The second concerns whether or not the Islamic judicial 
system follows the Shari'a in terms of punishment and procedure.
The historical and theoretical settings in every age since the pre- 
Islamic to the 'Abbasid period are also presented. The situation of judge 
in Shari'a Court in Kedah, Malaysia is also emphasised, beginning with 
the developments of the Shari'a Court and the powers and duties of a 
judge according to the M alaysian constitutional system. Finally the 
subjects which have been discussed in separate chapters are actually 
related to each other. The whole important discussion is brought together, 
analysed and a conclusion drawn concerning the various problems raised.
INTRODUCTION
For Muslims, the foundation of government is the Shari'a, the sacred 
law. This forms the basis of the judicial, economic and administration issues 
that it faces. God is the ultim ate source of authority and so is the sole 
legislator. In Islam, law preceded the society and the state and is immutable 
for all times and under all conditions. Thus, the concept of law in Islam is 
that the community has God as its head. The law cannot be other than the 
will of God revealed to the Prophet.
There is no denying that the Shari'a Court today in Malaysia and 
other Islamic countries, has lost its significance. The S hari'a  Court still 
struggles to fulfil the demands of Shari'a. What is happening now is that 
the Shari'a Court and parliamentary legislation reflect the struggle between 
two cultures, the Western, with the idea of separation of church and state, 
and the Islamic concept of religious unity in all aspects of life. The Shari'a 
Court should be provided with fundamental laws that would satisfy the 
needs of Muslim.
Shari'a Court in reality does not exist. In m odern times the greatest 
challenge is from the West. Islamic law is bound to feel its impact. Generally 
speaking, the Shari'a Court faces many problems and at the same time in the 
conflict between Shari'a Court and Civil Court, the Civil Court prevails.
VI
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Below is the overview of the steps that were taken in developing the 
answer to the topic.
In Chapter I, specific eminent individuals in the history of Islamic 
jurisdiction were studied. Oadis in the various ages and periods were studied, 
beginning with the pre-Islamic period, the period of Prophet Muhammad, 
the period of the Caliphs, the Umayyad period and the 'Abbasid period. 
Examples of juridical institutions were also viewed, their system of operation 
and their effect on the people under their influence were studied. The early 
history of Islamic jurisdiction in Kedah, Malaysia too was involved in the 
discussion.
Chapter II, the criteria required to become a qadi are analysed in detail. 
The criteria discussed are sex, religion, freedom, vision, hearing and speech, 
'adala, ijtihad, maturity and sanity and other qualifications.
Chapter III, points out the functions of a qad i, m ethods and the 
separation of powers and duties, and the etiquette (adab) of a qadi.
In Chapter IV, the history, diversity and style of the Malaysian Legal 
system was elaborated. Various aspects of the systems were looked into and 
the conflict between Shari'a Court and Civil Court. The sources of Islamic 
law that is Qur'an, Sunna, Ijma' and Giyas were also elaborated.
Chapter V, a closer and more specific approach is made to the system of 
Shari'a Court in Kedah including the Shari'a Qadi Court and the Court of
Appeal, their procedures, duties, responsibilities, powers and the position of 
qadi and finally the requirements to be a qadi are analysed.
Chapter VI, the setbacks that arise in practising the law are considered. 
The reasons that lead to the problem, and the consequences are described. 
The contents of the previous chapters converged in this concluding chapter, 
and the interplay of contents leads to the conclusion and aims of the 
discussion.
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Chapter I 
(Part one) 
The Qadi in Islamic History.
The Pre-Islamic Period
:|
In the pre-Islamic period, the 'Arab people lived in a Bedouin S
tribal society and culture. Social organisation and identity were rooted in 
membership of an extended family. A grouping of several related 
families comprised a clan. A cluster of several clans constituted a tribe.
Tribes were led by a chief (shaykh) who was selected by a consensus of his 
peers, that is, the heads of leading clans or families. These tribal elders 
formed an advisory council (majlis) within which the tribal chief exercised 
his leadership and authority as the first among equals. ^
The desert with its oases does not permit a social and political 
organisation larger than the family, the clan or the tribe permits. U ntil 
the advent of Islam, allegiance was paid to the tribe which was 
composed of blood relations claiming a genealogical tie. The Bedouins 
lived as shepherds in a wide desert dominated by the continual hostility
between tribes or clans which was a common result of tribal life. To fH
iachieve a larger and higher unity a force was needed which was capable of |
binding together men of differing customs and traditions. 2 The 'Arabs 
also placed great emphasis on tribal ties, group loyalty and solidarity 
('asabiyya), as the source of power for a clan or tribe. Tribal affiliation and 
law were the basis not only for identity but also for protection. ^
The only authority recognized by the pre-Islamic 'Arabs was that 
of their tribe which was collectively responsible for the safety and well- f
being of its members, and in the event of its members sustaining a loss
or injury or being killed, it was the collective duty of the tribe to obtain-  ^ '
redress or wreak vengeance. ^
The decision leading to either course of action was neither official ^
nor uniform. It did not follow any consistent rules of procedure, but was |
often the result of an instinctual-circumstantial customary code which 
greatly varied from one case to another according to different 
circumstances, the actions of litigating parties, and the particular tribal I-B
custom concerning the different types of injury. This may not have been 
the exact case in the settled communities of both Makka and Madina, 
Makka being a trade centre and Madina an organized agricultural 
settlem ent. Both appear to have had a sort of organized, though 
fragmented, system of law. So justice was guaranteed and administered 
not by God, but by the threat of group vengeance or retaliation. Thus 
Arabian religion had little sense of cosmic purpose or of individual or 
communal moral responsibility. ^
No central authority bound the 'Arabs in the Arabian Peninsula 
together. The tribes were bound by the body of unwritten rules which 
had evolved along with the historical growth of the tribe itself as the 
manifestation of its spirit and character. Neither the tribal shaykh nor 
any representative assembly had legislative power to interfere with this 
system. Modifications of the law, which naturally occurred with the 
passage of time, may have been initiated by individuals but their real 
source lay in the will of the whole community, for they could not form
1
of h ak am  (judge).... This decision is considered as a kind of divine 
judgment against which there is no appeal". H
The social framework that was the foundation of all laws in the pre- 
Islamic period has been identified by Joseph Schacht, "The law of personal 
status and family or inheritance and criminal law were dominated, both
part of the tribal law unless and until they were generally accepted as 
such. 7
Each tribe was composed only of a self-governing political 
community without any sort of organisation to administer the law. Each 
tribe defended only its own members and accepted responsibility for 
their actions. There was no organised political authority to control their 
actions, and the individual outside his own tribe had no protection at all.
Enforcement of the law was generally the responsibility of the private 
individual who suffered injury. If a dispute arose within the tribe, this 
would be settled by an intra-tribal arbitrator or if the dispute was inter­
tribal they would go to a war. 8
Arbitrators were chosen from the soothsayers (kahin) priests of a 
pagan cult, who in the belief of the Arabian tribes, had a supernatural 
power of divination. 9 it was believed, that they also had spiritual contacts 
which gave them the ability to know what would happen in the future.
The parties in order to establish the true character of a kahin, used to test 
his ability before they submitted their cases by making him divine a 
particular secret. The Encyclopaedia of Islam observes on this subject:
"In private the kâhin especially act as judges in disputes and points of law ^
of all kinds so that the conception of kâhin is closely connected with that
among the Bedouin and among the sedentary population, by the ancient 
'Arab tribal system".
. V3 'H
The period of the Prophet
During the missionary life p f the 
foundation of Islamic Law was firmly W d 
"This day have I perfected for you your 
to you and chosen for you Islam as a 
addition to his office as a messenger of 
himself the first qacjl for the Muslim commi 
the basis for jurisdiction and for the judg^j 
especially during the ten years he spent 
adjudicated in all spheres of human intercoiirse, ln<dil^^ 
cases which were of a criminal nature. He even assigned hlmsWf 
judge for those who confessed other faiths, such a s ^  
the case of the two Jews who committed adtfij
Furthermore/ it  is clear in the 
Prophet as qi^I is binding and final.
Lord! they believe not until tiiey make 
between them, thsh find not any s t r # # #  
you decided and submit with full SÛ 
Muhammad, prophethood came to an end; 
period, the Qur'an, as the revealed wm d of  ^
ultimate authority for all legislation for thé 
law existed, Sunna. or inspired behaviour pf
he said, did and agreed to. During the Prophet's life the Companions 
(sahaba) learnt everything, for instance saying prayers, judgment and 
ablutions, by observing the Prophet's normative actions under his 
instructions. No doubt the Companions occasionally asked him questip#  
relating to certain problems, as we leam from the Qur'an 
the Prophet gave suitable replies to them,
J* -.>^.1^.
In the case of S im m , #  _
functions or capacities, i e , , 6s % 
Muslim. This function Was';p((iê0;0( 
recorded in a number of SÜIâàv Au 
sent afore time our apostles w4ui
: : T -the Book and the BalanoQ,,(of tW #
iR y  ^in justice". Other sources o f Oüg
Prophet's acting as a ija 4 i " J'"- '(Muhammad) the Book in trutli that than 
guided by God".
During tiré 
centred on him and no such 
no special office seems to hfVe 
purpose, the Prophet a<^e^^ 
which occurred. The 
Book with the lfruth/vi 
guardian o v a  it, so jud^e 
follow not their low desi^:^i 
to you". 20 Thèse suras 
ordained that the Prophet Is
¥ '
thus became legal precedent. Some examples show that the Prophet 
Muhammad was a judge for his community, for example he adjudicated, 
rendered judgments, and executed the judgments in the following
cases:
1) In the fourth year of Hijra, he se^ t^
lapidation) after they had confessed to 
2) The Prophet also senteijped ^  
confessed the oonW is^p^df
in the fifth year of Hijra (626:Ai"
those who had been found 
statements.
4) In a case involving 
adjudicated that tiie one pamntidto^,^^ 
custody. In this case the child went w$
At the same time there W4iS jdPpresided over it. When J
 .after the spre##É' 
give judgment. 
him in his capÊ#Ô  ^àS 
way limit the 
subject of 
competences 
person, place And time, 
others. 23 5 . "#  ^
Muhammad emigrated to Yathrib (Madina), a city two hundred
* kç:. 'miles north of Makka to serve as chief arbitrator or judge in a bitter feud 
between its 'Arab tribes. 24 The message of the Qur'an and the example 
of the Prophet Muhammad have constituted the formative and enduring 
foundation of faith and belief. They have served as the basic sources of 
Islamic law and the reference points for daily life. 25 The function of 
Muhammad is also explicitly stated in the Constitution of Madina. It 
states that "Wherever there is anything about which you difier, it W to be 
referred to God and to Muhammad". And it states again " Whenever 
among the people of this document there occurs any incident 
(disturbance) or quarrel from which disaster for it (the people) is to be 
feared, it is to be referred to God and to Muhammad, the messenger of 
God. God is the most scrupulous and truest (fulfiller) of what is in this 
document". 26 go, the position of Muhammad under the Constitution 
was that of an arbitrator with great authority, and his position in this 
capacity improved with the development of his power. 27
The position of Muhammad was established by Qur'an, which 
commanded the Muslim to obey God and his Messenger and accept 
whatever decision he might take. The Qur'an also commanded the 
Muslims what they had to do if they had disputes. and He revealed 
with them the Book with truth, that it might judge between people 
concerning that in which they differed...". 28 At last, one of the functions 
of the Prophet was to judge between people according to the Qur'an.
The value of the legacy that Muhammad, both as judge and law­
giver, left to his followers is well suggested by Gibb, " The structure of law
and government which Muhammad bequeathed to his successors, the 
Caliphs proved its value". 29
The period of the Rashidun.
After the death of the Prophet (632 C.E) the period of al- 
R ish id û n ,30  witnessed the continuance of the system of courts as 
instituted by Muhammad. Abu Bakr, the first Caliph, filled duel i^le 
of leader and sole judge. For example, when he was leading a pilgrimage 
as early as the year (12.A.H), al- Tabari tells that two youths were 
involved in a fight and one of them was hurt as a result. Presumably a 
dispute arose and was referred to him. He decided the case and referred to 
TJmar to carry out the dedsion.3l He also continued the system of courts 
which existed in the time of the Prophet. ^2
During this period, Abu Bakr was obliged to settle the zakah (tax) 
problem and the war against apostasy (ridda war), which arose after the 
death of Muhammad, and during this time there was no expansion of 
Islam. 33 He died in 634 C.E, and TJmar b. al-Khattib succeeded him. 
Under 'Umar, the apparatus of government was expanded, several 
tribunals being established for the better administration of all functions 
of government. A new development was instituted by 'Umar who 
appointed judges in the every dty; the Prophet, as in the case of Mu'adh 
had appointed them only in distant places. However 'Umar appointed 
Abu -1-Darda' in Madina, Shurayh in Basrah, Abu Musa al-Ash'arî in 
Kufah and 'Uthmin bin Qays in Egypt. 34 This means that for 'Umar's 
Caliphate, there are two phases in the judicial system: one in which he 
was the sole judge, the other in which he shared the judicial
8
administration with others who were his colleagues rather than his
subordinates.35
By his step to appoint independent judges, TJmar was the first 
Muslim ruler to make the judiciary an institution separate from the 
administration. 36 The separation was not complete, howevar, as the 
governor did himself retain judicial functions. This was natur^al in the 
beginning, because of the simplicity of the government, and becau^ of the 
religious tone of the community; but inevitably, Changes in organisation 
become necessary with changes in the conditions of the community. 
The evolution of the system may be seen in the case of 'Amr b. al-'Às, who 
was at one time commander of the army and governor of Egypt. In 
addition he exercised all the judicial functions, and was responsible for 
collecting the khara) (land tax). He was also the imam in the prayers. 
TJmar eventually relieved 'Amr b. al-'Às of all these functions except the 
first and the last. 37
An important decision attributed to TJmar which also shows the 
separateness of the offices of caliph and qadi, is in the account of a 
judgment given by Zayd. The losing party reported the outcome of the 
case to TJmar, who agreed that had he disposed of the case, his judgment, 
would have been different from that of 2iayd. The complainant 
accordingly appealed to TJmar's authority as caliph to reverse the adverse 
judgment. The caliph, however expressed his powerlessness to interfere 
with the judgment of another qadi. 38
TJmar also introduced measures for the governor to exercise his 
own initiative in appointing a judge. For example, TJmar wrote to his
governor 'Amr in Egypt, to appoint Ka'b bin Yasar as a judge. When the 
latter refused the office 'Amr b. al-'Âs proceeded to appoint TJthman bin 
Qays as judge of Egypt. Thus 'Amr b. al-'Âs was the first governor who 
independently chose a judge. 39
In the early period, no salary was attached to the office, and there 
were no legal fees, but by the time of TJmar, the judge was a full time 
salaried person. 40 From the period of Abu Bakr and 'Umar came two 
other foundations of the Shari'a. ijm a'. (consensus of opinion) and qiyas 
(analogy). These additional foundations were, of course, implicit in the 
Q u r 'a n  and the S u n n a . C oupled w ith these chiefs sources, other 
supplem entary  sources w ere established later, a l- is tih sân  (juristic 
preference) and al-istislah ( taking the public interest into account). 41 
Thus in the period of al-Rashidun, there are four sources or foundations 
of Islamic law in evidence to help the qadis in giving a right decision and 
to provide strong support for their judgment, the Q u r'an . Sunna. ijm a '. 
and qiyas.
The Caliphs expanded S u n n a  by using original thinking in 
analogous cases and by authoritatively applying and interpreting 
Prophetic Sunna. They adjudicated new cases by using their own original 
thinking or ijtihâd in matters that came to their attention for which they 
could not find a solution in the Q u r'an  or Sunna. The first and second 
caliphs, furtherm ore m ade it clear to their appointed judges that in 
making legal determinations they ought to consider the available sources 
in the following order: 42
1) the Qur'an;
2) the Sunna;
10
i The third Caliph w . ^  the first to have a special building set aside for 
sessions of court.44 The prison in the real sense of the word did not exist 
either at the time o: the prophet or during the reign of the first Caliph, 
Abu Bakr. It was es blished during the reign of U m ar b. al-Khattab. At 
first, the guilty n ,i was prevented from mixing with any other 
person, but he was i . up in a house or in a mosque. 45
I
rr!
The conclus iv could be drawn that as long as the Prophet wasI
bj alive, he legislated Adjudicated and executed the divine law. In his
i/J capacity as a messe- er and interpreter of the Q ur'an  and other forms of
divine orders, he cos i deal with any case or situation by the leave of God.f:':gï His personal judgni. it could either be sanctioned, corrected or reformed
■' jrbj by God who watche over his acts and 'kept the communications channel
open' with him through the angel Gabriel. Thus all that the Prophet 
said or did stems from and is in conformity with the will of God. With 
the Prophet's death, all that was left for the caliphs but at that time all 
these were not w riiten but retained in the hearts and m ind of his
11
3) a precedent by an authoritative lawyer, the requirements for 
whom were piety and knowledge of Islamic theology and law; and finally
4) their own personal judgment or consensus ( according to the first 
caliph) or referral of oie matter to the caliph by correspondence ( according 
to the second caliph
1 i U thm an succ . ded U m ar and was succeeded by 'Ali, who died in
’ 661 G.E. Until the tiie.e of U thm an, no special building was set aside for
K3 _ - - 3the court of the qad The court sat either at first in the house of the qadi, |
or in the mosque, ar he could even hold court on the public highway. 43 |
followers. An example of the circumstantial Our'inic legislation is cited 
in a number of the Hadith books. 46
The period of the Umawads.(661-750 CE)
During the Umayyad period, the Muslim state grew extensively, 
and encompassed a vast and diverse population. The state required the 
development of a judicial system, centred around individual judges, and 
the judge now just became a delegate of the local governor. The 
governor, within the limits set for him by the caliphs, had full authority 
over his province, administrative, legislative, and judicial without any 
conscious distinction between functions, and he could in fact and regularly 
did, delegate his judicial authority to his 'legal secretary', the qadi. The 
governor retained the power of reserving his decision in any lawsuit he 
wished, and of course of dismissing his qadi. The judge in this period is 
concerned only with the judicial function, unlike the practice of the 
preceding period, where the judge adjudicated in addition to performing
administrative work. 47 - -
During the early Umayyad time, the office of chief o f police
al Shurta) was set up. This was, at the same time, the :pérloh^iwho 
 'executed the judgments of the qadi in matters of Our'anic Cfihunm law. 
He also kept a watch on criminals, whom he sought out and ëŸ€htt|iUy 
brought before the qadi. 48 The judges in this period were completely 
independent, and not under the influence of the executive authorities.
Their decisions were enforceable on the executive authorities, And in .
_ _ _  _the time of the Umayyads the caliph appointed a qadi for each p ro v in c e . 50^
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Nâzir al-mazalim was introduced in this period, and effectively 
controlled the judiciary and corrected miscarriages of justice. In the 
absence of a court of appeal a litigant who was dissatisfied with one 
magistrate's decision could take his case to another magistrate, provided 
the decision of the first had not been carried out. It was also possible to 
claim damages for an unjust decision by application to this court. 51
Before the Umayyad period, persons aggrieved by th^W îW ÜW ^  
sought redress from the caliph openly and inforihhlly$ This :%ti@cpment 
was designed specifically to meet this problem. sit in
this court was Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz, called also
During the Umayyad period, the Muslim %aw 
two main features; first the judge exercised his
schools of Muslim law which judges later had to abide by wete not yet 
established . At this time, the judge had to draw his own judgment from 
the Qur'an, the Traditions, or the consensus Ws 4w n
discretion; second, the judge was not 
independent in his judgment. ' His authbnl
governors of the provinces, the revenue 
had to submit to his judgment. 53
By the end of the Umayyad period/ 
beyond their original position as official 
integral and important part of the admiiüstfauve 
controlled by, but themselves controlling the cWtbW^%% 
decisions adapting it to meet the changing
/ m
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There was no uniformity in the administration of law throughout 
the realm, decision naturally being influenced by local customary law. The 
amazing speed of political expansion made this state of affairs inevitable, 
apart from the fact that, as N. J. Coulson says "No real unifying influence 
was exerted by the central government and there was no hierarchy of 
superior courts whose binding precedents. might have established the 
uniformity of a case law system". 55 «iiiïï
The period of the 'Abbasids.
The 'Abbasid period is called the period
schools of law, because with the emergence of the Z 
jurisprudence was set up. During the early j^riod, the fqUf  ^major 
madhahib of Abu Hanifa, Shafi'i, Malik and Ahmad b. H ah lü  6athe m
into existence. TTte judge gave his iudgnient in;accordance ly^thl'^e . 
work of qadi. in matters of substiance,
Among the important characteristics 
'Abbasid period was the appointment of - ju 
orthodox schools in each province. Each pL 
with the task of dealing with cases relating to '^ ‘ 
teachings of their particular schools. 57
The early 'Abbasid caliphs contim^^^^li^t 
selecting, but it became à fixed rule that the oagM
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the Shari'a. He was no more the legal secretary of the Governor, but was 
normally appointed by the central government and once appointed, until 
he was relieved of his office, he was to apply nothing but the Shari'a, the 
Sacred Law, without interference from the government. However Schacht 
said that this independence remained theoretical. 58
The 'Abbasids set up the system of the Chief Judge or Supreme 
Judge (Qadi al-Oudah). who took up his residence in the capital of the 
empire and appointed judges in the Muslim provinces. During the reign 
of Harun al- Rashid, Abu Yusuf was the first to receive the title of Chief 
Judge. 59 The Chief of Judges soon became one of the most important 
counsellors of the caliph, and the appointment and dismissal of the other 
qadis under the authority of the caliph was the main function of his office. 
Schacht described the Chief Judge, " it was originally an honorific title 
given to the qadi of the capital whom the caliphs normally consulted on 
the administration of justice''. ^0
Furthermore, in accordance with the O ur'anic direction (3:100-104) 
the office of the M uhtasib . an officer responsible for enforcing Islamic 
morals and good behaviour in the community of Muslims, was set up. 
The function of the M uhtasib was the prevention of obvious breaches of 
law, specifically in relation to weights and misrepresentations as to the 
nature and quality of goods in the market, and avoidance of payment of 
admitted debts. He was also charged with punishing persons resorting to 
public drinking or failing to attend congregational prayers w ithout 
sufficient reason. The office of M uhtasib. inspector of the market, is 
said to be of Byzantine origin. On the other hand, the title Chief Judge
15
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(Qadi al-Oudah). is said to have been modelled on the Sassanian Persian 
Mobedan Mobed (Chief Priest) in Zoroastrian worship. ^3
Jurisdiction Institutions.
In this I try to focus briefly on the institutions of qadi. al-muhtasib. 
al-mazalim. hakim  and mufti.
Wilayat al-qada'
I begin with the institution of q a d i . The q ad i was the most 
important judicial officer of the Islamic state and played an important part 
in the sphere of the adm inistration of justice. The account of his 
functions and qualifications is given in the next chapter. A l-q a d a ' 
originally meaning decision, has in the Q u r 'a n  different meanings, 
according to different contexts. For exam ple it m eans doom sday, 
jurisdiction, revelation of the truth, predestination, determ ination and 
decree. ^4
Ibn Khaldun has pointed out how the office of q a d i was 
developed. At first he had to judge only between individuals, but the 
burden of statesmanship became so great as to make it impossible for the 
caliph or even his representative to busy himself with the m ultitude of 
affairs that touched the inner life of the community. Many of these tasks 
were placed upon the shoulders of the qad i. It became his duty to take 
charge of the weak-minded, of orphans and bankrupts. Testamentary 
disposals and pious foundations were committed to his care. At this time 
he was also inspector of streets and building and especially of market
16
places and of weights and measures. ^5 in the dictionary of Islam, T.P. 
Hughes gives the following concise definitions of the word:
1) the office of qadi or judge,
2) the sentence of a qadi.
3) repeating prayers to make up for having om itted them at the 
appointed time,
4) making up for an omission in religious duties, such as fasting,
5) the decree existing in the divine mind from all eternity, and the 
execution and declaration of a decree at the appointed time,
6) sudden death.
%
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Wilayat al-Mazalim
The m azalim  jurisdiction is delimited as compelling those who 
would do each other wrong to m utual justice, and restraining litigants 
from renouncing claims by inspiring fear and awe in them. The 
m azalim  court should include these five sets of person; Guards, (hami 
and 'aun) for the use of necessary force; judicial persons (qadi or hakim ), 
for ascertaining the principles of law and the procedure applicable; jurists 
(faqfh), referees on doubtful or difficult points; scribes (katib), to note 
down what passes between the parties and what is decided for or against 
them; approved witnesses (shahid). to show by evidence where the right 4
lies and what the judgment should be.
'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan was the first to fix a day for going into the 
case of persons complaining of unjust treatment. This is not by hearing 
from the person, but from the q ad i. Abu Idris, who in dread of his
17
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m aster’s close knowledge and attention, cleared up doubtful points and |
did what was necessary to enforce the decrees made. 68 in addition, the |
function of this institution was to set right cases of miscarriage of justice
which occurred in the administration and judicial department.  ^ t
The qadi is bound to adjudicate a case at once. The m azalim  judge 
may delay the verdict if such delay appears to further the finding of the 
truth. The qadi cannot summon witnesses directly. He has to wait until j
the com plainant brings forward witnesses and examined them. The 
mazalim judge is free to act as he sees fit in the best interest of justice. 69 
According to Mawardi, the jurisdiction of mazalim differs from that of the 
qadi's court. He set out the following matters to show the difference ; 70
1) superiority in dignity and power, enabling it to check baseless 
denial on the part of litigants and restrain acts of violence on the part of 
wrongdoers,
2) a jurisdiction wider and more unfettered, both in scope of action 
and in sentence, 4
3) power of intimidation and of eliciting and getting at the facts of 
the case, a task which qadis find difficult, and thus arriving at the truth,
4) pow er of checking open w rong doing and visiting open 
trangression with correction and discipline,
y ,  ,  .  - I - ' '  / 1,' . .. » V
5) power of deliberation, by recalling the litigants to attend when a 
case is doubtful and making searching inquiry into the facts, whereas a 
qadi is bound to adjudicate when required to do so by litigants without any 
such delay,
6) power to refer the litigants, if they be obstinate to an am in. as 
referee, to settle the dispute without the need of any consent. While the 
qadi can do this only by consent of the parties.
7) full power of securing the attendance of litigants (mulazama) in 
case where an absence of good defence is apparent, and of requiring 
security when that is admissible to the furtherance of injustice and |  
discouragement of false defence,
8) power to hear the evidence of persons leading a retired life 
(m a s tu r in ) , on matters beyond the q a d i's  means of knowledge, 
through approved witness,
9) power of putting the witness on oath where they seem to be 
w anting in their duty  , or where their number is very great, so as to 
remove doubt and suspicion. This again a judge or qadi has no power to 
do, and
10) power, at the outset, to summon the witnesses and to § 
interrogate them as to their knowledge of the dispute, whereas the practice 
of the qadi is to require the complainant to bring forward his witnesses, 
and they are heard only after being examined by the complainant.
The court of mazalim also has a function as stated below: 71
1) to investigate and redress the misuse of authority  by the 
executive in the levying of taxes and the recording of rights by public 
scribes.
2) to hear, adjudge and enforce orders on complaints by those in 
receipt of official stipends that these have been reduced in amount or have 
not been paid.
3) to look after the interests of awqaf, whether public or private.
4) to secure the enforcement of decisions m ade by q ad is  not |  
sufficiently strong to see their judgment executed by defendants of high 
rank or occupying powerful positions.
■1
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5) to undertake the suppression of evil doing and the enforcement 
of regulations within the jurisdiction of the muhtasib but beyond his 
power to enforce.
6) to ensure the care of public worship and religious practice in 
general and to see that there are duly performed.
7) to undertake in proper care the adjudication of disputed cases by 
the same procedure as adopted by qadis.
Wilayat al-Hisbah
The office of muhtasib came into being in respbhse to the verse 
of the Qur'an, " And among you there should be a party who invite to 
good and enjoin the right and forbid the wrong". 72 The function of 
m uhtasib. was both that of superintendent of the market and public 
censor. As regards his official religious duties, al-m uhtasib was to 
enforce Islamic morals and religious behaviour on the community. For 
example, he must see that the five prayers are performed daily at the 
proper times, that die fasting of the month of Raumidàh hé bbW vèa lidtd ^  ^
everyone observes modesty of behaviour and striQ codej o^f o^nipXdUty, 
that no men and women are allowed to mix togetiier in thel&tfeets ùtd in 
the public places. The mamtenance of the mosque can^ 
control. 73 He was also charged with punish!:^ per^ns
public drinking or failing to attend congregational ÿfàÿ#Sy^f^out ^
^sufficient reason.74 ■ tv
Another function of the muhtasib was to see that justice is  hWng ymm#smoothly administered. Al-Mawardi believed that if. ^
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unnecessarily, to disguise from litigants, or refuse without lawful course, 
to entertain their complaints until the machinery of justice stopped its 
motion and litigants suffered, the superior of the qadi would not prevent 
the muhtasib from showing his disapproval of the former's blameworthy 
attitude. Al-Mawardi illustrates this, reporting that Ibrahim ibn Batha', 
wali al-hisbah at Baghdad, had passed b y ih e  house of the qad i/ Abu■•.V •
TJmar ibn Ebmmad. There he saw the litigants sitting at the door bf 
house waiting for the qadi to come out. Wali al-hlsbah- ' ^ d " @ h e d  
the aadi's ushèr and instructed him in these words, "
here%that these litigants are sitting at his door and under no shelter from the hot sun waiting ibrlMm^ ^^  
and either hear them or tell them to disperse taja Pomèj 
fixed day". 75 So it became clear that the muhtW b:i:# '^«&% 
social vices on his own initiative, while the qadi has poWIr lO adjudicate
A:
only when matters are raised before him. (However Muhtasib ■ has no 
right to dispense justice in matters of marriage and mu'amalat.
According to ibn Khaldun, al-muhtasib's dunés 
the public welfare in towns. P e ' ^ a M g # ^  
inconvenience that may occur to users of thè, 
and ship owners from carrying too much lofC  
When he find houses that are threatening tb'^ 
order their owners to demolish them inuh 
unsavoury consequences or damage. The smoom  ^
also comes under the jurisdiction of a l-m u h t^ lh ^ " jfe^ P  
school teachers if they unnecessarily beat thdr ■pupils.^ 
intermediate between those of the qadi and thé fttazàl
Hr. ^entitled to deliver judicial opinion, but he upholds What m
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common law. His activities partake of those of the police officer and of 
those of the judge. His authority is both execufive and judicial, bpt It is
restricted to application and enforcemœt niliijgs of Idgh^.^iBute,
or of the popular feeling of equity. ?8
• - ^ 
lays down
agree
that of a
%
■
MuhAkwrn
mrbitr
Arbitration naturally 
and arbitratipp^constitu 
as a bran
arbitrators
possible o  
property
to the ÎA" > * '1
conform
because it would be useless to annul it, and then pass a similar decree. But 
if it be contrary to his opinion, he m ust annul it, as the decree of an 
arbitrator is not binding on the qadf. since he did not authorize i t  82
The necessary qualities of an arbitrator are the same as those 
demanded of a qadi. So it is not valid to appoint a slave, or an infidel, or 
a person that had been punished for slander, or an infant to act as an 
arbitrator, because none of these is competent to be a witness. 83 
However a woman is eligible to be an arbitrator. The appointm ent of a 
hakam  is not valid in cases of hudud  and qisas, because the party has no 
power over his own blood, and is therefore not capable of assigning it to 
others. In particular, arbitration is to be recommended in matters 
involving property, divorce, em ancipation of slaves, m arriage and 
guarantee but not in zina, theft and libel (qadhf). 84 The arbitrator also 
cannot benefit himself or his close relations by his award. This is the rule 
also for the qadi. and the arbitrator cannot delegate his duty to another 
person. 85
Mufti é
JA m u fti is a specialist on law who can give an authoritative j
jopinion on points of doctrine. His considered legal opinion is called
fatw a. So m ufti is a person who gives a fa tw i. opinion on point of law, I
]the term 'law' applying in Islam, to all civil and religious matters. The i
conditions required by the classical doctrine for the exercise of the ^
profession, or even for the delivery of fatwa; are Islam, 'adala or integrity, J"Ilegal knowledge (ijtihad) or the ability to reach, by personal reasoning, the
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solution of a problem. So the m ufti can give a fatwa on the ground that 
he is muitahid. As opposed to a qadi, a mufti can be a woman, a slave, a 
blind or dumb person, except in the case of a mufti who is a public official.
Fatwas may be given to private individuals, to magistrates in the exercise 
of their profession, and to any other authorities. 86 Some scholars said 
that a fasiq is not capable of being a mufti, because the giving of a fatwa 
is connected with the religion, and the morals of a fasiq are not creditable t
in matters relative to religion. 87
(Part Two.)
Islam In Kedah
The history of the Islamization of the Malay Archipelago is still a 
much neglected field, particularly the period from the thirteenth to the 
sixteenth century, a period of large-scale and vigorous conversion to 
Islam. At the heart of this neglect are two related issues; the impact of 
Islam in the Malay Archipelago and the periodization of Malay history.f 
In the history of Malaysia, most historians say that Kedah was the earliest 
known kingdom to embrace Islam, established as early as between 600 and 
700 A.D. Kedah was a potential area for the establishment of a port and 
emporium for trade in various commodities between the Middle East and 
China. This activity was occurring , even before Islam. The success of 
Kedah at that time was probably due largely to its geography. There was 
the distinctive landmark of the Kedah peak 3,987 ( Jerai Mountain) which 
is visible from the sea as far as thirty miles away, and which the Indians 
considered to be a home of the Gods. 7 In addition to this, the Sungai
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Bujang (river) during that time was navigable to vessels of large size, and 
possessed an excellent water supply. Finally, it provided easy access by 
land from Kedah to Patani, Singapore (Songkhla) and Ligor which were all 
on the other side of the Malay Peninsula.5
Although Kedah has a long history, its ancient history as a whole 
and the history regarding the coming of Islam, in particular, are very 
limited. There are many histories regarding the coming of Islam in 
Kedah. The date of the coming of Islam remains questionable. Present-day 
historians try to date the introduction of Islam to Kedah by use of local 
historical sources. Possibly the presence of Islam in Kedah began earlier 
than the establishment of the Malacca Sultanate in the early 15th century. 
This evidence is based on the tombstone, which has been found at 
Tanjung Inggeris, Kedah dated 291H / 903 A.D. The tombstone belongs to 
Sheikh 'Abd al-Qadir b. Husain Shah 'Alam and describes the shahida  
and his name.4
According to G. Khan, it is claimed that Islam was brought to 
Kedah during the 7th century A.D. It is thought that Indian Muslim 
traders who frequently visited Kedah introduced Islam and converted 
some people to Islam. 5 He stated that in 774 ‘Arab traders, Khurthas 
Bey and Sulaiman left the teachings of Islam in this country. In the 8th 
century there had been continuous contact with Indian Muslim traders 
and resident Muslim merchants. Some Muslim merchants married 
Malays. Inter-marriage helped to spread Islam in many Malay families. 
According to Khan the earliest evidence showing that Islam was there is 
based on the silver dirham coin dated 848 (234 A.H), the coin of 'Abbasid 
caliph al-Mutawakkil (847-861) which was found at a Hindu temple. 6
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Many authors dealing with the history of the Islamization of this area 
have stressed the fact that Islam was brought to the region by traders from 
'Arabia, Persia and India. Hasan bin Ahmad Mullabi, writing towards the 
end of the tenth century, reported that a thriving area existed on the west 
coast of the Malay Peninsula ( named Kalah or Klang) inhabited by 
Muslims from Persia and India.7
Speaking about Kalah, Abu Zayd of Siraf (d. 916) says that 'this city, 
which lies half-way between China and Arabia, is the centre of all trading 
in spices and aromatic essence, it is there that the Omani ships come 
nowadays to traffic and it is from here that they return to Oman'. 8
It is actually very difficult to fix the precise date of the coming of 
Islam to Kedah, However based on the first governm ent, Kedah was 
established by Raja Mahawangsa. In 695, Srivijaya took over Kedah from 
Raja Mahawangsa, During that time the commercial links between Telok 
Benggala and South-East Sumatra effectively occurred and Kedah became 
a stop-over. 9
In 1068, Chola conquered Kedah and it was reported there were 
many traders especially 'Arab, Persian and Indian who visited the Malay 
Archipelago during this time. It is probable that Islam had been 
introduced into Kedah by this time. However according to Fatimi, 
these areas accepted Islam officially at the end of 15th century A.D in the 
time of Malacca Sultanate.
According to another views, the H indu kingdom  of Aceh in 
Sumatra had gradually become converted to Islam since 1106 by the 'Arab
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missionary Ibn Batutah and Muslims going to Kedah to trade left 
behind their Islamic customs. By 1136 Islam found a place in Kedah and 
began to compete with Hinduism. Persian script was also introduced by 
Indian Muslim residents. ^2
With regard to Sultans, historians have different views on the 
matter of who was the first Sultan converted to Islam. One claims that the 
first ruler of Kedah was Merong Mahawangsa also known as Pra Ong 
M ahawangsa who was converted Islam under the efforts of Sheikh 
'A bdullah al-Yamani. ^5 However, according to Al-Tarikh Salasilah 
Negeri Kedah, the first king Maharaja Durbar was converted to Islam on 
the efforts of a learned 'Arab, Sheikh 'Abdullah bin Tuan Sheikh Ahmad 
al-Qumairi from Yaman in the year 531 H  /1136 A. D. 14 Having came 
to Qalha, he is said to have visited the king and inquired about the 
religion of this state. The king replied " my religion and that of all my 
subjects is that which has been handed down to us by the people of old. 
We all worship idols". "Then has your highness never heard of Islam, and 
of the Q u r 'a n  which descended from God to M uham m ad and has 
superseded all other religious, leaving them in the possession of the 
devil?" " I pray you then, if this be true", said the king, "to instruct and 
enlighten us in this new faith". 15 After this conversion, the name of the 
king was changed to Sultan Muzaffar Shah. Sheikh 'A bdullah was 
appointed as a religious adviser to the Sultan. In five years Islam became 
widespread in Qalha or Qalaha. Sheikh 'Abdullah suggested that the 
Sultan should rename Qalha or Qalaha. Sultan Muzaffar Shah agreed and 
the name "Kedah Darulaman" meaning an abode of tranquillity was 
given and remains to the present day, 16 Sheikh 'Abdullah died and was
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buried in the flat area on the Jerai Mountain which until today is known 4
as Padang Tok Sheikh. 17
It seems that there is a difference between them in determining 
who was the first ruler of Kedah converted to Islam. To remedy this, it is 
said that M aharaja D urbar Raja founded his palace called "Kota 
Langkasuka" at Sok approximately sixty miles to the east of the Jerai 
Mountain, while Merong M ahawangsa also founded his palace on the |
I
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eastern part of Jerai M ountain near the sea and it was called "Kota 
Langkasuka" as well. It is obvious that the kings tried  to isolate |
themselves from the centres of worship and the activities of Hinduism  |
and Buddhism which were scattered around the banks of the Sungai 
Bujang (Bujang River). From this, therefore, we can assum e that 
Maharaja Durbar Raja and Merong Mahawangsa were probably the same 
person. And we should notice here that before the emergence of Islam, 
the religions of the ruler and the subjects of Kedah were Buddhism and
H indu ism .l8
Furthermore, the conversion of Maharaja Durbar as stàtéd is said to 
have occurred through the efforts of a learned 'Arab, Sheikh 'Abdullah 
bin Sheikh Ahmad Ja'far al-Qumairi from Yaman. Merong Mahawangsa 
was converted to Islam through an effort of the same person. Thus, we 
can conclude that Maharaja Durbar Raja and Merong Mahawangsa were 
probably the same person.
Other than this event, it is said that during the disturbance which 
occurred in China at the time of Hi Tsung Emperor 265-276H/ 878 889 
A.D, 'Arab merchants who settled in Canton migrated to Kedah and tlie
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western coast of the Malay P e n i n s u l a .  19 This argument is possibly true 
because, from the geographical point of view, Kedah was of easy access by 
land from Patani, Singgora (Songkhla), Ligor and even from China. 70 
However all this can only be tentative suggestions because undoubtedly 
m any aspects and problem s of early M alaysian h isto ry  rem ain 
unanswered.
From the above description and evidence that is given, we find 
that there is no specific date for the coming of Islam to Kedah. Kedah 
probably converted to Islam before Malacca did. Possibly the conclusion 
could be that the existence of the stone represents the settlement of a 
M uslim comm unity w ith its own governm ent in that region. The 
kalim ah al-Shahada which is written on the front face of the stone also 
indicates the existence of Islam in Kedah. Therefore, one might simply 
accept that the coming of Islam could have occurred in 10th century 
A.D.71 However there is no unanimity among historians on the exact 4
date of the coming of Islam to Kedah
Kedah was under Siamese occupation from 1821-1842 before the 
English took it over in 1909 after a treaty between them. Kedah became 
allied to the Unfederated Malay States. The Kedah Sultan accepted a 
British resident, whose advice was to be asked and acted upon in all 
matters of administration, except those concerning religion and custom. 72
Islamic Organisation
Data about the administration of Islam in the early years have not 
been uncovered. However there was one office at that time called Sheikh
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al-Islam . Its function was to advise the Sultan in religious matters. The 
first person appointed as Sheikh al-lslam was M uhammad Khayât, an 
'Arab. He held this office from 1901- 1903. The second adviser or Sheikh 
al-islam  was Sheikh 'Abdullah Dahlan, who served for one year. The 
third and last Sheikh al-Islam was Wan Sulaiman Wan Sidiq. He served 
almost thirty years. It should be mentioned that there have been only 
three holders of the office of Sheikh al-Islam. 7 3
After the death of the last Sheikh al-Islam, Maima' Sheikh al- 
Islim  was introduced to replace Sheikh al-Islam. This committee includes 
a Chief q ad i. The first office of Islamic administration took place in 
Limbong Kapal, Alor Star Kedah. However the date of the establishment 
is not known. 74
Throughout the Muslim period, arrangements were made to arrest 
and  pun ish  those M uslim s w ho abstained frequently  from  the 
congregational prayer on Friday and those able-bodied Muslims who had 
not fasted in Ramadan but ate in restaurants openly, and those Muslims 
who sinned in the company of the non-Muslims opposite sex and those 
Muslims who purposely refused to contribute the zak ah . 75 From this 
statement, we may conclude that there was an office or organization to 
handle this problem. However no mention was made about the Shari'a 
Court or any office of qada*. Thus the existence of Shari'a  Court at this 
time was not known. The reason for this is that for the most part the 
laws were undated and unwritten.
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Nevertheless, there were a few written laws which could be found 
in the law of Dato' Sri Paduka Tuan dated in the year 1667 A. D which 
laid down that; 76
1) Thieves, robbers, cock-fighters, opium smugglers, gamblers, 
worshippers of trees and rocks, drunkards, all those sins against A llah 
m ust be reported by the leaders of a village to the headman. Failure to 
report on the part of the elders or the headman shall be punished;
2) The headman shall order villagers to observe the five times of 
prayer, the fast and Friday services. The recalcitrant shall be brought to the 
mosque with a yoke round his neck;
3) Land owners shall pay religious tithes.
Apart from these, there are also Kedah Laws which were prepared 
during the reign of the Sultan Muhammad Shah (1122-1174 H) and were 
based on three sources, a l-O ur'an . 'aql and naq l. 77 We find that the 
influence of Malay customs is less and that more of the Islamic laws are 
generally followed. The Kedah laws is said to have consisted of forty 
parts. It dealt with criminal, marriage, m al, land law and the 
qualification to be a Sultan and other officer. 78
The clear date illustrates that there were a Qadi and Chief C adi in 
the year 1910. The statement m entioned that Wan Sulaiman Sidiq 
before he was appointed as Sheikh al-Islami was C adi and Chief C ad i. 
This occurred in 1910. 79 Actually this is not the earliest date of the 
existence of Shari'a Court, but Shari'a Court at this time was well known. 
And one of the letters sent by the Chief Qadi in 1913 , clearly has shows 
that the office of qadi or Shari'a Court was established. 50 in  truth, it is 
still doubtful as to the actual date of the drawing up of the Islamic court
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and of the Islamic law. According to Ahmad Ibrahim the Shari'a Court 
was established in 1905 under the Enactment of Mahkamah 1905. 51
In 1912, the Appeal Court of the Civil Court was entitled to hear any 
appeal from Shari'a Court, provided that two learned men (faqih) were 
among the committee members in the Civil Court. For example in 1912, 
one appeal was brought to the High Court before the judge of the Civil 
Court and Sheikh al-Islam was among the committee members. One may 
conclude here that before 1948, the Shari'a court was under Civil Court 
administration. 52 in 1948, the Courts Ordinance established a judicial 
system for the Federation and omitted the Shari'a Court as being part of 
the federal courts system. 53 When the British came and exercised their 
influence in the Malay state, the Shari'a  Court lost its significance. R.J 
Wilkinson said, "There can be no doubt the Muslim law would have 
ended by becoming the law of Malaya had not British law stepped in to 
check it". 54
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Ibn Qudama, lays down the three following conditions for the office 
of q ad i. First the qadi should be a kam il (perfect), that is of two kinds; 
kamil a l-ah k am  and kam il a l-kh ilqah . K am il a l-a h k am  means the 
conditions of being eligible to perform general religious duties, and these 
conditions are being adult, sane, free and male. By kamil al-khilqah is 
m eant not to suffer from physical unfitness, that is, the appointee should 
be sound of organ of speech and sound of organ of hearing and sight. 
Second a qadi should be 'adl and, third a qadi should be a m ujtahid.5
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Chapter II
Analysis of the criteria required to become a Qadi
Islamic Law has imposed certain conditions to become a q a d i 
(judge). A candidate m ust fulfil these conditions before he could be 
approved to exercise his own judgm ent in the lawcourt. According to 
some fuqaha' there are as many as about fifteen  ^ conditions of eligibility 
for the office of qadi whereas some fuqaha' said there are seven, ^ and 
some fuqaha' reduce them to only three. ^
In brief, the writer of al-Hidaya gives the following conclusion that 
a minor who has still not attained the age of puberty cannot be a qadi; a 
non-Muslim is not eligible to become a qadi; an insane person cannot be a 
qadi; a person convicted of qadhf (slandering with accusation of adultery) 
loses his competency for the office of qadi; a fasiq is competent to become a 
qadi, though the appointing authority should not select a fasiq for the 
office of qadi; and a woman may be appointed as qadi in those cases 
wherein her evidence is admissible. ^
While Ibn Farhun gives the following list of the qualifications of a
Sex.
Scholars have different views on this condition. Some scholars 
are not agreed to give the post to a woman. The majority of the Muslim 
scholars expressed the view that the judge had to be a man, ^ and they 
forbid a woman to act as qad i. A woman is altogether disqualified to 
hold the office. When a woman has been appointed, her appointment 
and her judgment can be dismissed and the one who appoints her is a 
sinner. ^
However Abu Hanifa thought that a wom an could exercise 
jurisdiction when her testimony was valid. ^ The reason lies in the fact 
that the rules of jurisdiction are derived from the rules of evidence.  ^^ 
Their testimony is valid only in civil cases, which means a woman
'"I
- , ..j:qadi, being Muslim, sane, male, free, adult, 'adl. knowledgeable, being #
one (in a circle of jurisdiction), sound of hearing, sound of sight, and 
sound of speech. 6 Regarding these, certain conditions are ijma'i, agreed 
upon by all the fuqaha', and the rest not ijma'i, not recommended by all 
the fu q ah a '. Yet no matter how they differ one from another, they all 
seem to hold that conditions are necessary. That means Muslim scholars 
have asked for certain conditions to become a q ad i, but they have 
different views about the number of conditions. These conditions in detail 
concerned the following matters:
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can be appointed as a judge in all cases except in cases involving fixed 
penalties (hudud) and retaliation (qisas).
Al-Tabari, unlike all the other scholars, moved further by having %
the opinion that a woman is qualified for the office of judge in the same 
way as a man in all cases, even hudud  and qisas. When a women has 
been appointed, the one who appoints her is not a sinner and her 
judgment is acceptable. Madhab al-Khawarij agreed with al-Tabari.
a
ShafiT argued against Abu Hanifa saying that if a woman were 
to be allowed to Judge civil cases, she could not be prevented from 
becoming a judge in criminal ones as well as a  naan. A e  other 
reason for the objection is women are dependent on a ihàh, therefore i
accordingly they were not capable of carrying out this responsibility.
_ JAccording to al-Mawardi(d. 450/1059) a man and not a woman, should  ^ |
hold leadership because a man is more intelligent and has a higher
level of understanding than a woman.
ShafiT in arguing this m atter had given arguments n'om OnKan 
and H adlth . From the Q u r'an , "Men are maintainers of woman, by 
reason that Allah has made some of them to excel oth^s". With 
regard to this verse, leadership in this context of à man's
responsibility to a woman in nafaqah, and in dehyenng Jurisdiction.
Moreover, it is obvious that leadership is restricted to meh, as women 
w ere regarded as inferior in adm inistration and  physical stt^ehgth.
However, some scholars argue that this verse of a l-O ur'an  can be used 
only as evidence to allow husbands to reprimand th e if^ v e s . '
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In addition, a judge has to deal with men in hearing cases, 
however women are not allowed to have dealings such as this to avoid 
temptation. 20 Muslim rulers, during the reigns of al-Rashidun and 
even after that period selected for the post of qa^  only those male pm ^ns 
who were erudite and proficient, because the function of q a ÿ , as 
in the following chapter, is to assist the. ruler 
his responsibility. Another scholar aald Bwtt
period of th é .^ ro p h et 21
*' '  ^administering jsmdent justice she
the responàWlifies of the ruler.
fewer duties from the religious point ^f
advantageoüs^âjian^ that erf niari- ^
,:,'S. t  s
Women are also forbidden to execiittIff- ' • ■ . ■
not capable of leading prayers In - th^ 
qadi is to lead the congregational prayers J 
prayers. This is a religious duty and %e 
leader in these prayers, so this is  gte
a qadi. 23
“ .  ..ïe ST
An interesting argument Is
w.which says <rf
'’ à 'the law an* 1$#/ whq errs by 
goes to p a ra^^  who acts in a  
from H adM  that a woman^ls . 
mentioned just; à man and not a 
argumaits, of W-Muj
by Abu BakrxdiLwho says thatr  '■ A .rid^é
&A'/
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is led by a woman". 25 All the previous scholars had used this Hadith i
to support their respective opinions on the appointm ent of a woman 
judge. This command is for general application including jurisdiction. 26
M oreover the form ula laid dow n by Ibn Q udam a im p lie d ly  
excludes woman from being a judge, as the appointee to the office of ^
qadi ought to be kamil al-ahkam and kamil al-khilqah. 27 jbn Qudama 
expressly argues woman cannot be a judge for the following reasons; First 
because she is not kam il al-ahkam . whereas m an is kam il al-ahkam .
Second because she is not kamil a l-k h ilq ah  because she is given to 
forgetfulness as says the Holy Q ur'an "And if two men be not (at hand) 
then a man and two women from among those whom  you choose to I
witnesses, so that if the one erred (through forgetfulness) the other will ^' : *
remember". 28 j
I
Ibn Farhun, the Maliki, advances another argument as to the non­
eligibility of a woman for the post of qadi. He says that a woman is not 
eligible for the post because of her defect, and because her speech is an 
inducem ent and because the (beautiful) figure of some wom an is a 
temptation. 29
However, al-Tabari argued that the H a d ith  narrated by Abu 
Bakrah above concerns only the leadership of a nation and not the 
appointment of judges. Al-Tabari felt that the objective of appointing a 
judge is to implement justice. Whoever, man or woman, has the 
ability and credibility to be just and fair in arbitrating disputes between 
people, he or she can be judge. According to al-Tabari, the giving of 
judgm ent is analogous to the giving of fa tw a . He reasoned that
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anyone who can issue a fa tw a can perform the function of qad i; 
because a woman is qualified and eligible to be a mufti, she is also 
acceptable as a q a d i. and he said, manness is not a necessary 
requirem ent W ithout this requirement the appointment of the qadi is 
still valid. He p u t forward the views by saying that there are no 
arguments from the Q u r'an  or Sunna which forbid women from being 
q ad is , and state clearly in the H a d ith  that "Women adm inister their 
husbands’ mal and are responsible for their subordinates". ^2
The majority of the scholars were opposed to that view. As their 
reasons did not satisfactorily answer the question of their objection to the 
appointm ent of women to the office of judge. H um aidan offers two 
possible explanations. He said that it may be because the Q ur'an  stated 
that the testimony of two women was equal to the testimony of one man, 
so in order that her verdict be accepted as a wom an she had to be 
accompanied by another woman, and as M uslim scholars did not 
envisage any kind of collective judgm ent, they objected to the 
appointm ent of women. Qr it may be the natural a ttitude of their 
traditional society as a whole which objected to the women being in such 
a leading role as to preside over a court of justice.
Ibn Hazm argued in favour of admitting the appointm ent of a 
wom an w ithout restriction saying that a l-Q ur'an  comm anded all the 
believers to judge between people with justice. He argued that this 
command is general to both man and woman. Therefore it can be argued 
that it is not wrong for a woman to be a judge. In further support of 
this argument Ibn Hazm quotes that it is narrated that 'Umar b. al-
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Khattab had once appointed a woman, Shafa' bt. Abi Sulaiman, during 
his time.
According to Abu Hanifa's point of view, a woman cannot be 
appointed as a judge, but if appointed, the appointment is valid but the 
one who appoints her is a sinner. Judgments by a woman qadi are 
valid in all cases except hudud and qisas cases, as long as they are 
according to Qur'an and Hadith. ^5
The argument to support the Hanafi opinion is derived from 
analogical deduction (qiyas). that is, because testimony from a woman is 
valid and acceptable in certain cases, the appointment of women as 
judges and their judgments should also be valid. ^  This restriction has 
been imposed on the ground that no one can be appointed a qadi unless 
he posses the qualifications of a witness. But a woman is not competent to 
be a witness in cases involving the specific punishments of hadd or 
qisas. Therefore she is not competent to pass orders in certain cases; 
otherwise she is fully competent to exercise the functions of a qadi.
Ibn Hammam agreed with this Hanafi opinion and said that a 
woman is qualified for the office of justice in all matters except for hudud 
and qisas. Since her testimony in any court matter except for hudud  
and qisas is acceptable by the court, he further argued that such an 
acceptability should also be applied to the woman regarding her power to 
become a judge. ^2
According to al-Marghinani (d.593/1197), the authority of a qadi 
is not valid, unless he possess the qualifications necessary to a witness. It
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means that in the opinion of al-Marghinani, the conditions for the 
competency of the office of qadi is that the qadi be eligible for being an 
acceptable witness. 38
In discussing the sex, we should  bear in m ind k h u n t h a  
(hermaphrodite). K huntha judge are not acceptable to hold the o f f i c e . 3 9  
however khuntha wadih (hermaphrodite) or if khuntha act or tend to be 
men in their acting, their judgment is acceptable. Nevertheless khuntha 
mushkil are not acceptable to hold the office.
The first opinion which stated that a woman cannot be allowed to f
act as a judge is very strict. Since we are living in a community where 
women are more numerous than men, it may be possible to offer this 
job to the woman who is more erudite and more prudent than several 
men, and particularly when there is no qualified man available. There are 
only a few duties that wom en are allowed to perform . In certain 
circumstances, women are more eligible to preside over the court in cases 
involving female matters, since she knows better than men for instance 
in rape cases, pregnancy, 'idda. or as a qadi amongst women, because in 
this case neither her speech nor her face will prove to be a temptation. The 
testimony of two women alone is to be accepted with regard to matters 
about which men can have no knowledge, such as childbirth. 41
However, in conclusion and given the previous argum ents 
mentioned and according to the Islamic Law, a woman is not eligible to 
exercise the judicial work, so it may be recommended that women should 
not be appointed as qadi, but they may be appointed as jurisconsults in
.1
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order to give them an opportunity to play their role in the affairs of 
government. 42
Religion
There are two situations, the judge for the Muslims and the judge 
for non-Muslims. Most Muslim scholars agreed that the judge for 
Muslims, and the population where the majority are Muslims, has to be 
a Muslim, and he should judge according to the Islamic Law. 43
According to the al-Our'an, '^And Allah will by no means give the 
disbelievers a way against the believer". 44 it is clear that it is unlawful 
to choose the judge from non-M uslims to hear cases involving 
Muslims. That means in the first situation most scholars agreed that a 
judge for Muslims has to be a Muslim. However, most scholars have a 
different view on having a non-Muslim judge for non-Muslims. Abu 
Hanifa acknowledged that the appointm ent of a non-Muslim judge to 
hear the cases of non-Muslim litigants was legitimate. 45
Other scholars agreed with him in accepting this right and they 
added that if there is a dispute between a Muslim and a non-Muslim, 
then the case should be decided by a Muslim judge in accordance with 
Islamic Law. In the case of non-Muslim litigants submitting their cases to 
a Muslim judge, he can either apply the Islamic Law to them or refuse the 
hearing. Shafi'i held that the Muslim judge was not bound to entertain 
their suit. Abu Hanifa held that by the contract of the dh im m a, Islam
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undertook to dispense Justice to the dhim m is, and the Muslim judge had 
to retain jurisdiction.46
Furthermore, all scholars agreed that non-Muslims can choose 
either to submit their cases to their own judges or to Muslim judges. 
However Ibn Hazm said that non-Muslin)s in a Muslim state are as 
subject to the Islamic Law as a Muslim is. 47
Most scholars did not deny the legitimate right of a non-Muslim 
m inority in the population to submit their disputes to their own courts 
and judges seeking decisions based on their legal procedure. This was a 
right which Islam guaranteed them. 48 Al-Our'an states that "listeners for 
the sake of a lie, devourners of forbidden things, so if they come to you, 
judge between them or turn away from them. And if you turn  away from 
them, they cannot harm you at all. And if you judge, judge between them /B'l I
with equity". 49 t
However, most scholars thought that non-Muslims are not allowed 
to be appointed as a judge. Judgments between them were allowed Ohly in 
civil cases. 50 They agreed that non-Muslims were not qualified to wdrk 
out disputes between Muslims according to al-Our'an as stated above. 51 
And al-M awardi does not allow a non-Muslim to be a judge even in " 
connection with the disputes of the non-Muslims residing in  a Muslim
state. 52
Abu Hanifa, in accepting non-M uslim  judges, has used  an , "
argum ent from al-O ur'an  and an analogy (qlyas). In further sdjpppjrt of ' $ fh  
this argument, a l-O ur'an  says that "O you who believe, take not the
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Jews and the Christians for friends, they are friends for each other". 53 
According to this verse, Yahudi and Nasara can be a wali (guardian) 
between them only in the case of marriage, so a non-Muslim judge could 
be appointed to solve marriage problems between them. From analogy, 
a qualification to become a judge is based on the validity of one's 
testimony. Testimony from a kafir dhim m i 54 is valid in issues 
between them, so they are qualified for the office of judge between them.
m m ;
In this matter no faults are committed because Jhe ^  is
restricted to certain cases. 55
According to Ibn 'Abidin, non-Muslim j ü d ^ aiV
appointment between them is not m the rank of juagelbUt as a c # e  of  
leadership. Most scholars argued against the Hanafi idea Myi^g that a#
non-Muslim judges were not acceptable even between themselves. This 
case did not occur in the period of the ! 
period of Rashidun. 57 Al-Mawardi
allowed to be appointed only in the sense
They have put forward the following
-idea. The first argument comes from H àaitx^ ^ T
anything". 59 With regard to the Hadith:
* -.authority to a non-Muslim in any circumstances/
Th. . . c . d  c m . .
forbidden to act as a judge, although a faghi is  " f0 ^ d 4 #  # #  
bound by Islamic law. In conclusion, 
becoming judges is better than to prevent ,f&Mfi/ '
-St-A.
A
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obligated by Islamic Law. ^0 Moreover, one important point which must 
be stressed here is the judge has to implement Islamic Law in a lawsuit. 
He has to know what the Islamic Law focuses on, so Islam is an essential 
condition for the candidate to obtain the post of judge. 51
The writer of al-qada' fi-Islam, unUke others scholars, moyed 
further in having the opinion that n o n - M u s W # ^ # # ^  
hear cases from Muslims. H e u s e s # # ^ ^ ^ ^  
qualification to become a judge is the saihe a S #  
witness. Non-Muslim witnesses are 
he thought that non-Muslims were qualified
If he is not a Muslim a question 
Shari'a Court, t)ecause to be a qadi. e  
shari'a. It should be noted here that in 
'aqidah and ahkam al-shari'a. And as a 
wrong doing and command the truth and 
things and to propagate Islam 
Muslims are not suitable to
The Hadith mentions that 
example. The H adith noted
(paradise) who acts in accordance w W im  
out here, how could non-M uslim s#^; 
convert to Islam because from t h e #
A:are to be placed in hell althougl^||p^ ‘ 
mentioned in the H adith. is a Muslini
m
O ur'anic verses to support this argument. The verse of the Q ur'an  noted 
that, " Those who disbelieve from among the people of the Book and the 
idolaters will be in the Fire of Hell, abiding therein".55 And the Q u r'an  
states again that "Whoever sets up a partner with A llah he indeed goes 
far astray". 56 Furthermore, al-Kasani mentions that the jurisdiction of 
qada' is categorized as an 'ibadah. 57
Free men
According to Islamic theory, most scholars thought that a judge 
had to be a free man. 58 a  slave ('abd) was disqualified from holding 
the office of judge because he had no authority over himself and he 
should not have authority over others. The scholars objected to the 
capacity of a slave to act as a witness, so they insisted they should object 
equally to the validity of his judgment. 59 if he had been appointed, his 
appointm ent is invalid and his judgm ent was disqualified. 20 Al- 
Mukatab 21 and al-M udabbar 22 were also forbidden from holding the 
office. 23
In discussing slaves, Schacht said that from the religious point of 
view the slave is considered as a person, but being subject to his master, 
he is not fully responsible. 24 Further a slave should have to work for his 
masters in all cases and his authority is less than that of a free man in 
terms of leadership. 25
Most scholars use al-Q ur'an and an analogy to support their view. 
With regard to al-Qur'an, it states "And call to witness from among your
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men, two witnesses". 26 Qurtubi interpreted this verse as saying that 
a man here is a free man and not a slave. 22 From analogy, a slave cannot 
be a witness as slave testimony was not acceptable. In that case, to forbid 
slaves from becoming judges is more important than to forbid them 
from becoming witnesses. 28
However Ibn Hazm had no objection to the appointment of a slave 
to act as a judge. 29 jbn Hazm's argument comes from al-Our'an, it states 
that "Surely Allah commands you to make over trusts to those worthy of 
them, and that when you judge between people, you judge with 
justice". 30 He uses the same argum ent he used to justify the 
appointment of a woman to office. A slave who had been emancipated 
could be appointed as a judge provided that he met the other conditions 
of the appointment. 31 A slave was able to be a m ufti, so he was 
also able to be judge. 32
Vision, Hearing and Speech.
Scholars argued about these matters. Abu Hanifa and Shafi'i 
insisted that blind men are not acceptable for office. 33 However, Imam 
Malik said that blind men are allowed to be appointed to the office, and 
their decisions can be implemented. Imam Malik forwarded his argument 
by saying that the Prophet had appointed Ibn Maktum, who was blind, to 
manage all the administration in Madina including being the leader in 
prayers and jurisdiction. 34
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Some scholars argued against Imam Malik, saying that the blind 
man’s testimony is not valid, therefore, it is more important to prevent 
the blind from becoming judges than to prevent them acting as 
witnesses. 35 sight is a necessary condition for a judge. He should be able 
to distinguish between plaintiff and defendant. The behaviour, the tone 
of voice, and the way of speaking during the hearing, will help the 
judge in his judgment. 36 in connection with Ibn Maktum's appointment, 
scholars said that tiiat appointment was not as a Judge biit dnly as leader 
in prayers. 37
To deal with the litigants, a qadi should be able to distinguish 
between plaintiff and defendant. In this matter, a blind man is not 
equipped, although he may have a sound knowledge of fiqh. A judge 
also needs good vision to preside over the court and reach the decision 
effectively. He ought to see everybody involved in the hearing. In 
contrast, a blind man is unable to do so. And, even if he can distinguish 
the voices, he has to do it repeatedly. 38 All this leads to bad consequences 
and makes the job of a blind judge difficult, which will eventually result 
in unfair judgment. Therefore good vision is necessary for one to be 
appointed as a qadi. Otherwise, the judge risks making an error in 
distinguishing the plaintiff from defendant.
Ibn Hazm argued that the Prophet Shu'aib was blind and was a 
Prophet, so he asked why the blind man could not be a qadi. The scholars 
argued that although the prophet Shu'aib was blind, he was not a q a^  or 
judge, and the aforementioned requirements were applicable to 
generations of Muslims since the prophet M uhammad.39 They further 
argue, most of the criminal and other cases needed a good vision to
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%scrutinise and examine documents and other material related to the
case. : J
i -
However, a one-eyed man can be appointed as judge. A person f|
who has good vision only in the day time but not at night can also be 
appointed. In delivering the decision when he could not see anything, his 
decision cannot be acceptable, and he is in theory, like a blind man. 91 
Some scholars said if his sight is poor and he cannot differentiate between 
litigants and cannot recognize voices, he is not allowed to be appointed, 92
In order to be able to listen to the argum ent pu t forward by the 
plaintiff and defendant, a judge should have adequate hearing. It is not 
valid to appoint a deaf man to the post of judge. Another view is that a 
man with inadequate hearing is allowed to be appointed as judge, on the 
condition that he can hear loud voices. Therefore it is more important to 
appoint a man with adequate hearing. 93 On the other hand, candidates 
who recognised the voices at close hand but not from afar were allowed to 
be appointed. 94
As to the mute, some scholars said that a mute is accepted to 
be a judge, on condition that his sign-language is understandable since his 
testimony is acceptable. Abu 'Abbas Shurayh had no objection to a dumb 
person being a qad i, on the condition that his sign language could be 
understood. He insisted that a dumb person’s testimony was acceptable 
and that his appointment should be acceptable too. 95 However most |
Muslim scholars argued that the m ute cannot be adm itted to the office.
Speech is important to deal with the litigants, and to deliver decisions. 96
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Although a mute can make a decision by using sign-language, his 
decision is more difficult to understand. Even if we understand the sign- 
language, there is still a problem in giving the decision. Thus the 
decision by sign-language is difficult to understand perfectly by everybody. 
With regard to a person who has a pronunciation problem, he is allowed 
to be appointed to office since his words are understandable. They said 
that the Prophet Musa was not prohibited from spread risa lah  even 
though he had a pronunciation problem. 97
The scholars have the opinion that other parts of the anatomy are 
not relevant as a condition in the appointment of a judge. 98 However 
the perfect condition of the body is preferable. In conclusion, health is a 
part of three basic requirements.
Sharblni summarises these three requirements : it is invalid to 
appoint a blind man, because he is unable to distinguish between plaintiff 
and defendant and their witnesses, it is invalid to appoint a deaf man, 
because he is unable to hear the evidence from plaintiff and defendant, 
and invalid to appoint a mute, because he is unable to deliver the 
decision and not everybody understands his judgment. 99
'Adala (Personal Character)
Literally the word 'adl is an abstract noun, derived from the root 
' adala, which means: First, to straighten or to sit straight, to amend or 
modify: second, to run away, deport or deflect from one (wrong) path to 
the other (right) one: third, to be equal or equivalent, to be equal or match.
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or to equalize: fourth, to balance or counter-balance, to weigh, or to be in 
state of equilibrium. ^30 Finally, 'adl may also mean example or alike (Q, 
V;96). a literal expression which is indirectly related to justice. 131 jn the 
conceptual sense, Ibn Manzur states that "the thing that is established in 
the mind as being straightforward" is the meaning of justice. 132
Most scholars opine that a candidate for the office of qadi should be 
of unblemished character ('adl). They agreed that fasiq is not acceptable to 
occupy the office, 133 and 'adala  is one of the necessary conditions to 
become a judge. However, certain scholars said that 'a d a la  is not a 
necessary condition. They said that a fasiq could be appointed to the office. 
According to Abu Hanifa, a decision from a fasiq judge is acceptable and 
can be implemented as long as his decision is in accord with the Shari'a. 
Abu Hanifa accepts a fasiq  q a d i, because the rules w ith respect to 
jurisdiction are taken from those with respect to evidence. 'Adala is not 
a major factor but only one of the requirements for the completion of his 
appointment. 134 However it is better to choose one qualified by 'adala to 
be a qadi. 135
M aw ardi explained, 'ad a la , it consisted of honesty, trust, not 
commiting any wrong doing, not making jokes, preserving dignity, the 
ability to be trusted, not to utter words when affected by happiness or 
anger. 'A dala in other definitions is to put things in the right position 
that means when a judge is deciding a dispute between litigants, his 
judgment should be fair and strictly based on Islamic Law and not on 
personal bias. 136
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The early jurists used the term 'adl as a quality of the judge in a 
relatively broad sense, stressing religious and moral values. In his work 
, Shafi'i stated, in defining the term 'adl, that it means acting in obedience 
to God, and went on to explain that by "obedience to God" he meantI; t i n ■"obedience to the Law" in the pursuit of justice. 137
Moreover, when the candidate has those qualities in himself, he is 
entitled to this condition. His testimony is valid and at the > same time 
his appointment is acceptable. But any deficiency in these requirements 
disqualifies him both to be a witness and to act as a judge. H k  judgment 
is invalid and cannot be authorized. 138 W .
-  -  -  Muhammad Salam Madkur clarified 'adala as being tr^tworthy in
his word, not being involved himself in something against the law and
being in control of his emotions of happiness and anger. 139
A judge has big responsibilities towards property, m uruw ah
-;A(virtues) and religion. These responsibilities cannot be box^e^^xcept by 
Ü» p » » n .  who h.™ .ohloved .1. U,.
a fasiq is not a suitable person to be appointed to éxërdse Ms judgment *13 
This statement has been reinforced by one of the verses in al-Qur'an. It 
states "O you who believe, if an unrighteous mSn bitogS Vèti '
carefully into it, lest you harm people in ignoraxice, then l^ J 0 ^ ^ |0 |.^ h n  
you did", m
A c a m i i« g ,o n m Q u d E m .,d d .v « , .m ^
accepting reports from the fasiq. 'Careful* here 
receiving any news brought by the fasiq. Their news ,wsis for
- r  y.'
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so it is very important to avoid the implementation of what they was 
saying. H2 Scholars also use a simple argument to declare that a fasiq's 
judgment is invalid. If the testimony from a fasiq is unacceptable, his 
judgment is unacceptable too. This means, if a fasiq's testimony were 
acceptable, so his judgment also could be accepted. H3 Al-Our'an says that, 
"And never accept their evidence, and these are the trangressors". H4
Abu Hanifa in illustrating this verse said that the command is to 
ensure care and the scrutiny of any news coming from the fasiq. 
However this does not mean that those reports can be regarded as totally 
wrong. We still can accept them after thoroughly examining, them. 
When his claims have been approved, this meaxls his testimony is valid 
and furthermore he is eligible to act as a judge, since both situations  ^
require the same qualification. ^^5 If a fasiq is forbidden to become a 
judge, it may be possible to implement the jurisdiction, when it is 
impossible to find a person with the complete requirements of 'adala .1^5
Another view is that fasiq's testimony is he is qiuulflfd t o
act as a judge. Although that is t h e e #  he
0 , . „  M m .  M
MS.. m o ,„ .c„  ^  h,.
and accordingly consider whether he would be able to carry but hiS puties 
acceptably, f
No exact definition of W s  k  given. It i s ^ g H ^ à i f ^ â ^ ^  
one who commits major sins, kaba'ir. and usually d ( ^  not
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Ijtihad.
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Scholars have different views on this matter. Imam Shafi'i, |
Ahmad b. Hanbal, and Imam Malik said that the person who is
commiting minor sins, sagha'ir, is a fasiq . Al-Marghinani says that a 
person of such character will not necessarily be unjust in his judicial 
capacity. He, bearing in his mind his reputation, will probably be very |
scrupulous and as just as possible in his judgments regarding the dignity 
of the office.
Abu Hanifa, on the other hand, as an argument to support his view, 
uses a H adith  which says that "there will be a leader who will delay the 
prayers". The leader here is categorized as fasiq. because delay in 
performing the prayers is a part of fisq . The Prophet approved the 
appointment of the leader who delays the prayers, therefore a fasiq can be 
appointed as a judge. ^21
Shafi'i objects to the appointm ent of a fas iq . using the same 
argument he used to justify the appointment of females to the office. He 
objected to his fitness to bear testimony, so he thought he should object to 
the validity of his judgment. ^^2 Some of them give their opinion that 
the appointment of a fasiq is valid, when at that time he is known to 
possess "adala . If he became fasiq. he can be discharged from his office. |
They reason that the appointer appointed him from confidence in his 
integrity (^adala) and it is to be presumed that he will not acquiesce in his 
discharge of the duty without integrity. ^^3
appointed to be a judge should be a m ujtahid . It is invalid to appoint 
an ignorant man (jahil) and m uqallid to be a judge. Tahil, or follower 
is by no way eligible for the post,
Shafi'i thought that this quality is an essential condition. This 
view is based on al-Our'an and H adith. Al-Our'an says that, "if there 
exists a quarrel about anything, men m ust refer it to Allah and the 
Prophet", that is, refer to al-OuPan and to the H ad ith . A dispute 
cannot be referred except by a m ujtahid . The m ujtahid is the most 
qualified person to deliver judicial decisions. During the early period 
of the Muslim community the Q ur'an  and the Sunna were enough to 
answer their limited needs. Later on, the needs of the community 
increased as did the community itself. To bridge the gap between the 
unchangeable nass and the needs of day-to-day life of the Muslims, ijtihad 
was developed.
This stems from the H ad ith . When M u'adh ibn Jabal was 
being sent to Yaman he was asked about the rule of his conduct. He 
answered that he would act according to al-Our'an. then according to 
what has been laid down by the conduct of the Prophet himself and in 
the absence of any available guidance from al-O ur'an  and Sunna, he 
would act according to his own judgment. The Prophet approved and this 
established the legality of ijtihad. This dialogue has a peculiar interest 
and great importance in the history of Islamic law and administration of 
justice. It is clear that a judge should have a (discretion to use his own 
reasoning.
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In dealing w ith the qualifications necessary for the judge, 
Mawardi stated that if the judge has a case in which he finds no 
judgment in al-Our'an or the Sunna, he has to use Oiyas, that is, to 
extend the effect of a Tradition by analogy (ra'y), or, in other words, he 
has to refer to similar cases in the traditions of the Companions (limaO, 
provided that his judgment be draw n from al-O ur'an  and (Prophetic) 
Traditions.^
Ijtihad is necessary because sometimes a new problem arises 
that is not accompanied by a clear decision in al-O ur'an and Sunna. 
So in this particular situation a m ujtahid  can use his own reasoning to 
deliver judicial decisions. It is feared that if the qadi himself is not 
fully conversant with the requisite knowledge one can easily lead him 
amiss and make him a tool of a tyrant. ^28 Consequently the qadi today, 
in order to fulfil his duties, has to follow the steps of his predecessor 
M u'adh and adopt this practical attitude of m ind inherent in ijtihad , 
through which he can give witness that the Shari'a is still capable of 
developing and evolving to meet the demands of contemporary 
issues. If a jahil is appointed at a city where no fuqaha' are residing, it is 
feared that he will pass judgments according to his will.
However, Abu Hanifa insisted that ijtihad is not a necessary and 
essential condition for the candidate for this office. At the same time he 
says if the judge would consult scholars who have more knowledge than 
he and the latter give their opinions, then the judge w ould decide 
accordingly. ^29
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Abu Hanifa required the qadi to be of high knowledge, though he 
allowed a qadi to be a m uqallid in such cases where he could not be a 
m ujtahid. Abu Hanifa said that the purpose of jurisdiction is to give 
the right to the right person. This can be achieved through other people's 
opinions. Al-Marghinani, on the other hand, is equally of the firm view 
that the appointment of a non-M ujtahid is valid. He says the more 
approved doctrine is that the condition of being a M ujtahid is merely 
preferable, bu t not indispensable, as ignorant persons may be 
appointed. However, Ibn Farhun said that " If a jahil is appointed at 
a city where no fu q a h a ' are residing, it is feared that he will pass 
judgments according to his will and whims as is prevalent in our cities 
and time. Knowledge has gone, ignorance is in abundance, ignorant 
persons are being projected and those who are knowledgeable are being 
rejected". ^^2
Al-Kasani insisted that it is accepted for a muqallid to be a judge, on 
the same argument. Although the m uqallid  can be a judge, he should 
practise the law based on the S h a ri 'a . In conclusion, ijtihad  is not a 
necessary condition for the appointment of a judge. It is only one of the 
requirements for the completeness of his appointment.
The w ord ijtihad  literally means exerting oneself. A person 
entitled to exercise ijtihad  is called m u jtah id , and a person bound to 
practise taqlid, is called m uqallid . M ujtahid is the person qualified for 
independent derivation of fiqh rules from the sources, and m uqallid  is 
the person who practised taqlid 'the adoption of the utterances or actions 
of the authoritative, with faith in their correctness without investigating 
his reasoning'. ^^5
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According to Mawardi, to be mujtahid, a candidate for the office of 
judge should have a necessary knowledge of Islamic Law by studying the 
legal decisions in al-Our'an as the first source, and its precepts. He should 
be fully conversant with a l-O ur'an  that means to be in possession of 
knowledge of the following things; whether abrogating (nasikh) or J
abrogated (m ansukh), whether verses that import clear orders (muhkam) 
or that are allegorical and beyond the understanding of commoners |
(mutashabihat), whether words pertaining to specific members of the class 
(khass) or words denoting and pertaining to all the homogeneous 
members of the class Camm) and whether verses im parting brief and |
precise commandments (m ujm al) or verses wherein the detail of brief 
commandment is given (mufassir). ^36
Ibn Qudama adds two things to be fully conversant with al-Our'an, 
is to be in possession of knowledge of absolute commandment (m utlak), 
and qualified commandments (muqayvad).
Secondly, he should know the ordinance of the Prophet as 
established by his w ords and deeds, and how transm itted, w hether 
continuously by a large number of narrators (taw atur) or by only one or 
two narrators (ahâd), whether genuine or doubtful, ad hoc or of general 
application.
Ibn Qudama adds that requisite knowledge of the H adith  means 
the knowledge and understanding of those H adiths wherein the law is 
laid down, the knowledge of those H adiths which are reported from the 
Prophet through Tabi'i (m ursal) and of those which are reported from
the Prophet through a Sahabi, as well as the knowledge of continuous 
Isn a d  (m u sn a d ) , broken Isn a d  (m u n q a tP ). knowledge of correctly 
transm itted a H ad ith  (sahih), weak H adith ; of those H ad ith s that are 
universally accepted and of those whereabout the opinions of the doctors 
of Hadith differ. ^39
Thirdly, he should know the interpretation by early Muslims (salaf), 
whether unanim ously (IjmaO or not, thus conforming to the consensus 
of opinion and arriving at a right opinion on points of difference. These 
were the bases of the judge's decisions. He was not to contradict them in 
any way. 140 Lastly, he should know the power of deciding by analogy 
(O iyas), or he should be able to express his own judgm ent by using 
analogy. ^41
The requisite of Oiyas for Ibn Qudama means knowledge of the 
preconditions of reasoning, kinds of Oiyas and how to derive the rules of 
law. 442 Although the use of analogy was a controversial issue among 
Muslim scholars, Mawardi insisted that if a candidate for the office of 
judge did  not believe in the validity of analogy, he should not be 
perm itted to occupy this office, unless he was able to use a different 
method which would give the same result. 443
One im portant requirement was that the judge should also know 
the 'Arabic Language. Knowing 'Arabic will help the judge to understand 
al-O ur'an and Sunna better, whether in the aspect of 'am m  (general) or 
khass (particular), whether in the aspect of am r (command) or n a h y  
(prohibition), whether ism (noun), fil (verb) or harf (preposition). That 
is the judge has to know N ahu and Saraf. 444 Knowing 'Arabic Language
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is important because al-Our'an and Hadith were revealed in 'Arabic. In 
conclusion, familiarity with the 'Arabic Language is a prerequisite.
Without that, a judge cannot achieve a satisfactory level in his own 
judgment. Consequently a person who is not fully conversant with ^
Our'an, the Sunna. Ijma'. Oiyas, and the 'Arabic language is not eligible 
for the post of qadi. When discussing the requirement of ijtihad Ghazali 
(d 505/111) maintained that in order to reach the rank of mujtahid the 
people must: 445
1) Know the 500 verses needed in Law; committing them to 
memory is not a prerequisite.
II) Know the way to relevant Hadith literature; he needs only to 
maintain a reliable copy of Abu Da'ud's, of Baihaqi's collections 
rather than memorize their contents.
III) Know the substance of furu' works and the points subject to 
Ijma', so that he does not deviate from the established laws. If he 
cannot meet this requirement he must ensure that the legal 
opinion he has arrived at does not contradict any opinion of a 
renowned jurist. ,
IV) Know the methods by which legal A '% om 'the  
texts.
V) Know the Arabic Language; complete mastery of its principles is 
not a prerequisite. " * ; "
VI) Know the rules governing the doctrine of abrogation. However, 
he need not be thoroughly fanuliar with the details of this doctrine;
it suffices to show that the verse or the hadith in question had not
■ / .  been repealed. • »; .
VII) investigate the authenticity of HadithVlf  the Hadith ihas^beffi  ^ j
accepted by Muslims as reliable it may not be questioned.
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transmitter was known for probity, all Hadiths related through 
him are to be accepted. Full knowledge of the science of al-ta'dil 
wal-tajrih (Hadith criticism) is not required.
These qualifications, Ghazali remarks, are required in anyone who 
intends to embark on ijtihad in all areas of, substantive law. Those who 
want to practice ijtihad in one area, for example, family law, or only in a 
single case, need not fulfil all the above conditions but are instead required 
to know the methodological principles and the textual material needed to
solve that particular problem. 446
Âmidi (d.632/1234) classified the mujtahW's qualifications in 
accordance with the ranks of ijtihad. Apart m w  a sfighf ^ p W s is  on
matters of religion and belief that the mujtahid should acquaint h im ^ f  
with, and apart from the additional prerequisite of familiarity with the 
circumstances in which the Qur'an was revealed (asbab al-nuzul). Amidî 
also adds nothing to what others previously said. Thus jmyone who is 
aware of the dimensions of a given problem and posaesacs the topis to
Shawkani, the last jurist discussed here/ diwutes the authority of
Iie
Abu Da'ud's collection of Hadith wMch - was'suggeWd'I^GhÉW''w8%?'^'
o . s m m .  H . Ü » muluhM
contents of the six known collections of Hadith. and m v st  know^.^hâÏM^,:^ 
too has nothing new to add. -y:
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Shafi'i favoured the view that the judge is empowered to consult 
a learned man for understanding the law. The person consulted must be I
learned in al-O ur'an, Traditions (Hadith) and competent in assessing 
opinions. He should be intelligent enough to make correct deductions 
and not fall into error and pervert the truth. This function can be 
performed only by one who is master of the 'Arabic Language. 449
However, Abu Hanifa is reported to have opined that, as such 
persons were not available during his time, so even a person not capable 
of ijtihad might be appointed, as a measure dictated by necessity. 450
Abu Hanifa also said that the appointment of q id i  should not 
exceed one year. The state should ask him to quit and acquire 
learning, lest in the pressure of administering justice, he may become 
slack in his knowledge of law. 151
These were two different points of view which represent two 
different stages in the development of Islamic Law. 452 The first stage 
was that of the early Muslim scholars at the time of the foundation of 
the four schools of law. The qadi could use his own reasoning to settle 
problems. At this stage, most scholars insisted that a qadi should be a 
m u jtah id  and if not, his decisions would not be recognized as valid.
However Abu Hanifa recognized a muqallid qadi. 453
The second stage was the existence of the formation of the schools.
The legal thought of these schools spread all over the Muslim world and 
each school had its own qadi who would adjudicate according to the tenets 
of one school. 454 The Muslim theorists, still insisting on a knowledge of
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1IIslamic Law by candidates for the office of qadi, insisted that in light of the developm ent of Islamic Law the ijtihad  could be limited to the
individual school where the qadi could exercise his discretion among the J
various opinion of his school. 455 j
"s
They held that it was impossible for a qadi to gain knowledge of all 
the legal works from each school in order to be a m u jta h id  outside
_ _ 4existing schools. The theorists, in saying that a q ad i had to content 
himself with the works which applied to his own school, did not mean 
that they no longer considered the knowledge of the Q ur'an, the traditions 
of the Prophet, the consensus of Muslims, and the use of analogy 
necessary for a candidate applying to the office of qadi, because the works 
of his own school were derived from these original sources. This meant 
that, subject to different opinion, his own judgment would be limited by 
the works of his own school, and thus they gave him the title 
m ujtahid . 456
The difference between these two opinions was that ijtihad in its 
original form did not recognize the authority of the four schools, but 
required a qad i to exercise his own reasoning w ithout taking into 
consideration the former established decisions of the schools. 457 Por 
example, al-Mawardi insisted on ijtihad as a necessary condition, saying 
that a ruler may appoint a qadi holding the legal tenets of a school other 
than his own. He mentioned that a qadi had to be a m ujtahid and it did 
not matter to which school he belonged. This is because a qadi is not 
required to follow merely a school authority (taqlid), but he must exercise 
his own reasoning also (ijtihad). 458 A qadi may be appointed according j
to the legal tenets of a school other than his own school. For example, a J{
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qadi holding the legal tenets of the Shafi'i school is permitted to use 
the other schools, Maliki, Hanbali or Hanafi, for his judgment. This is 
because he is not bound to limit himself to its tenets unless his 
judgm ent leads him to do so. He may adopt the tenets he holds 
applicable. Thus a qadi had to be m ujtahid and it did not matter which 
school he belonged to. 459 However some jurists refuse to allow an 
adherent of a given school to decide by tenets of another. They hold that a 
qadi should adhere to the tenets of one school and they mention that it is 
likely to lead to suspicion of favouritism. 460
Shafi'i argues that such appointm ent supposes a capability of 
issuing decrees, and of deciding between right and wrong and these acts 
cannot be done without knowledge ('ilm). Al-Marghinani concluded that 
in order to be m ujtahid. besides being in a high degree conversant with 
the H adith . or having a deep knowledge of fiqh and some acquaintance 
with H a d ith . a qad i ought to have a knowledge of the customs of 
mankind, because many of the laws are founded upon them. 461
Puberty and Sanity.
Related to these two conditions, it is unacceptable to appoint a 
person who is not yet adult or not sane. 462 phis is due to their weakness 
by which they cannot distinguish between good and bad very well and 
their behaviour and speech is not governed by the Islamic law. Further, in 
order to be able to exercise good and discriminating judgment and cope 
w ith the subtle and complex problems a judge needs ' aql (sanity).
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Furthermore, the child is under the responsibility of his guardian (wali) 
and cannot be a guardian to others. 463
Further puberty (bulugh). according to Mawardi, implies a sound 
discriminating, intelligence, enabling a naan to cope with doubtful and 
difficult points. 464 jf ^ child or an insane person had been appointed, 
their appointment was invalid and their judgment was dismissed. In 
addition children are not allowed to be qadi unless they possess the |
qualification of a witness. 465 go in this case to forbid judgment from 
children more important than to forbid them from becoming witnesses.
The prophet M uhammad said, "The recording pen is stilled in three 
cases: the infant until he reaches (majority), the sleeper until he awakes 
and, the Insane until he recovers". 466 n  jg clear from this H adith  that all 
these kinds of people were not allowed to be guardians (wali) but they §
themselves had guardians, they had no authority over themselves and 
should not have authority over others. 467 it jg also recommended by the 
Prophet that those who have reached their seventies and those who are 
infants should not be appointed to be a judge. The prophet said, " Seek 
refuge with Allah from the beginning of the seventies and from infants 
appointed to govern you." 468
According to Mawardi bu lugh  and 'aql were put together and so 
called kamil al-ahkam . These two requirements were needed and when 
these two were put together for the person, this person was responsible for 
undertaking any burden and honouring his word as well. 469
The appointment of judge is not supposed to be given to those who 
are lacking mental capability because of their inability to understand
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Jjustice. On the other hand, it is not acceptable to appoint a judge from 
those who are recovered from madness. 470 I
■ 'V
The appointment of judge is not restricted to a certain level of age, 
for example, caliph M a'm un appointed Yahya bin Aktam, at the age of ÿ
eighteen as judge in Basrah. This appointment threw some doubt among 
people in Basrah. Yahya claimed that he was older than 'Attab, who was 
appointed in Makka and also older than M u'adh bin Jabal who was sent to 
Yaman. 471 Possibly the conclusion could be that the post of qada' should |
not be given to the old person. Although it is not a clear instruction but 
with regards to the H adith  above it is clear that this post should be given 
to the person possessing an adequate age.
In order to practise his jurisdiction a judge should have not merely 
possession of the o rd inary  five senses, bu t of intelligence and 
discrimination (mumaiyyiz) as he was required to use his own judgment 
to cope with doubtful and difficult points which arose during his tenure 
of office. 472 This means a judge had to be a person who could use his 
brain effectively when necessary to enable him to deliver judgment. It 
could be borne in m ind that anyone who reaches a certain level of age, 
wherein they are able to distinguish between defendant and plaintiff is 
eligible to conduct the office.
Other qualifications.
According to al-Andalusî a qadi should exercise jurisdiction alone 
in one place. That is, no judges are allowed to accompany him. Abu 
Hanifa has wisely said that no judge should be appointed for more than a 
year, after which the ruler should ask him to  go back and acquire learning, 
lest in the pressure of administering justice, he may forget his law. 473
Some scholars said that sons of z ina  are not allowed to be 
qadi. However, most of the scholars argue that tiiis is n o t  ^  in
the Q ur'an  or Sunna. They further argue that sons of ziha are j^ ^ a im e  as 
all Muslims. If equipped with all conditions'ikëÿ\-'ar#%qt^^^ 
qadi.474 Scholars used the Q ur'an  to support t ^ r
the Q ur'an says that, " And those who believe and whbse offspring follow 
them in faith, we unite with them their offspring and we shall deprive 
them of naught and their work. Every man is pledged for w hat he
does", 475 and " And no burdened soul can bear another's buriien"?;476
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Chapter III
Tudiciary Function
The qadi is an arbiter who settles disputes between persons who 
appeal to him, and who pronounces sentence of law on delinquents 
against whom charges are brought. He is competent to make decisions on 
questions affecting community life that may have been dealt with by the 
Shari'a , these include: marriage, dissolution of m arriage, the care of
orphans, successions, contracts of various k inds, and  crim inal 
punishm ent. 1 As new societies gradually came into being, people 
required and needed protection from any wrong doers, life, property 
needed to be protected, social and personal disputes needed to be settled. 
From the beginning, judges were required to take into consideration 
equity, hum anity and fairness so that the rights of the weak-women, 
orphans, and slaves would not be abused. ^
The job of qada ' is not to be sought and obtained but is one of 
the heavier vocations affecting all life in the world and in the after- 
life. The powers and functions of the qadis were voluminous and their 
responsibilities grave. This is why some Muslim scholars refused to 
accept the post of q a d i. For example Abu Hanifa, the founder of the 
Hanafi school, refused to accept this post during the reign of the 
second 'Abbasid caliph al-M ansur (who had proposed him for the 
judgeship of Baghdad); despite being punished he chose to endure 
suffering rather than accept the appointment. 3
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Abu Bakr al-Razi, who died in 370/980, also refrained from 
accepting the post after having been asked several times. This is because 
some caliphs, in order to give their actions a legitimate nature, compelled 
their judges to pass judgm ent in cases that m ight further their own 
ambitions. For these reasons, many judges abstained from accepting 
the post in the fear that the caliphs might compel them to give legal 
consultation (fatwa) that was not in harmony with the principles of the 
Muslim Law."^
The qadis, as indeed the whole community of scholars Culam a'), 
were considered as the heir of the prophet and as he has inherited his 
knowledge from the prophet he also inherited from him  his judicial 
power and the custody of religion and law after the Prophet ^
The main function of a judge was to preside over the S harPa 
Court and hear the complaints of litigants. A qadi could settle the dispute 
by reaching a settlement acceptable to the parties concerned as long as 
this settlement did not contravene the law in any way. ^ Indeed, the 
authority of the qadi was extensive and his responsibility very great, 
especially in terms of the Islamic approach which considers the acts and 
behaviour of the qadi as spiritual. In this way his qada ' influences not 
only his position in the community but also his position in the after-life.
Those who apply for judgeship should not be accepted as it is an 
honour conferred upon those whose reputations make them worthy of 
it. In Islam the purpose of life is not simply to affirm but to actualize, not 
simply to profess belief in God but to realize God's will and to spread 
the message and law of Islam. Other functions relate to women. The
8 6
Shari'a has stipulated that women should be represented in the marriage 
contract by the next-of- kin, father or brother. In Islamic Law, this next- 
of-kin gave the women's consent as well as his own consent to the 
marriage. However, if a woman had no guardian (wali), the judge was 
required to be the woman's guardian and act in her interest in choosing
a suitable candidate and giving her away in marriage. Another function
- -of the qadi was to supervise and protect the properties of the disabled 
and the lunatic. The qadi is empowered to control the acts of their 
guardians, and if such persons have no guardians, then the qadi may 
appoint one for the safe custody of the person and property in question, 
should he himself be unable to look after their personal in te rest. ^
The qadi has also to appoint an administrator for dividing and 
looking after the property of a deceased person. The SharPa has laid 
down in great detail the rules of succession. It also permits benefit by 
will (wasivva) of the deceased. And the SharPa has decided that a will 
(wasiyya) may dispose of no more than one-third of the estate. So it was 
also the duty of a judge to see to the division of the estate according to the 
wishes of the deceased. Further, the qadi should look through the 
wishes carefully to ensure that the wishes did not contravene the SharPa. 
If the deceased person had specified the names, he had to ensure that 
the inheritors received what have been given to them under the wasiyya. 
If he had not left any specific instructions as to the way in which he 
wanted his w asiyya distributed, then the judge had to use his own 
judgment and discretion in deciding the right way. 8
If the deceased had appointed an executor (was!) to execute the 
bequest under the supervision of the judge, then the judge had only to
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give general supervision. In this case the wasi is supervised by the qadi 
who may, if necessary, himself appoint a wasi or remove him if he is 
incapable or dishonest. 9
Â
In the M ^iki school, the qadi possessed an additional jurisdiction 
which was called al-Siyasa al-Shar^iyyah under which he allowed |
equitable solutions in the adversary process. O rdinarily the judge's 
function was only at the request of an interested party who brought the 
suit, to decide it. It was expanded from its original position and, in 
addition to private complaints, public rights were attracted to cognizance 
automatically by the qadPs initiative. In hadd  cases, the court may act, |
though the point is disputed. In exercising convenience jurisdiction (local 
ihtisab case) for example, cases of violation of municipal regulations,, some 
jurists, following Abu Hanifa, held that the qadi could not take personal |
initiative, but otherwise in the Maliki law. ^0
In SharPa. there are certain types of penalties for certain types of 
crime. H add is one of the punishments provided for persons involved in 
w rongful doing as stated  by the Q u r 'a n  and S u n n a . It was the 
responsibility of the qadi to settle the problem. In SharPa a breach of 
religious prohibitions Or omission of religious duties was regarded as a 
wrongful act or criminal act in the same way as a crime against the 
public.^ ^
The important of a qadi and the judicial system in Islam is clearly 
mentioned in the Q u r 'a n . The verses of Q ur'an  often refers to the qadi 
who does not adjudicate in accordance with the Islamic law as a fasiq. 
sometimes as a zalim and sometimes as a kafir. ^2 Al-Qur'an also regards -A
a
%judgeship as the task of prophets, when it says "O Da'ud, We have indeed , |
appointed thee a viceroy in the earth, so judge with justice". T he 
Q ur'an  orders all these who hold the position of a qadi to be just. It says |
"Surely Allah commands you to make over trusts to those worthy of g
them, when you judge between the people that you judge with justice". |
It is clear from the verse that it is required to give am an a  to the right 
person with the right judgment. These duties cannot be done unless by a
These duties may tem pt him to error, and therefore expose him
to the risk of hell-fire. A judge whose decision is influenced by his own
interest, internal or external, is as one who slays himself. The H a d ith
remarked about this situation, it said that "he who is entrusted with the
position of qada', is slaughtered without a knife". And it states again "to
perform his duties is to have one's throat cut w ithout the use of a 
15knife". "fudges were in three classes: one class comprised those who
knew the truth and decided accordingly. These judges will attain eternal
happiness and felicity. In the other two categories are judges who gave
decisions against the known truth, and those who failed to seek the truth,
16but gave decisions in ignorance".
All these verse and Sunna indicate the great prestige and dignity 
of a qadi in Islam. It is also as a warning to a qadi not to exercise judgment 
in wrong manner. Although some people took the above H ad ith  as an 
obstacle to solicit the office, in the real sense it emphasises to be fair in 
giving judgment. However the H adith that "If the judges exercise litihad, 
and arrive at the correct decision he is doubly rewarded, and if he arrives '4
at a wrong decision, he is still rewarded singly provided he exercise
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Ijtih id ", 17 encouraged the people to be a qadi. If he administers justice A
according to the sources of Islamic law and makes a mistake, God forgive 
him and reward him. Some people erroneously pu t forward the case of 
imam Abu Hanifa who refused to accept the position of judge on account 
of his personal piety. But they forget that although Imam Abu Hanifa 
refused to be a judge he did not stop his companion and disciple Abu 
Yusuf to render the same services to the people. The fear of committing 
error m ust not deter the qadi from the q ada ', because if he exerts himself 
yet commits error, no sin is laid upon him. 18
;
Although the fact is that great and pious fuqaha* abstained from 
judgeship, even at the cost of torture, imprisonment and exile, it does not :
mean that those who accepted it were less virtuous. We know that it is 
fard kifaya to accept judgeship and we should be concerned that the 
fulfilment of juridical duties amounts to the performance of a religious 
obligation and worship. 1^ Al-Sarakhsi ( d. 482/1090) describing qada' as 
the best form of worship has stated, 'after faith in God, there is nothing 
more obligatory than a just decision'. Al-Kasani believes it to be one of 
the most important duties after belief in God. 70
Al-Mawardi in discussing the function of the judge, enumerates 
that judges have to secure; 71
1) the settlement of disputes between litigants.
2) the enforcement of rights established in court,
3) supervision, m anagem ent and protection of rights and 
obligations in the case of those incapacitated by lunacy, or infancy or 
interdict by weakness of intellect or insolvency.
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4) supervision, management and administration of waqf property. 
The qadi must administer if the appointed manager (mutawalli) failed to 
do so.
5) giving effect to testamentary dispositions, if legal, in the case of 
persons ascertained by giving possession, and in the case of persons 
described, after judicially ascertaining them with due regard for the 
executor (wasi)
6) the providing for unmarried women who have no kin (auliyaO, 
by giving them in marriage to suitable candidates (kufuO. Abu Hanifa 
held that women can act for themselves in the matter of marriage
7) the application and infliction of fixed penalties (hudud) in 
respect of divine matters, where the liability is established by 
admission or proof, without any claim. In addition, in respect of human 
matters a qadi can act after claims have been made.
8) protecting the district under his jurisdiction by checking 
encroachments on roadways and public areas and policy on building 
although without previous complaint.
9) supervision, choosing and inquiring into the ch^acter of 
any witness or official of the court and the choice of proper d ^ u a e s  to act
. i' '5relying on them if trustworthy, and dismissing or changing them if 
otherwise.
10) to deal equal justice to both the weak and the strong, and to the 
high and the low. - \ y'"
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Ikhtisas al-Oadi.
Generally the appointment of a qadi may be restricted to a certain 
jurisdiction or to a certain time or month or days. For instance a qadi has 
a right of deciding cases on admission only not on proof, or in matters of 
debt but not of marriage. In such cases the qadi must not exceed the limit 
powers given to him. To discuss this topic it is better to divide it into;
1) al-ikhtisas al-makani,
2) al-ikhtisas al-zamani.
3) al-ikhtisas 'inda ta'aduddihim ,
4) al-ikhtisas al-nau'i,
5) al-ikhtisas bi qadiyyah mu'ayyanah,
5) al-ikhtisas bi m adhab m u'ayyan,
6) al-ikhtisas bi miqdar m u'a w a n .
7) al-ikhtisas bi ashkhas mua'yyanah.
1
Al-Ikhtisas al-makani.
■
'  ■ . ■ I
_  ■ _  -  '  1 Al-Ikhtisas al-makani means that the qadi has jurisdiction over a j
place or district prescribed to him. He is empowered to hear and determine i
disputes in his district, but has no power to intervene in disputes outside |
his jurisdiction. 72 According to Mawardi, however, if a qadi has been {
Iappointed to a certain district he is empowered to try any disputes between - j
residents in his area but not between those coming in from outside nor Î
strangers. 73
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Al-Ikhtisas al-Zamani.
With reference to this concept, a qadi has powers of jurisdiction to 
settle disputes restricted to certain days only. For instance, if a qadi has 
permission to hear cases on Monday and Tuesday, he can pass judgment 
only on those days. Ikhtisas then bases the qad i's jurisdiction on time, 
place and case.74 Whether the appointment of a qadi is to specific cases, 
he is still empowered to try  any disputes between litigants, bu t is 
restricted to specific days which end at sundown. 75
Ikhtisas al-qadi 'inda ta'aduddihim .
W ithin this concept two or more qadis may be appointed to one 
place. A question has arisen whether this is valid or not, and on this 
subject different opinions have been given;
1) Some scholars hold this is valid if the appointm ents are specific 
in distinct districts. Every qadi has different jurisdiction and divergences of 
opinion needed to be avoided.
2) Others have said that the appointment of twb or n u ^ '^ M is  to 
one place is valid so as long as there are distinct branches of business. For 
example, one qadi can hear and determine cases related to marriages,
while another relates to m u 'im alah , and a thirà to criminal quWfWhs.
■3) A question arises on the appointment of two or more qadis to 
one place without restricted powers. Again there are varied opinions:
a) Malik and some followers of Shafi'i m aintain that thÈ  is not
I
•a :
valid. They argue that such appointm ents encourage disputes: between 
litigants, which makes further disputes between liiigah(s 
the choice of the preferred qadi. If the appointment of two or more qadiS
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is m ade at the sam e tim e this appoin tm ent is invalid . W here 
appointments are staggered, the first is valid.
b) Hanbali, Hanafi and some Shafi'i scholars held that these |
appointments were valid. They argue that the function of the judiciary 
is to promote peace, in solving disputes between parties and enforcing 
rights. They also argued that qadis are permitted to appoint successors. S
As a qadi is a representative of the caliph, so, the caliph can be represented 
by two or more qadis. In the event of litigants differing in the choice of a 
qadi, the plaintiff's choice should prevail. Where the parties stand on 
equal footing i.e by reason of claim and counterclaim, the qadi of closest 
territorial proximity should give judgment. Where two qadis are of equal 
proximity, the parties m ust draw  lots or came to agreement before 
receiving a hearing. 76
Al-Ikhtisas al-N au'i.
The jurisdiction of the qadi within this concept is restricted to 
specific cases. For example, qad is  have the right of jurisdiction in 
criminal cases only and not in those of marriage. In such cases, the qadi
ym ust not decide cases outside his jurisdiction. 77
Ikhtisas bi qadiyvah mu'ayyanah.
Mawardi argued that the jurisdiction of a qadi may be limited to 
specific litigants. He is responsible for hearing and determining one 
person's dispute until the end. Disputes of fresh litigants can be dealt 
with only under a fresh appointment. 78 it should be mentioned here, 
that the jurisdiction of the qadi is limited to hear and settle one case only.
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He is not allowed to hear another case, although in the same branch of 
business. In all cases, the name of the qadi must be specified. 79
Ikhtisas al-qadi bi madhhab mu'ayyan.
A ruler may appoint a qadi holding the legal tenets of his own 
school. He has to follow the ruling of the head of the sdiool to 
which he is attached. In this matter however, scholars have differing 
views. Some said that if he was mujtahid. he was not bound to 
limit himself to one school. He may adopt the opinion of other 
schools. In addition, he may make judgements based on al-Our'an, 
Sunna, Ijma' and use his own reasoning (ijtihad) to settle problems. If 
he is m uqallid , he should adhere to the tenets of one school. He is 
required to adhere to the school to which he is attached. A muqallid qadi 
cannot give judgment based on other schools. Abu Hanifa however is 
reported to have agreed that the qadi muqallid may base his judgment 
on other schools. 80
Al-Ikhtisas bi miqdar mu'a w an
Again the jurisdiction may be restricted to certain spheres. He 
may however attend a home or a mosque to facilitate his judgment. 
According to Mawardi, 'Abd al-Allah ibn al-Zubair reported that at Ba^a, 
it was the custom for a qadi to construe judgment in the Friday mosque 
on cases to the value of 200 dirhams or 20 dinars, including questions of 
maintenance (nafaqa). but nothing beyond this. 81
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Ikhtisas al- qadi bi ashkhas mu'ayyanah.
This m ethod of jurisdiction of the qadi is restricted to certain 
litigants only. For instance, judgment is passed either for women or for 
men, and not allowed for both of them. 82
Hukm al-Oada'.
Actually this job is not a job to be sought and obtained but is offered 
for the competent and qualified person. If nobody fit for the office is 
available, those whose qualifications are close are eligible to be appointed. 
Most Muslim scholars discussed widely this situation. In general there 
are five situations. These situations are discussed below: 83
1) Fard 'Ain (obligation).- if there was only one qualified person. 
He should apply for the job as judge, otherwise he was a sinner. His 
appointment to the office of qadi was obligatory .
2) Sunnah (recommended)- if a number of people were qualified, 
the most learned and most capable person among them, who possessed 
the qualification of a qadi should accept the office because he was eligible 
for office.
3) Mubah (permissible)- if a number of people are qualified but had 
the same degree of knowledge in all aspects, anybody could be appointed 
to the office. He was able to refuse or to accept it w ithout committing a 
sin.
4) M akruh (Indifferent)- if a number of people were qualified but 
there was one more qualified person among them, the others would
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refrain from accepting the office. Thus any qualified person should give 
the job to the most qualified person among them. It is also m akruh  to 
select a person who suspects that he is not capable of performing his 
duties and who is not confident of being able to act with a strict regard to 
justice. If we select them it will cause the propagation of evil. In fact, the 
acceptance of the office with an intention to maintain justice is approved, 
although it be more commendable to decline it, because it is a great 
undertaking notw ithstanding a person may have accepted it from an 
opinion that he could be able to maintain justice. He may have erred in 
this opinion and afterwards stand in need of the assistance of others when 
such assistance is not to be had. Although it is most commendable to 
decline it if there be no other person so capable of discharging the 
duties, so it becomes a duty to mankind to accept it in order to preserve 
the right and to reject injustice. 84
However al-Marghinani maintains that one is neither to seek the 
appointm ent nor to desire it with asking because the Prophet has said, 
"Whosoever seeks the appointment of qadi shall be left to himself, but to 
him  who accepts it on compulsion an angel shall descend and give 
directions". 85
5) H aram  (forbidden)- if a person knows he is unable to undertake 
the responsibility and to exercise the office perfectly.
Al Mawardi, while discussing this aspect of whether or not it is 
permissible to seek office states: 86
1) if candidates for the office of qadi are not from the M uitahidin  
(ahl al-ijtihad), application is forbidden.
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2) If candidates are from the M ujtahid in  and meet the full 
requirements of being a judge, there are three different situations:
a) if it appears apprehensive that the job of qadi will fall to an 
ignorant person (jahil) or to a tyrant, anyone who was qualified for the 
office was allowed to apply for the job to prevent an ignorant person or a 
tyrant holding the office and this is allowable as preventing a moral 
wrong.
b) while office was being held by the qualified qacji. it was forbidden 
and discreditable for others to emerge with the motive of dismissing or 
sacking the qadi. In addition, it was forbidden for any application to be 
made with the intent of making money.
c) if the post of qadi was vacant, it was permissible for the qualified 
person concerned with the welfare of the Muslims generally and with the 
prospect of the job being held by an unfit person to apply for the office. 
Furthermore it was also permissible for a candidate to apply for the job 
out of need of money to survive or a desire for the stipend from the 
treasury. However, scholars argued about the case of a candidate applying 
for the job for the reason of dignity, pride or seeking honour in the 
world. Some scholars mention that it is makruh (deplored) as shown by 
the verse of Qur'an "That abode of the Hereafter, we assign it to those 
who have no desire to exalt themselves in the earth nor to make mischief. 
And the good end is for those who keep their duty". But other scholars 
mention that it is permissible to seek dignity and they hold that the 
prophet Yusuf sought office from Firiaun and stated his qualifications. The 
prophet Yusuf told him "Make me a treasurer in your land". Al-Mawardi 
also proclaimed that it was forbidden for any person to use his money to 
obtain the job. This attitude is a part of bribery and it throws discredit both
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on giver and receiver. The prophet condemned all those who engaged is 
such a transaction. 87
In the case where the qualified person refused the offer, the 
government should choose one of the suitable candidates for the judicial 
function. If the latter refused to be appointed, the government must force 
him to take office. Fadl Allah quotes the views of various Shafi'i scholars.
In their view if he who was qualified for the office of qadi was manifest,
there being no other qualified person, he was to make himself knoym to
_the sultan and if selected must accept office. If he refused thé sultan must 
force him to take office. He was not excused on the grounds that he 
feared (that the government would commit) odortion and peculation.
Discussing this matter of whether the one chosen should be forced to take 
the office or not, Fadl Allah mentions three possible cases.
1) If there was in a town only one qualified person, his 
appointment was obligatory to ensure the protection of the rights of the 
people and the execution of the ordinances of the Sharï'a. so much so that 
if he refused, he must be forced to accept. . ^
2) If a number of persons in a town were quM fied^& W d ^  
them refuse he did not commit sin and should they all refuse, Sirnilarly 
they did not commit sin provided the sultan personally judges case, but 
if this was not so then they did. If all those who were qualified refused 
office and an ignorant person was appointed they all shai^W in sin: 
this Fadl AUih deduces that if the sultan could 
was not incumbent upon him to appoint
the custom of the orthodox caliphs and the ' Z/
Sunna was that he should appoint a qadi. This b0 i g W / Ê A ^ ; 
town several persons who were qualified, it was fitting
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should select the most capable, most learned and the most pious among 
them. Fadl Allah then asks the question whether the sultan could force 
such a person if he refused office, there being others qualified, to accept 
office, and answers that he apparently could do so. He adds the caveat 
"God knows best" because the choice of the most capable was in 
accordance with the interest (salah) of the Muslims and it was for the one 
in charge of affairs (hakim) to act upon what was,in the public Interest
person of bad character had been appomted/ W  ##M W
M f' r ,  .- . . ‘.S 'After mentioning various views on thebecame bad of character after his appp^tmeti^|d|(^^^ 
not, Fadl Allah states that it was dear that the W
bad character was valid and that a qadi did not forfdt pffice oh àooount of 
bad character. 89
Hukm al-Oada' for Community
Muslims scholars also defined this cas% b  
looking at the community, most scholars p i w  
or a collective duty for the conamunity to 
this post or in another way it was in cu îh b iw l  
kifava means that when anybody turned^  
(obligation) remained for the rest of comm
y'-.the whole community was innocent.'TÎiîir| 
because for the imam alone it was impossiptè
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between the people, so If nobody took care of the administration of qada' 
and left everything to the im am , there would be more disputes in the 
community because mankind is so easily involved in bad things.
According to the theory the Q ur'an  points to the necessity of justice 
in administrating the office of qada', and says that: "If you judge between 
the people do so with justice". Muslim scholars understood from this
In conclusion there is fard (obligation) for the whole community to 
take care of the office of q ada ' and there are clear .explanations in the 
Q u r 'a n  as stated above. And it also fard kifaya because the whole 
community are required to command the tru th  and prohibit wrong 
doing. Consequently, the entire Muslim community is responsible for the 
administration of justice. Fadl Allah recognises that the pious were 
reluctant to accept office but states his opinion that they should overcome 
their reluctance because it was a fard kifaya for a duly qualified person 
to accept the office of qadi since it concerned the welfare of the Muslims 
generally and enjoining of the good and forbidding of evil. ^8
Appointment of Qadi
When the candidates m et the requirements to be a judge they will 
be appointed in three ways. A qadi may be appointed by words or by 
message or writing from a distance, but with the latter there must coexist 
evidence sufficient to identify both the appointee and the district over
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verse that it is the duty of all Muslims to submit their disputes to Islamic 
law. "^ 7 I
which he is appointed. There had to be an authorized body who would act 
on behalf of the community, that is to say of the judicial and executive 
power which (according to the system of Islamic government) rested in 
the hands of the caliph as the head of the Muslim state. His appointment 
can be either sarih or k inayah. The words sarih consist of four words 
and kinayah may express seven words,
While to make an appointm ent completely valid it is further 
requisite that the appointee (candidate) acquaint the appointer of his 
fitness, and that he do this before his appointment, otherwise it must be 
m ade afresh. The appointer on the other hand m ust possess the 
knowledge that his appointee is duly qualified and has accepted the office. 
Further the appointm ent m ust be specified. The appointee m ust know 
whether he be appointed a qadi, or a Governor, or administrator of land- 
tax. That means he should know his authorities and his duties before 
entering the office. Finally the appointee should know its locality, and to 
make it binding it m ust be prom ulgated so the people may submit to 
jurisdiction. If the appointee knows nothing about authorities, duties and 
locality, his appointment was invalid. 48
This way will make the adm inistrations of these post not 
ambiguous. According to the scholars the caliph could ascertain the 
standard of the candidate either from his reputation or by subjecting him 
to a special examination. They cited two instances to support their 
argument: the Prophet had given M u'adh an oral examination before 
sending him to Yaman as a judge, and 'Umar had  relied on the 
reputation and intelligence of Shurayh when appointing him as a judge 
in Kufah. It is incumbent upon appointer to select the person who is
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capable of discharging the duties and dispense jurisdiction. The Prophet 
has said, "Whoever appoints a person to any office, while there is another 
amongst his subjects more qualified, does surely commit an injury with 
respect to the right of God, the Prophet and the Muslims". 46
According to Islamic law, the caliph or his representative is required 
to appoint a qad i. Nobody is allowed to appoint himself to the office of 
q a d i . In discussing the appointm ent from the caliph or the su ltan , 
questions arise whether the appointments from tyrants and non-Muslims 
are allowed. Al-M awardi quoted that scholars have two different 
opinions. Some scholars said that the appointment is valid on the ground 
that the qadi could exercise his rightful duties w ithout interference from 
the caliph. They mention that the Prophet Yusuf was appointed during 
the reign of Fir'aun. The ruler appointing need not be a Muslim. They 
cited that the appointment of a qadi is an obligatory duty on the authority 
concerned. Some scholars disagree with the appointment. They suggest 
that the candidate should refuse or reject the appointment. For them, 
the Prophet Y usuf's appointment was not relevant in the field of q ad a ', 
he was merely appointed to administer property. 47
If the sultan was not just, there were two possibilities; either he was 
a tyrant or he was a rebel against the true im am . Fadl Allah states that, in 
the former case, acceptance of the office of qadi from him was, according to 
the Hanafis and Shafi'is, permissible. The latter held that he who had 
taken possession of the regions of Islam by force was sultan, his writ ran, 
whether he was just or tyrannical and consequently it was permissible to 
accept from him the office of qadi. 48
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Adab al-Qadi.
The term "adab al-qadi" consists of two words, adab which means 
literally civility, decorum, etiquette, and refinement of manners. It 
indicates modes of behaviour and discipline of m ind and manner in the 
conduct of one's life by which a man is trained in the excellence of any 
profession. It implies praiseworthy qualities and dispositions in a man in
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According to M uham m ad Salam M adkur, the appointm ent 
whether from tyrannical caliph or not is still valid, on condition that the 
caliph do not interfere with this institution. 49 The appointment of qadis 
by the caliph did not mean that qadis were obliged to obey the command 
of the caliph. The qadi before his appointm ent had certain criteria for 
judgment and nobody, not even the caliph, had any right to interfere with 
his decision or to tell him what should he decide.
The best example was given by caliph 'Ali. It is reported that 'Ali 
in the days of his rule saw his coat of mail in the hands of a Christian 
'Arab and took him to the qadi, Shurayh ibn al-Harith, to decide about it.
'Ali told the qadi that the coat belonged to him, and he had neither sold it 
or nor given it to anyone as a gift. The qadi asked the Christian what he 
had to say about the caliph's argument. The Christian said that the 
armour was his own and that at the same time he did not believe the 
caliph to be a liar. Qadi Shurayh asked 'Ali whether he had any witness 
to prove his claim. 'Ali did not have a witness. Qadi decided the case in 
favour of the Christian. 80 This shows that the qadi although appointed I
by the caliph can dismiss his claim.
I1
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great profusion and demands of him to shun those aspects of conduct that 
are evil. 81 The word adab is fascinating in its rich variety of meaning. It 
comes from a root which means to be well bred, or to invite people to a f
repast. As an abstract noun it expands its significance into a discipline of 
the mind, culture, good qualities, polite accomplishments, good manners |
and mode of conduct, and finally "rule of discipline to be observed in the 
exercise of a function". 82
Accordingly, the term "adab al-qadi" contains the etiquettes and 
the rules of discipline, the code of conduct, which a judge who adjudicates 
according to the Shari'a and whose decision is binding, has to maintain in |
the performance of his office. The code of conduct for the qadi as seen 
by the Prophet is given in the tradition concerning the appointm ent of 
'Ali, cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet, as judge. M uhammad advised 
him to be slow in giving judgment, to listen to both parties, to refrain 
from giving judgment when angry, not to accept a visit from just one of
them. 83 Further, M uham m ad's frame of reference in arriving at
judgments was provided by revelation, the Qur'an instructing " not to let 
hatred of the people incite one to unjust action, to be just is next to
piety" .84
In connection with adab al-qadi account m ust be taken of two 
messages said to have been sent by 'Umar during his caliphate to two of 
his q a d is . The shorter message is addressed to Shurayh, the judge of f
Kufah. If a case were to come before him in which he has to give
judgment then he is required, first to refer to the Q ur'an , and then to act 
according to it in giving judgment. If it does not provide the answer, 
judgment should be given according to a decision that the prophet gave. If
it does not provide the answer, then the decision of the righteous and 
those distinguished for justice should be considered. If the answer is not 
found there, then the qadi has the choice of making his own decision. If 
he wish to follow his independent reasoning he may do so, and if he wish 
to consult he might profitably do that also. 85
The second letter is addressed to Abu Musa al-Ash'arî containing 
instructions for the administration of justice. His message known as 
risalat al-qada (Epistle on giving judgment) and it is given here in full. 86
Now the office (of qadi) is a definite religious duty and a generally 
followed practice. Understand the depositions that are m ade before you, 
for it is useless to consider a plea that is not clearly understood. Consider 
all the people equal before you and your court and your attention, so that 
the hum ble will not despair of justice from you. The claimant m ust 
produce evidence: from the defendant, an oath may be exacted. 
Compromise is permissible among Muslim, but not agreement through 
which something forbidden would be permitted, or something permitted 
forb idden. If you give judgm ent yesterday , and  today  upon 
reconsideration come to the correct opinion, you should not feel 
prevented by your first judgment from retracting: for justice is basic, 
and it is better to retract than to persist in error. Use your intelligence 
about matters that perplex you and to which neither the Q ur'an  nor 
the S u n n a  seems to apply. Study similar cases and evaluate the 
situation through analogy with similar cases. If a person brings a claim, 
which he may or may not be able to prove, set a time limit for him. If 
he brings proof within the time limit, you should allow his claim, 
otherwise you are permitted to give judgment against him. This is a
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better way to forestall or clear up any possible doubt. All Muslims are 
acceptable as witnesses against each other, except such as have received 
a punishment provided for by the law, such as prove to have given 
false witness, and such as are suspect (of partiality) on the ground of 
client-status or relationship. God, concerns Himself w ith your secret 
character, and leaves you to follow appearance. Avoid fatigue and 
weariness, and annoyance for the litigants.
For establishing justice in the courts of justice, God will grant 
you a rich reward and give you a good reputation. Farewell.
The adab al-qadi will be discussed below:
1). The place of the court.
The qadi should sit and exercise his powers at a place accessible to 
the public. It should be in the middle of the town, there should be no
) sbarrier, nor should people be terrified by the pomp and glory of the state 
officials. So it may be convenient for the public to attend the court. Thus 
the convenience of the litigating public is the prime consideration. 87
The place of the court should be wide enough, so that all the 
parties can gather therein. A qadi ought to conduct his day’s business in 
open m a h k a m a h  (court). Al-Mawardi suggested that a qad i before 
entering the court-room for the hearing of the cases, should perform two 
or four raka 'at as voluntary prayers (nafila). 88 And he should request 
Allah to guide him aright and protect him from committing wrong. It is 
recommended that the seat of the qadi should face the qiblah. 89 However
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other opinions recommended that the qadi's seat be arranged so as to 
have the face to the litigants toward the qiblah. "The best of the seats is 
facing the qiblah". ^0
A qadi should exercise his judgment in the mosque according to 
some opinions. And it is reported that caliphs U m ar, TJthman and 'Ali 
gave judgment in the mosque. They hold that the caliphs (al-Rashidun) 
sat in the mosque for the purpose of hearing and deciding cases. Al- 
Marghinanî stated that the Prophet has said "mosques are intended for 
praise of God and the passing decrees". Moreover, Abu Hanifa retorted 
that the mosque was certainly the best place, since the rendering of justice 
was an act of devotion (ibadah).
However Imam Shafi'i and Imam Malik were of opinion that it 
is m akruh  for a qadi to sit in a mosque. Shafi'i believed that the court 
should be placed elsewhere. He argues that m ushrik and women during 
their m onthly courses (h a id ) are not allowed to enter the mosque. 
M ushriks are declared filth in Islam, and for haid women are not allowed 
admission into a mosque. ^7 Regarding the impurity of m ushriks, al- 
Marghinani said that they are impure because of their faith and not to 
their external appearance. In deciding a case involving haid  women, a 
qadi may go out and meet them at the door of mosque or depute some 
other for that purpose. ^8
2.) Of equal treatment.
The Shari'a emphasised that a qadi should decide cases with an 
equal mind. The qadi should show equal regard to all parties, except where
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àthe defendant is caliph. He should rise from his seat, and make the caliph 
and his opponent sit together, while he himself should sit on a higher 
seat. The consideration to be shown to the ruler is based upon the 
consideration the prophet used to show to an elderly person. 64 The 
legal foundation of Muslim policy was the Shari'a which was above both 
the ruler and the ruled. Thus the highest and the lowest were equal while 
appearing before the bar of Shari'a. 65 The qadi should be formal and not 
familiar in his conversation, he should be courteous w ithout being oily 
and cringing. The q ad i should give equal seats to the disputants |
appearing before him. 66
The qadi should not pu t words into the mouth of a witness, nor 
should he suggest answers. He should refrain from advising any of them.
He should not talk in private with one party alone or speak in a language 
that one of them does not know. Leading questions are forbidden. The 
judge should not speak to one of the witnesses in a language not 
understood by the others. And once the qadi has decided a case, not even 
the Sultan can ask him to go over the case again. He m ust not interfere in 
the speech of a witness while hearing his testimony and m ust not lead 
him in the course of his testimony to something that m ay be to the 
advantage of one of the parties. He must not encourage a witness to give 
testimony where he hesitates to do so. 67
A qadi should not frighten one of the parties, or encourage the 
other, he should hear both parties with patience before deciding the case.
When 'Ali was appointed as a qadi in Yaman, the Prophet said "when two 
opponents sit before you, hear one as you heard the other". 68
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A qadi should not smile to anyone nor should he make jokes with 
one of the litigants while performing judicial work. This is to save his 
dignity from unnecessary suspicion. 69 Al-Mawardi has opined that the 
timings of the court should be the first part of the day, 70 while al- 
Sarakhsi has suggested that a judge should sit in the 'two parts' of the day 
to hear the cases. Al-Mawardi also opined that a qadi should be seated 
with downward eyes, deep silence, little speech, almost no movement, no 
gesture and with bailiffs seated before him. 71
The qadi is also ordered not to decide cases while in anger. 'Umar 
is reported to have removed a qadi he had appointed on the very first day 
of his appointment when it was reported to him that his (qadi) voice was 
louder than that of the litigants in the court room. U m ar justified the 
removal on the principle that any act on the part of the presiding officer 
which is likely to overawe a party  into silence is likely to cause 
miscarriage of justice. 72
Shafi'i laid down that the judge should not give judgm ent in 
anger or under the stress of emotion. From this it follows that whenever 
a qadi suffers from a mental upset which impairs his reasoning powers 
and judgm ent, he should abstain from passing orders. 73 it jg also 
reported that the prophet said, "No judge should give judgment when he 
is angry". 74 Por further opines that the judge should not pass judgment 
in the following condition:-
a. when he does not feel well,
b. when he feels sleepy
c. when he feel sad,
d when he is angry.
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e w h e n  h e  fee ls  o v er-h a p p y .
f. when he is suffering from ailment or pain, |
g. when he feels over excited (shahwat),
h. when the weather is very hot or very cold,
i. These situations are supported by a Hadith of the prophet that a 
qadi should not adjudicate unless he has taken meals (food and water) 
that means when he feels thirsty and hungry.
He m ust not be influenced by the feelings, aspirations or 
resentm ent of the parties concerned. When hesitant in coming to a |
decision in a lawsuit he should postpone his decision until his m ind is 
definite and clear about it. Another point is that the administration of 
justice must be without a tinge of bias or partiality. This point has greatly 
been emphasised in the Q ur'an . It says that " O true believers, observe 
justice when you appear as witnesses before God, and let no hatred 
towards any induce you to do wrong, but act justly, this will approach 
nearer unto piety, and fear God, for God is fully acquainted with what you 
do".77 Again " God enjoins justice and kindness". 78
The qadi should not walk during hearing and giving judgment, 
because he cannot distinguish between litigants properly and will make it 
difficult to him to understand the matter. 79 xhe qadi is also ordered not 
to decide cases unless there sit along with him ahl al-'ilm  (learned men) 
and he m ust make his judgments in consultation w ith them whenever 
necessary. However some fuqaha^ said that a qadi could sit in the court |
_  g
w ithout ahl al-'ilm, in a case if a qadi worries that with the attendance of |
this person will lead him to less understanding. 80
I l l
3) Of acceptance of presents.
I
Present means gifts from somebody to somebody w ithout any 
condition or without any wish. 81 Presents can be categorised into:
1. Presents from those involved in a case. A qadi in this matter is 
strictly prohibited from acceptance of presents even from those who are
his relatives or from those who were used to send him gifts before his H
appointment to the post of qadi. |
2. Presents from those who do not have a case to decide in the J
court. This kind of present can be divided as below:
a) a qadi can accept a present from close relatives in strengthening 
of family relations or from friends provided that the present is not more 
than usual.
b) a qadi is strictly prohibited to accept a present from those who 
never gave gifts before his appointment to the post of qadi. 82
However Al-Mawardi is very strict and insisted that a qadi is not 
allowed to accept gifts from the public whether from those who have a 
case to decide or not. 83 Acceptance of the present from the public would 
render him a target of doubts, suspicions and criticism. This will makes 
one inclined to him who offers and and make the qadi to judge a bias
judgment. From the case of TJmar b.'Abd al-'Aziz who rejected a present; ÿ
it is clear that it is prohibited to q ad i to accept the presents; when
somebody asked him if the prophet used to accept a present. TJmar replied |
that "it was a present for him, while for us it is bribery". The prophet can
-ftaccept a present because he is m a'sum  and the purpose of the present is to g
have a close relationship with the prophet. 84
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In discussing the gifts from the governm ent, some scholars 
mention that the qadi can take the presents. On the other hand some 
scholars suggest that acceptance of presents from any source is strictly 
prohibited. Al-Mawardi supports this opinion and quote the H ad ith . 
"present from government is a fetter". 85 Lastly it is better not to accept 
any present from any person. 86
Finally acceptance of presents from any source is strictly prohibited 
for a judge because the Prophet Muhammad said "Acceptance of gifts by 
the functionaries of public affairs gross m isappropriation", and is 
vehemently condemned in the Q ur'an . 87
4) Of attending feast.
Attending feasts can be general or limited. Limited feast means 
the feast attended by five to ten people. Otherwise it will count as 
general. 88 Some scholars said that limited feast also means that the judge 
becomes a special guest. If a qadi before his appointment used to attend 
the feast, he is allowed to attend provided that the feast is not done more 
than usual. For instance if the feast was once a m onth after his 
appointment it should not be more than that. So in this case judges are 
not supposed to attend such feasts. 89
As regards invitations, a general invitation, such as to marriage 
feast or death ceremonies, can be accepted, bu t special or private 
invitations should be refused. Some scholars how ever perm it the 
invitations of close relations to be accepted w ithout any condition.
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Moreover a qadi should not attend feasts except those that are general. 90 
A qadi should not attend any litigants' marriage feast. 91
If one of the litigants is a stranger or a traveller, the qadi may 
invite him as a guest to dinner, but it is incumbent upon the qad i to |
invite the adversary of his guest because caliph 'Ali is reported to have 
said that the Prophet prohibited us to entertain a party  to the case 
unless the opponent is also invited along with him. 92
5) Of Bribery.
The subject of bribery is an interesting one. Bribery is a curse and 
the most abominable act that gives birth to all kinds corruption and 
injustice. R ishwah (bribery) according to the writer of Iqna* is ah act that 
leads to annulment of right, or establishment of a wrong. 93 Bribery is 
strictly prohibited for the judiciary. The prophet M uhammad is reported 
to have said, "Allah hath cursed him who gives bribe and him who 
takes it in respect of judgment". 94 And in another hadith it is narrated 
"the bribe giver and the bribe taker both are in hell". 95
6) Of hearing the case of the relatives.
tA qadi cannot pass an order in favour of his father, his mother, his child or his wife, bu t he can lawfully find against any ; of. these relatives.96 Similarly evidence against them is accepted. A qadi may 
give evidence in favour of, but not against a personal enemy» - ^  A g a d i 
should not contest his own case but appoint someone as his attoimey to  act 
on his behalf. A qadi's decree in his own favour, or in that of slave, or ^
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of his partner in the same firm has no legal effect; Similarly with a 
judgment in favour of his ascendant, or descendant. In such contingency 
the qadi is to transfer the case to another qac i^. 97 The standard of justtoe 
was so high that it was to work even against one’s oym personal intaest. 
The Qur’an instructing "O  you who believe! be the npttolderg of
dress o f Qadig
Ibn Fafljiim says that the judge
b ew m ln g W M ^ ltlW b ^
dressed it will deoease his dighityl ^  
Al-Maward! says that a judge should put on  
from others. Oâcjii Abu Yusuf is of the 
a black gown while presiding in the codM. 
by the prophet Muhammad on some 
that t h o s e ' # ^ # @ ^  as"wi#ess 
them from other people, and that Üierfji 
court for the witnesses. ^00
uld not
ft#  linterested In
even mo^
purchase#^
given discounts but of favour; Whii
I:
W ill occupy
A qadi should not involve in any commercial activity, unless it was 
necessary for him to earn his living, because he received no salary from 
the state or because the amount he received is not sufficient. The reason 
given is that he would spend so much of his time on his commercial 
business that he would neglect his legal duties. However the majority of 
scholars agreed that if the qadi found it necessary to engage in commercial 
business, he had to do so only through an agent who would run this 
business for him, or through a friend or relative ( whom he could not 
unjustly favour, as he was not allowed to judge cases involving such a 
person).
9) First come first heard : A
ft .
A qadi should be scrupulous not to give precedence to any 
litigants because of position, wealth, friendship and relationship. The 
scholars opine that those who come first should be heard first. But 
there are special exceptions for strangers, witnesses who come from 
different places and for women. Travellers and person hailing from far-off J
places may be given precedence. For women it is solely mto the discretion 
of the qadi to fix the day or the best time to hear the case. ^04
10) Not prolong the case.
I
In the process of dedding a case a a # s W W d ^  
act in haste. Haste affects adversely the defend^t’s defence, whÜè dôlav^X ^  j  
prejudices the plaintiff. The procedure and
possible evenly balanced between the œ n te s t in g p ie S .
a party taking oath, the qadi must counsel him properly. He must
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purpose, appoint an appropriate place such as the court-room, or a 
mosque. He should administer the special oath only after offering high 
praise to God in a manner that the party taking the oath may be impressed 
with the solemnity of the occasion and the majesty of God, and may 
thereby find the path of truth. ^05
. -  ;
A qadi has to appoint a katib (court scribë. 
katib's duties consist in making a full wridenfrbprnd 
the parties in the lawsuit, the claims of thejp |* '^  
defendant and the deposition of witnesses.'M î  
the record all documents submitted in evid&tcè%^ 
should ensure that a katib should not be 
katib is not required to know ahkam al-l 
ahkam al-Katib. This makes it easier for a qadi to  
case or evidence. ^07
_ _language of the court, thus a qadi should p r q w ^ ^ |^  
to Shafi’i, the translator should consist of twp ^  
women. ^08 Thus the translator acted as légi
for the judge statements made by litig#%^
. f t : ' ' - : #translations as testimony, insisted thk%me3M
' - 'disposal at the same time, but this was 
according to the time-honoured pfacticea 
opinion, a single interpreter sufflced.
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12). F inancial
A qadi had the right to demand a salary from public funds and is 
entitled to living expenses and maintainance. Although some scholars 
expressed the view that the qadi is performing a moral and religious 
du ty4^0  if the qadi is poor, he should be given a salary from bait al-Mal. 
The qadi m ust be well provided with the necessities of life, so that he does 
not fall prey to corruption, m
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Chapter IV 
Islam in Malaysia.
A Brief History of Islam in Malaysia.
This chapter focuses on the coming of Islam to Malaysia and the 
position of Islam before and after Colonialism. This two approaches are 
relevant and im portant to our knowing how far Islamic law penetrated 
into Malaysia. According to De Jong, the coming of Islam to Malaysia has 
to be discussed parallel with the coming of Islam to Malay Archipelago. I
'Arab traders took root in the region after a disturbance occurred in 
Canton in year 879 A.D, in which many were killed by rebellious Chinese. 
Consequently they began migrating to Kalah (possibly Kedah) and some of 
these traders went to Palembang. ^ Syed M uhammad al-'Attas 6 and
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Historically, M alaysia was the earliest region in the M alay 
Archipelago to receive Islam. According to Fatimi and T.W. Arnold, 
however it is very difficult to fix the precise date of the coming of 
Islam to Malaysia. 2 Based on the latest evidence of Muslim remains that 
have been found in several states in peninsular Malaysia, it is possible 
that the presence of Islam and Muslims there began earlier than the 
establishm ent of the Malacca Sultanate in the early fifteenth century. 
These evidences are tombstones, one of which has been found at Tanjung 
Inggeris, Kedah bearing a date of the year 291 H/903 A.D,8 and another 
is found at Pekan, Pahang, bearing the date of 14 Rabi'u al-Awal 419 H. 
Moreover, a Muslim gold coin dating from 577 H/1161 A.D has been 
discovered in Kelantan. 4
f?
Hamka 7 claim that, this is the earliest presence of Islam in Malaysia. 
Thus if we accept this evidence, the conclusion can be drawn that, the 
introduction of Islam into the Malay peninsula possibly occurred parallel 
and in concurrence with the arrival of Muslim traders, sailors, suppliers 
and missionaries in the Archipelago during the early centuries of the 
Hijri era. 8
The discovery of the Terengganu stone at Sungai /Ter^saty Kuala
Berang, is further evidence of the existence of WaQi WlMfdaysW.^ ^^ ^^ T^
_stone describes obedience to Allah's word and His la^; 9
Hall it bears a date between 1303 and 1387 A.D. W hik H a n lo n
claims the stone is dated between 1326 and 1386 A D ttoWever al- 
'Attas claims it bears a date of 4th Rejab in the year 702 H, équivalait to 
February 22nd, 1303A.D.M   ^ ^
It could be concluded that Isla:m éündvii!^|lb"^ 
dates above. This is because the W a m k # # # # # # # : : :  
front of the stone indicates the strong attempts by the gqy^erhm to 
implement Islamic law. The jâwï 
Qur'an had already been changed tq suif 
these processes took time to develop. Thus wélpjKh
Questions arise about who was responsible
the Malay Archipelago. Most of the historians d ^ m ^ W j
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brought by 'Arab traders directly from 'Arab lands. T.W. Arnold was of 
the opinion that 'Arab traders came directly from 'Arabia and during a 
time 'Arabs were famous for their commercial activities. Al-'Attas 
agreed w ith this, on the grounds that m ost M alay customs were 
influenced by 'Arab custom. Jawi, for example, is w ritten according to 
'Arab letters. Snouck Hungronje, on the other hand, claims that Islam 
was brought to the Malay Archipelago from India. ^8 Harrison also has 
the same view. He argues that most of the Indian Muslims who migrated 
to the Malay Archipelago were involved in commercial activities. ^9 
Some historians claim tha t Islam  was in troduced  to the M alay 
Archipelago from China, which received Islam in the tenth century 
A.D. 20
In conclusion it would be better to say that commercial activities 
themselves induced the introduction of Islam to the Malay Archipelago. 
It is difficult, however, to determine by which route Islam was carried to 
the Malay Archipelago. Possibly, that role was played by Muslim traders, 
especially 'Arabs, who frequently visited China during the early centuries 
of the Hijri era. 21
The Law Under Islam
After Ruler of Malacca and subjects embraced the Islamic faith, the 
spread of Islam in the Malay Archipelago took place rapidly in the 15th 
century. In fact, Malacca became the centre of Islamic missionary work in 
the region. Attempts were m ade to adopt Islamic Law and to modify 
Malay customs to make them fall in the line with Islam. This process can 
be deciphered in various parts of the Laws of Malacca. The Undang-
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Undang Melaka (Laws of Malacca) in their earlier version, set out only 
customary law but in a later version, both Islamic Law and customary law 
are set out. It is noted in the provision relating to the illegal sexual 
intercourse that; 22
"If a man seizes a free woman and then forces her to have sexual 
intercourse and the latter informs the judge, he (the offender) 
shall be summoned before the judge and ordered to m arry her. If 
he refuses to m arry her, he shall be fined three tahil and one paha 
and in addition cede a wedding gift, as is customary for a subject 
of the Ruler. According to the law of God however if he or she was 
m uhsan, he shall be stoned to death. The meaning of m uhsan is a 
woman who has a husband or in the case of a man, he who has a 
wife. In the case of the person who is a non-m uhsan , he shall be 
sentenced to be caned with one hundred strokes".
Likewise, Malacca Law shows that the presence of Islam also 
brought changes in the adm inistration system. One of the articles 
mentions that: 23
"Concerning ministries, palace officials and the army, they should 
act according to Allah's word in A l-O ur'an . and perform His 
order to do goodness and prevent wickedness".
The Malacca rulers not only applied the Islamic law within the 
bounds of their empire, but also enacted and codified it. The codification of 
Islamic law was known as: Undang-undang Melaka, or Undang-undang 
Sultan Melaka, or Hukm Kanun Melaka (The Canon Law of Malacca). The
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AMalacca Law was codified in a very comprehensive and precise manner.
The later version of Malacca Law, dealt with marriage and divorce. Part of 
it dealt with matters pertaining to wall, witnesses to a marriage and other 
rules concerning khiyar and talaq. Part also dealt with rules of Islamic 
commercial transactions, rules relating to weights and measures, the 
prohibition of riba, rules governing sale of land and so on. The later 
version was also concerned with evidence, procedure and punishment of 
killing, unlaw ful intercourse, sodom y, bestiality, slander and the 
consumption of alcohol. Thus, it covers a wide area of Islamic law based 
on the Shafi'i school of thought. 24
Subsequently Canon Law was im plem ented th roughout the 
Malacca states and the other states which were w ithin the sphere of 
influence of the Malacca empire. The Johore laws were modelled on the 
Malacca law. In addition, at the beginning of the 20th century, 
codifications of Islamic law which were made in Turkey and Egypt 
were translated into Malay and adopted. 25 M. B. Hooker claims that 
its content was much the same as in Undang-Undang Kerajaan and 
Malacca Digest. 26 The Majallah al-ahkam was translated as Majallah 
Ahkam Johore and the Hanafite code of Qadri Pasha was adopted and ft
translated as Ahkam Shari'a Johore. In 1895, a constitution which was 
drafted for Johore by English lawyers, reveals some influence of Islamic 
law. 27
After the fall of Malacca in the face of Western Colonialism, the 
Canon Law of Malacca still had great influence on the codification of 
Shari'a Law in other states, such as: Undang-undang Negeri Johore (The 
Law of Johore), U ndang-undang Negeri Kedah (The Law of Kedah),
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Undang-undang Negeri Pahang (The Law of Pahang), Undang-undang 99 ft
Negeri Perak (The 99 Laws of Perak), Undang-undang Sungai Ujung (The 
Law of Sungai Ujung). 28 The existence of this law practically started 
w ith the acceptance of Islam by the Muslim society especially by the 
Malays. Clear evidence is that we find the Muslims organising their 
family affairs in accordance w ith the law which they had previously 
chosen. This can be clearly seen when we study the practice prevailing in 
Muslim society. Examples of such are:
a) Muslims do not marry the prohibited relations such as siblings, 
nieces or aunts.
b) Divorce and reconciliation are also m ade according to the 
guidelines laid down by the Islamic Law.
c) Distribution of inheritance among heirs is m ade according to 
Islamic Law.
These few exam ples show that the Islamic Law had been 
implemented and practised by the Muslim sim ultaneously with their 
acceptance of Islam. 29 To summary, it would be true to say that the 
impact of Islam in Malaysia did not only bring new religious thought, fi
but also Islamic law. Since 1952 most states in Malaysia have had a written 
Islamic Law applicable to Muslims living in those states. Such laws are 
found in the family law known as The Administration of Islamic Law.
Selangor, for instance, preceded the other states in enacting the 
Adm inistration Of Islamic Law Enactment No. 3, 1952. This was 
followed by other states such as Kelantan in 1953, Terengganu in 1955,
Pahang in 1956, Penang and Malacca in 1959, Kedah and Negeri 
Sembilan in 1962, Perlis in 1963, Perak in 1965, W ilayah Persekutuan |
(Federal Territory) in 1974, Sabah in 1977 and Sarawak in 1978. The
■ f t
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SharT'a court was established according to the Enactment in Peninsular 
Malaysia and according to Ordinances in Sabah and Sarawak. Under the 
terms of various treaties under which British influence was introduced to 
Malay states, the Malay Rulers agreed to accept the advice of the British 
in all matters except in Muslim religion and Mafay custom. However 
Prof. Ahmad Ibrahim argued that the British did interfere with die 
administration of Muslim Law which rest^üM In curtMIing and 
subordinating the jurisdiction of ft
Following independence, Islamic Law fell "wlfliin the purview of 
the state authorities. Each state in Malaysia has its own law for the 
administration of Islamic Law. Although thf enactments followed the 
same pattern and had much in common, there were differences, 
sometimes important differences between them. Each State had its 
own system of courts for the administration of Islamic law and for the 
most part, the law was administered at state level in the state qadi 
courts. After independence and the passing of the Federal Constitution 
in 1957, the Shari'a court became entrenched in the Malaysian system. 
It was decided that the Shari'a court should be under the cbntrbl of the 
various Majlis Ugama Negeri of each state, where the Sultan or Yang di 
Pertuan Agong, as the case may be, shall be Head of the Muslim religion. 
Though the latter is legally the Head of the Muslim W lgion, pradÜcally it 
is the Majlis Ugama Negeri that advises the^^^^^^
Pertuan Agong on the administration of Muslim law in their respective 
states.
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The Position Of Islamic Law During And After The Colonial Period
As far as we are now concerned, Malaysia is a multi-ethnic and 
multi-religion country. In general each ethnic community has its own 
law, Islamic law being one of the important types of law in Malaysia. 
Under the Constitution, Islam is declared, to be the religion of the 
Malaysia (Federation). Throughout Malaysia, Islamic Law is administered 
according to the Administration of Muslim Law Enactments or 
Ordinances. 82 The State of Kedah is administered according to the 
Administration of Muslim Law Enactment 1962. Before I write any 
further about these Enactments and the position of the Shari'a Court, 
the administration of Muslim Law and how it was developed, should be 
discussed first.
The Straits Settlements
The Malay states were under the administrative control of external 
European powers for a considerable time, beginning with the occupation 
of the Portuguese in 1511, followed by the Dutch, 1641 aftd finally the 
B r i t i s h . 8 3  Under the period of the Portuguese, magistrates with civil and 
criminal jurisdiction were appointed to settle civil disputes and to try
criminal cases. 84 ' " .. r r,'-";". ’ • ' ‘
The British occupation began with the o c c t i ^ t i q g o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  ' ' 
1786, followed by the cession of Malacca
introduced, consolidated through the medium of the Gh&ters ^
1807, 1826 and 1855 to the Straits S e t t l e m e & % ^ ^ & ^ # # # # ^  
Singapore). The first Charter of 1807 was granted by the King
the East India Company and it is regarded as a major event in Malaya 
Legal history. It was the beginning of the statutory introduction of 
English law into this area. The Charter set up a judiciary system of courts 
which provided that English Law should be the law  of the land and 
should apply to the native subjects as far as the various religions, 
manners and customs would permit. It also enabled the establishment of 
the Court of Judicature of the Prince of Wales 'Island ' to exercise 
jurisdiction over all civil, criminal and ecclesiastical matters. 85
The second Charter of Justice in 1826 m ade provisions for the 
administration of justice in three settlements. The third Charter of Justice ft
in 1855 was introduced merely to standardize the law in the three Straits 
settlem ent. C.M Turnbull said that "eventually in 1855 the British 
P arliam en t g ran ted  a new  C harter of justice for the S traits 
Settlement...otherwise the new Charter merely repeated the terms of 
the 1826 Charter". As a result, Islamic law was applied only in the field of 
family law. 86
English law was introduced into the Straits Settlements as the 
general law of application by three Charters of Justice but subject to such 
modifications as were necessary to prevent it from operating unjustly or 
oppressively. As to the Islamic law, personal cases occurred. Marriage 
and divorce according to Islamic law were held valid although the courts 
faced some problems in deciding disputes which involved different 
schools of Islamic law. For example, in Salmah & Fatimah v. Soolong 87 
the guard ian  of a Shafi'i female obtained an injunction preventing 
marriage between her and a Hanafi male. The court refused to disallow
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the injunction on the application of the girl until she had become a 
Hanafi whereupon she was at liberty to marry. 88
In 1880 the M ohammadan Marriage Ordinance of that year was 
introduced, and was intended to define how much Islamic law was to be 
recognized by the courts. It provided for the voluntary registration of 
M uslim  m arriage and divorce, the regulation of m arried  w om en’s 
property. However it did not enact the substantive law of Islam, nor did it 
prescribe authoritative texts, but in subsequent amendments parts of the 
substantive Islamic law on family matters were progressively introduced.
The Ordinance and its amendments were reenacted as Ordinance No. 2 
(Mohammadan) of 1920, amended in 1923 and 1934 and finally in 1936 
under the title of the Mohammadan Ordinance. 89
In some areas it is difficult to ascertain the application of the 
provisions of this ordinance. In the Goods of Abdullah 40 decided in 
1835, it was held that a Muslim could alienate the whole of his property by 
will, a decision contrary to the Islamic law. The reason for this was that the 
court supposed the law of England to be in force to the exclusion of Islamic 
law in the matter of wills. 41
Regarding the Islamic law of inheritance, it was recognized as 
enacted in section 27 of the Ordinance of 1880. Muslims were subject to ft
the Islamic law of inheritance, but on intestacy the English laws were 
applied. This situation, however, was changed in 1923, the estate of a 
Muslim intestate should be distributed according to Islamic law with the 
qualification that Islamic law could not override any local custom having 
the force of law prior to 1st January 1924. 42
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The question of joint earnings by husband and wife during 
coverture was not dealt with by legislation but was left to the courts. In 
Tijah V. M at All, a wife sued her husband for a half share of joint 
earnings. A qadi gave evidence that according to Islamic law the wife was 
entitled to such a share. This is quite wrong because Islamic law does not 
recognize jointly acquired property as a special category. The qadi was 
following Malay adat rule. The court gave judgment for the wife but on 
appeal this was reversed on the basis that the M uham madan Marriage 
Ordinance of .1880 did not provide for the joint earning of husband and 
wife. 44 The judge, therefore, applied English law.
The Malay States
The Malay States were divided into Federated and Unfederated 
Malay States. The Federated Malay States were Perak, Selangor , Pahang 
and Negeri Sembilan: and the Unfederated Malay States, Kelantan,
Terengganu, Kedah and P e r l i s . 4 5  Perak and Selangor accepted British 
authority in 1874, Pahang in 1888 and Negeri Sembilan between 1874 and 
1887. These four states formed themselves into the Federated Malay States 
in 1895. W ithin this system, each Ruler was obliged to accept a British 
Resident whose advice was to be sought and acted upon in all 
administrative matters except those concerning religion and custom. 4 6  
The English law was applied in 1937 and the Civil Law Enactment of 1937 
gave statutory authority for its application. Although English Law was not 
formally received until 1937, it was clearly accepted informally before 
that. 47
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Each state in the Federated Malay States had their own power in 
regulating the administration of Islamic law. However these enactments 
were mainly procedural w ithout touching any points of substantive 
law. 48 One of the cases shows that Islamic Law was admitted by the 
courts. Muslims may dispose of up to one third of their property by will 
with the residue descending in fixed proportions to the heirs according to 
Islamic law. In Saeda binti Abu Bakar & anor v. Haji Abdul Rahman bin 
Haji Mohd. Yusup & anor 49 ^  was held that a will which tied up the 
testator's property for ten years was invalid under Islamic law. The 
principle, stated in Nawawi (Minhaj al-Talibin), that a bequest preferring 
one heir to another is invalid without consent, was given effect to in Re 
Ismail bin Rentah deed. 50 jh e  rule that non-Muslim next of kin cannot 
inherit was also upheld. This is in contrast to the position in the Straits 
Settlement where it was provided from 1923 that a non-Muslim could 
inherit as though he were a Muslim. 51
The Unfederated Malay States were under Siamese influence before |
the British took over. British influence began after the treaty 1909 and 
their power was extended over all the Unfederated Malay States. Kelantan 
and Terengganu accepted a British adviser in 1901, Kedah in 1923 and 
Ferlis in 1930. Johor accepted a British adviser only in 1914 despite being 
under British influence for a long time. 52 The Civil Law Enactment of 
1937 was extended to these in 1951, by the Civil Law (Extension)
Ordinance in 1952 and later it was replaced by the Civil Law Ordinance 
1956. 53
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Hooker simplified that in the Unfederated Malay States, Islamic 
law was least affected by the English law. The major statutes on Islamic 
law in the unfederated Malay States include the following: 54
Johore: M uhammadan Marriage Enactment 1914, reconstituted as 
No. 17/ 1935 and am ended by No. 2 /  1950. Offences by 
Muhammadans Enactment 1919, reconstituted as No. 47 / 1935.
Perlis: M uham m adan M arriage and Divorce (R egistration)
Enactment No. 9 / 1913.
Kedah: SharFa Courts Enactment No. 109/ 1934.
Terengganu: Registration of M uhammadan M arriage and Divorce 
enactment No. 6/  1922
Kelantan: Moslem Marriage & Divorce Enactment No. 22/ 1938 
amended by No. 41/ 1939.
After the Federated and Unfederated Malay States accepted British 
advisors with the signing of the treaties, it was provided that the advisor 
did not interfere with religious and local customs. They did however 
interfere directly or indirectly with Muslim law, the law of the land and 
its administration. The law of the land during this time was Islamic law.
In Ramah v. Laton 55 the Court of Appeal held that Islamic law was not 
foreign law but local law and the law of the land. The court m ust take 
judicial notice of it and must propose the law. Subsequently the spread of 
British influence favoured the introduction of English law. Acting on the ^
advice of the British Residents, the Malay Su ltan  in the States which 
constituted the Federated Malay states enacted the law which adopted the 
Indian codification of the principles of English Law. Thus, in m atters 
concerning criminal law, rules of evidence and procedure, contract and 
land, legislation based on the principles of English law replaced Malay
I V Y r C . y ' f . ' S  '
customary and Islamic law. The effect was that Islamic law was applied 
only in matters concerning family and inheritance affairs and some 
aspects of Islamic offences. The administration of these matters too was 
not free from British interference. Consequently, the power of the Shari'a |
courts was restricted and became inferior to those of the civil courts. 56 %
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Until 'l948, the Courts of O adis and assistant O adis in the Malay 
States were part of the structure of the civil courts. In 1948, the Courts 
Ordinance established a judicial system for the Federation and excluded 
Shari'a  courts from the Federal court system. 57 The Federation of 
Malaya became an independent state on 31st August 1957. 58 A new 
Federal Constitution was introduced which became the supreme law of 
the new state. At this time., both Federal and States Legislatures were 
instituted. The new constitution sets out a distribution of legislative |
powers. The powers of the Federal Parliament were listed in List 1 of the 
N inth schedule. Islamic law was confirmed to be adm inistered in the 
States, not the Federation and was listed in List 11 of the Ninth schedule.
Malavsia After The Colonial Period
After the Federation of Malaya was formed, each state of the 
Federation was given its own constitution. Rulers of the states became |
official heads of Islamic religion within the states. 59 This was part of the 
state constitution and recognized in Article 3 of the Federal 
Constitution. The nature of the new Constitution m ade the power 
and the position of the Shari'a Court more limited. It remains as a court 
for Muslims only. In the event of a conflict between the Shari'a Court 
and the Civil Court (English Law) the Civil Court prevails. The
:4
conclusion can be drawn that English Law has become an integral part of 
Malaysian law.
In general, each enactment establishes a Council of religion, of 
Islamic religion, for the state which is to be called Majlis Ugama Islam, for 
example Majlis Ugama Islam Negeri Kedah. The legislative functions of 
the Majlis consist in making rules in relation to adm inistrative matters 4
such as collection, adm inistration and division of z a k a h  and fitr, 
appointing committees such as legal committee, a mosque committee and 
zakah and fitr committee. The majlis also has the function of making the 
final ruling regarding fatw a in cases where the legal committee is not 
unanim ous on the m atter. To enable the Majlis to exercise its own 
executive function, a Departm ent of Religious Affairs was established.
With its assistance, the Majlis can administer rules relating to property, 
collection of zakah and fitr, the administration of Bait al-Mal, w aqf and 
n a z a r . A part from that, the Majlis also adm inistered the m osque, 
religious schools and the registration of converts. The constitution, 
jurisdiction and procedure of Shari'a courts are also provided under the 
enactments.
In general there are two types of courts in Malaysia, namely civil 
court and S hari'a  court. The Civil courts, based on English Law, are 
available to all Malaysians, including Muslims. The basis law in Malaysia |
is the common law of England and the rules of equity in force on April 7,
1956. This provision is of limited effect in practice. It is importance, in 
particular the law of torts, but the greater part of law is statutory : Code 
based upon those of India (e.g., the Penal Code, the Contract Act and the 
Evidence Act); commercial law based on English Acts of Parliam ent
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(companies , bankruptcy) ; and the Land Code and Personal law is a 
complicated subject. It varies according to domicile, religion and, in some 
cases race. ^5 The Shari'a courts, based on Islamic law, are applicable to 
Muslims only. One difference between the Shari'a Court and the Civil 
court is that the Shari'a  court is administered by the State Assembly, I
while the Civil court is administered under Federal Law. The S hari'a  ||
Ûcourts have a limited jurisdiction to include Muslims only, whereas Civil |
3courts have unlim ited jurisdiction. The legislative Assembly may make I
laws for the whole or any part of that state. Provision for this in the
Federal Constitution can be found in article 74, in subsection 2, where I
6!reference is made to the scope of each state Legislative Assembly's power ;j
to enact laws; j
"Without any prejudice to any power to make laws conferred on it |
by any other article, the legislative body of a state may make laws #Iwith respect to any of the matters enumerated in the state list (that |
is to say, the second list set out in the N inth schedule) or the 3
concurrent list" 4
The legislative authority of each state is in its state Assembly, 
consisting of the Ruler or G overnor and one house, namely, the ^
Legislative Assembly. The two institutions acting together enact laws. ||
The number of elected members of the state Assembly varies according to 
its Constitution. Article 4 (1) of Eighth Schedule of the Federal j
Constitution provides that the Assembly must consist of such a number of |
elected members as the Legislative Assembly may by law provide. ^5 The |
1duration of the Assembly is five years. |
In article 75, the Federal Constitution provides that if any state law 
is oppo^d to Federal law, the decision of the Federal law prevails and the 
state laws become void. This article is applied not only to Islamic law but 
to any law made by State Legislative Assembly. In the case of City Council 
of George To>im & Anor y. The Government o f the State of Penang & 
Anor, the Federal court of Malaysia héld that a concession enacted by 
the Penang Legislature was inconsistent with the Local Government 
Election Act> 1960, a Federal law, and therefore of
inconsistency.
Before furthering the discussion about 
has been made to give a brief Insight Into o1 
courts comprise Privy Council, Supreme 
Court, Magistrate Court, and Juvenile Court Thé Privy the
Anal court of appeal in Malaysia before the establishment of thé Supreme 
Court. During that period, all courts in Malaysia were botmd by its  ruliiig. 
After section 15 of the Constitution (Amendment) Act, 1983 came into 
force on 1st January 1985 , the Supreme court the 6f
appeal in Malaysia. There are no longer 
appeals from Malaysia to the Privy Coundl.
The teliglous courts are 
Muslims in su i#  relating to marijage^ 
like matters. ^9 This topic wiÜ ^  d iscus##
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Islam under The Federal Constitution
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate briefly the position of 
Islamic law in the Federal Constitution. The Federal Constitution is a 
body which administers all the laws in Malaysia. The earliest written 
constitution in Malaysia was the constitution of Johore, prom ulgated in 
1895. Article LVII of the constitution provided; 70
"...the religion of the state for this territory and the state of Johore is 
the Muslim religion and such being the case, the Muslim Religion 
shall continuously and forever be, acknowledged and spoken of 
as the State Religion ; that is to say, on no account may any other 
religion be m ade or spoken of as the religion of the country, 
although all other religions are allowed and are always understood s
as proper to be allowed, to be practised in peace and harmony by the 
people professing them in all and every part of the territory and ÿ
dependencies of the state of Johore."
Article 3 of the Federal Constitution provided that Tslam  is the 
religion of the Federation; but other religions may be practised in peace 
and harm ony in any part of the Federation". 71 This provision was 
important to Islam itself in some matters. Firstly it related to the Rnahdal 
arrangements for upgrading Islamic belief. Secondly; as the Ruler, a s ^ e  t
head of the religion of Islam, is always a l^UsJim, M s position is 
unaffected and unim paired. Thirdly the propagWion of any religious . 
beliefs to Muslims and official program m es could be coun tered 'and
restricted.. 72 Clause (1), the language that "Islam " has hot been  '
subjected to judicial interpretation. The words may impose an obligation
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on the participant in any federal ceremonial to regulate any religious parts 
of the ceremony according to Muslim rites. 73
Article 11 provides that every person has the right to profess and 
practise his religion. 74 However, article 160 does not include Islamic 
law in its definition of law. It provides that Islam be declared the religion 
of the Federation (Malaysia). But it does not state that Islamic law is the 
law of general application. And the Constitution does hot dédare ïhat 
Islamic law is the one and only law in the country. Although Islam is 
the religion of the Federation (Malaysia) the power to legislate dn matters 
of Muslim law and the personal and family law of a M ^lim  Ihdlyldual 
was a matter for the state legislature. 76
It is thus implied that the power given to the Islamic law iy& ^& y  
limited. Islam in the Federal Constitution was given a very narrow 
definition. It was never adopted entirely. Islam was merely the official 
religion of the state. The intention in making Islam the official religion of 
the Federation was primarily for ceremonial purposes. It wasj not 
intended to interfere with the position of
Muhammad Salleh Abbas, religion in the Federation was just merely 
belief linking man to the highest (God). 7/ This claim is süp^jç;^" b^
Prof. Ahmad Ibrahim who said that the position o f  Isl 
Constitution was very narrow and limited. I t^ é ie lÿ ’ 
relationship between man and God without 
such as politics, economics, law and administranon.':/*
As noted earlier, Islamic Law, after the -^ r ^  
embraced Islam, was established as a formal part of Malay
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coming of the British, Islamic law ruled the land. The Shafi'i school of |
law was followed as well as local customs which did not contradict Islam.
Islamic law during that period was based on the text of Abu Shuja's al- 
Taqrib or its commentary Path al-Qarib which was written by Ibn Al-Qasim 
Al-Ghazzi or Hashiya 'ala Path al-Qarib, a commentary on Ibn Qasim al- 
Ghazzi. 79 Another text was the Mejelle, which was produced during the 
Ottoman Empire and was used for some time in Johore. This text was 
translated into Malay and enforced in several states of Johore. 50
Islamic law during that time was im plem ented in matrim onial 
m atters, succession and serious civil and criminal m atters. 51 The 1
existence of Islamic law was well established as in the case of Shaik Abdul 
Latif and others v. Shaik Elias Bux. 52 The judge in this case said in his 
judgm ent; Before the first treaties, the population  of these states 
comprised almost solely M uhammadan Malays with a large industrial 
and mining Chinese community in their midst. The only law  at that time 
applicable to Malays was Muhammadan as modified by local customs.
The other topic to highlight is that in the event of any Islamic law 
being inconsistent or opposing the Federal Constitution (federal law) the 
latter prevails. The Federal law is the law of general application and the 
highest law in Malaysia. The Constitution provides: 53
"This constitution is the supreme law of the Federation and any 
law  passed after M erdeka Day (independence) w hich is 
inconsistent w ith this Constitution shall, to the extent of the
inconsistency, be void."
.J
According to the article 4 (1) of the Constitution, any law made by 
Parliament or the legislature of any state shall not be inconsistent with 
Federal law. If it is inconsistent with Federal law, any law made by 
Parliament or state legislature of any state is invalid. This clearly shows 
the limited power given to Islamic law. We should bear in mind that 
Islamic law is under state legislature, so it is clear that the Federal law at 
any time could dismiss any decision made by a state legislature related to 
Islamic law. Islamic law is not a basis or foundation of Federal law but 
the supreme law in Malaysia is the Constitution. Every law has to comply 
with it. Article 160 of the Federal Constitution, provides that Islamic 
Law cannot be interpreted like other laws. The interpretation made dear
that law as regards the constitution mcludes v^itten law, the common
. . .  . r . '4law, in so far as it is m operation in the federation or any part thei^ f, and
any custom or usage having the force of law in the federation or any part 
thereof. 54 n  can be concluded that there was no place for Islamic law in 
the Constitution.
#
The Shari'a Court And The Civil Court.
In Malaysia, the Constitution provided and prescribed %rtain 
powers to certain courts. However according to M.B. Hool^r,^ 
themselves did not make clear the jurisdidW^Si^b^uAd&%s 
Islamic and Civil Courts. 55 Prom the 
some sections of the article on the Muslhn i^scureÉ/#
to clause 4 the Shari'a Courts is in the Stàtëî|^ïslàtiü^ei|il 
control or restrict the propagation of any réUgiôus 'dpctritiÉ 
among persons professing the religion o f  bUum. 'N o n ^ ip ^ #  
Malaysia are not under the §hari% C o ^ ^ ^  oi
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persons professing the religion of Islam are bound to two courts while 
non-Muslims are bound only to the Civil Court.
As we know. The S h a r i 'a  C ourt w as estab lished  under 
Administration of Muslim Law Enactments or Ordinance and under State 
Legislature. The State legislature has no power to dispense justice over 
non-Muslims in Malaysia. In this case we see that the power of the 
Shari'a Court is very limited. Article 8 (1) of the Federal Constitution 
provides that "all persons are equal before the law and entitled to the 
equal protection of the law". Article 8 (5) (a) states that this does not 
invalidate and prohibit, "any provision regulating personal law". Personal 
law  was well described in N inth  Schedule (list 2) of the Federal 
Constitution. 56
The S h ari'a  Court is a body which is separate from the Majlis 
(Department of Religious Affairs) and its function is to decide on cases 
provided by the Enactment. In general, the power of the Shari'a Court is 
less than that of the Civil Court. The Shari'a  Court enjoys limited 
power. The jurisdiction given to the State and the Shari'a Court is limited 
to some matters. Even in regard to the subjects included, there are many 
Federal laws which extend the scope and application of Federal laws. For 
example, in the field of succession, testate and intestate, account has to be 
taken of the Probate and Administration Act and the Small Estate Act. 
Consequently the qadi is given the function of only certifying the shares 
to be allotted to the beneficiaries under Islamic Law.
In the field of criminal law in particular, the jurisdiction of the 
S h a ri 'a  court is very limited. It has jurisdiction only over persons
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professing the religion of Islam and it has such jurisdiction only as is 
conferred by Federal laws in respect of offences. Under the Muslim Court 
(Criminal Jurisdiction) Act, 1965 it is provided that such jurisdiction 
should not be examined in respect of any offence punishable w ith 
im prisonm ent for a term  not exceeding six months or any fine not 
exceeding one thousands ringgit or with both. 57 However, it was 
amended in 1984 and the jurisdiction of the Shari'a Courts was extended 
to give them  ju risd ic tion  to deal w ith cases pun ishab le  w ith 
imprisonment up to three years, or fines up to five thousands ringgit or 
whipping up to six strokes or the combination of all these. 58
It should be noted here that the Shari'a court in its jurisdiction is 
empowered to try only offences committed by Muslims, and its decisions 
do not affect any right of property of a non-Muslim. 59 As long as this 
jurisdiction is still restricted to Muslims, it means that non-Muslims who 
are involved w ith M uslim s in com m itting an offence cannot be 
prosecuted in Shari'a courts. It would better to say that the Islamic law 
could not develop since the restriction in the Federal Constitution has not 
been amended.
One should bear in m ind that the Shari'a  Court and the Islamic 
law itself were applied widely in the field of family law. To conclude, the 
application of Islamic law has been limited to some areas. The application 
of Islamic Law was shown in the Ninth Schedule List 11 State List of the 
Federal Constitution. The List set out the following as among the power 
in the State List:
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"Except w ith respect to the Federal Territory, Islamic Law and 
personal and family law of persons professing the religion of Islam, f
including the Islamic law  relating to succession, testate and 
in testate , betro thal, m arriage, divorce, dow er, m aintenance, 4
adoption, legitimacy, guardianship , gifts, petitions, and non-
charitable trusts, the appointm ent of trustees and the incorporation 4i-
of persons in respect of Islam ic relig ious and charitable i
endow m ents, in stitu tio n s , tru sts , charities and  charitab le  
institutions operating wholly within the state: zakah, fitr and Bait 
al-Mal or similar Islamic religious revenue, mosque or any Islamic 
public places of worship; creation and punishm ent of offences by 
persons professing the religion of Islam against precepts of that 
religion, except in regard to matters included in the Federal List: 
constitution, organisation and procedure of Shari'a Courts, which 
shall have jurisdiction only over persons professing the religion of 
Islam and in respect only of any of the m atters included in this 
paragraph, bu t shall not have jurisdiction in respect of offences, 
except in so far as conferred by Federal law , the control of 
propagating doctrines and beliefs among persons professing the 
religion of Islam, the determination of matters of Islamic Law and 
doctrine and Malay custom.
The jurisdiction of the Shari'a courts and the area which should be 
covered by Islamic law is defined as relating to personal and family law 
which is very limited in scope. It should be noted here that the emphasis 
has been placed over and over, regarding the jurisdiction of the Shari'a 
court which shall touch on m atters enum erated above bu t never on 
matters already covered by Federal law. Federal law is the supreme law
'I
and the State Legislative Assembly should pass laws as conferred and 
limited by Federal law.
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Islam, to a considerable number of the members of the Parliament, 
is not a way of life, but one religion among religions. They believe that 
Islam is merely a religion like other religions. Generally speaking, the 
position of Islamic law as seen in the Parliament, can be summarized as 
follows;
a) It is recognized as one of the laws of Malaysia. Others being the
English Common law and Customary law.
b) It is reduced to the narrow confine of personal status. This can be S
seen from the enactments.
Civil courts in Malaysia command the Law of General Application 
and have limited powers over criminal or civil cases and it power is 
unlimited over Muslims or non-Muslims. Civil courts (except Magistrate 
Court, Juvenile Court and Penghulu Courts) generally have overriding 
jurisdiction. To show that Shari'a court has no place in Malaysia and has 
lost its significance, the Doctrine of Judicial Precedent is one of the best 
examples. The Oxford English Dictionary defines a precedent as '' a 
previous instance or case which is or may be taken as an example or rule 
for subsequent cases, or by which some similar act or circumstances may be 
supported or justified''. 92 ^  may be understood that the function of
precedent is to provide a guide to future conduct.
The courts in Malaysia follow the English court in this doctrine and 
it is applied in their procedure. The Doctrine of Judicial Precedent means 
that the previous decisions of the same court or superior court are
-4
binding, that is to say each, court is bound by the decision of the court 
above it. 93 in respect of the previous decisions of the same court, was 
the previous decision binding? In this case, judges have liberty to choose 
or to re jec t. However there are not at liberty to follow or reject any 
precedent unless sufficient reasons were given. 94 Due respect was given 
to the Malaysian court, a court bound by its own decision and by the 
decisions of the superior courts. This was first manifested in Malaysian 
courts in 1906. 95
Im portantly, this doctrine also applied to the S h a ri 'a  court, 
although the Federal Constitution provided that the civil court should 
have no jurisdiction in respect of any matter within the jurisdiction of 
the Shari'a court. Consequently the Shari'a court, as well as each Civil 
court, was bound by the decision of the court above it.
In O m ar v. Public Prosecutor . 96 the point at issue here was 
whether a certain section of the Kedah Shari'a Court Enactment was valid 4
in the light of the provisions of the Courts Ordinance of 1948. The 
question was decided by subjecting the provisions of the form er 
enactment to the test of repugnancy against the civil law  provision. ^7 n  
was held in the case Ainan bt. M ahmud v. Syed Abu Bakar. 98 ixi this 
case, the issue was which evidence is applicable, Muslim rules of evidence 
or Evidence Act 1961. This case related to the validity of succession of the 
infant born after less than six months of marriage. The judge was of the 
opinion that the requirements of the Evidence Act should prevail because |
the legislation was the law of general application, and thus had to be 
applicable to persons of all races and religions in the Federated Malay 
States. 99 The judge in this case refused to follow and recognize the
■■4
■f
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Islamic law of an intestate estate in favour of the infant. The importance 
here is that, in the event of conflict between the Shari'a court and the 
Civil court, the decision of the latter prevailed. This decision shows how  
Islamic law has lost its significance and it clearly showed that Islamic law 
was not to have an independent jurisdiction, even for a person who 
professed the Islamic faith.
The case of Mandam v. Muhammad Arif 100 provides a good 
example of the conflict between the Shari'a court and the civil court. It was 
noted earlier that, in the event of contradiction between the Shari'a court 
and the Civil court, the latter had overriding jurisdiction. ^51 The above 
case was an application for the custody of two infants, a boy and a girl. 
The applicant, the mother of the infants, had been divorced by the 
respondent, their father. At the time of divorce, the qadi had recorded a 
permission order giving the custody of the two infants, a boy and a girl to 
the respondent. Since the divorce, the applicant had married a man not 
related to the infants. The Muslim Law Enactment provided that nothing 
in the enactment shall affect the jurisdiction of any civil court. The 
applicant was entitled to make the application to the Civil court, despite 
the permission order made by the qadi. Under to the Guardianship of 
Infants Act 1961 her application was acceptable.
According to this act, the general principle that governs the custody 
of infants was the welfare of the infants. Finally the custody of the infants 
was given to the applicant. The court in this case allowed an application 
for custody despite a prior consent order recorded by a qadi. ^53 it should 
be pointed out that in the above case shows that Shari'a court and Islamic
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law were not fully applied in Malaysia and that the Civil court at any time 
could reverse the decision from Shari'a court.
W ith regard to binding precedent, the S hari'a  court also was 
affected. In the case of the Com m issioner of Religious Affairs of 
Terengganu v. Tengku Mariam, ^^3 tj^e validity of a waqf for the benefit 
of the settlor's family and descendants was in question. The Shari'a court 
decided that it was valid. But the judge of the Civil court (High court) 
ruled that the courts in Malaysia were bound by the judgment of the Privy 
Council in the case of Abdul Fata M uhammad Ishak v. Russm ary Dhar 
C houndhury . ^04 The High court reversed the decision of the Mufti and 
decided that w aqf for the benefit of the settlor's family and descendants 
was not valid. Suffian (F.J). in his judgment said T  have examined the 
w aqf instrum ent and the authorities mentioned in the learned judge's 
judgment and those cited before us, and I am satisfied that the w aqf here 
was essentially for the benefit of Tengku Chik's family and that the gifts to 
the charity were illusory and that on the authority of Privy Council 
decision cited to us, the learned judge was bound and we are a bound to 
hold that the w aqf was therefore, void, notwithstanding the M ufti's  
ruling to the contrary". 105 Consequently, the high court has a general 
supervisory and revisionary jurisdiction over all subordinate courts and 
can intervene at any stage in civil or criminal suits, 106
Sources of Islamic Law
Islamic law, the law which is associated with this religion defines 
the will of Allah in terms of a comprehensive code of behaviour covering
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all aspects of life. The H adith according to which the Prophet sent 
Mu'adh, one of his Companions, gives us three out of four major sources 
of law. Islam is based in the first instance on the Qur'an: where the 
Qur'an is silent on a particular point, then we have to consider Sunna, 
(the traditions of the Prophet) the words that he spoke, his actions on 
important occasions and the manner in which he acted throughout his 
life. These aspects taken together are considered revelation. The first is 
said to be direct revelation and the very word of God and the second is 
considered an indirect revelation, since according to the theory of law, 
even the actions of the Messenger of God were inspired by divine
wisdom.
Coupled with two chief sources, other rules are deduced from 
them by doctors of authority upon which there is consensus'" of-opinion, 
the so called Ijma', which is the third source of law. The fourth is Giyas or 
analogical deduction. 107 The first three sources were accepted as wholly 
authoritative or qat'i and the fourth as only presumptively so or ^anm. 
108 Shafi’i called the Qur'an and Sunna the two principal sources and 
considered Ijma' and Q iyas subordinate to them. While al-Tabari 
recognized three usu l. al-Q ur'an. Sunna as e>q>ressed in traditions 
deriving from the Prophet, and lim a' which for him w ére,absolutely 
decisive, beside these he places Qiyas (avpiding thj$ téduuilM #n ^
relation to his own doctrine and using 
similarity or amounting to). ^09
However, most jurists classify the sources of i s b ^ ë  
main categories: The first category covers the Quran or i 
Islam ,the Sunna or the authentic T ï a ^ t i o i g | | M ^ ^ ^
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the consensus of opinion and the Q iyas or judgment upon juristic 
analogy. The second category includes. First al-Istihsan or the deviation 
on certain issues from the rule of a precedent to another rule for a more 
relevant legal reason. Second, al-Istislah, or the unprecedented judgment 
motivated by public interest to which neither the Qur'an nor the Sunna 
explicitly refers. Third, al-'Urf, or the custpm and usage of a particular 
society, both in speech and deeds. HO
Al-Qur'an. - /  ' -
The Qur'an or the Holy Book of Islam, the first source of Islamic
law, is regarded as the literal word of God and as the final Mtd 0m plete
revelation of God for the solution of all human problàhs iit all asbgects
. . 111 ,  V- ^of human activity.  ^  ^  ^ The text of the Qur an was revealed piecemeal
through the angel Gabriel during the prophetic career of Muhammad
which lasted about twenty three years. xhe Qur'an did not legislate all
its rules on the spot but laid them down separately according to
incidents. Its sanctions were graduated in the sense that it did not
prohibit at once certain acts which men were accustomed to."" For'ejdtinple,'
drink was permitted in the beginning of Islam, then it was prohibited
during prayers and finally it was prohibited completely.
the lifetime of the Prophet. Portions of the reveladOh 
memory by Companions of the Prophet as they 
written down by his secretaries. ^^4 Abu Bakr, thé A 6t
• .  .  .K n Iporiginal manuscripts of the Qur an made in the proph^sÿm t 
collected and copied after he had been counselled by 'Uman, ;^
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Khatteb was perturbed by the fact that in the battle of Yamama many of the 
readers of the Qur'an were killed. He feared that if more of them died 
some of the Qur'an would be irretrievably lost. 2Iaid ibn Thabit, who was 
entrusted with the task applied a two-fold method of verification, 
comparing the original manuscripts with the texts memorise by the 
Prophet's Companions. This method provided a double testimony for the 
accuracy of every injunction.  ^^ 5
. . . . . .  '  ■ V : : -
The Qur'an had been collected from pieces of papyrus, flat stones, 
palm-leaves, shoulder-blades and ribs of animals,pieces of leather and 
wooden boards, as well as from the hearts of m en. The Qur'an is 
divided into 114 chapters, or suras, each of which bears a name referring 
to some part of its contents, and contains a varying number of verses 
(ay it). The ceremonial practice of reciting the Qur'an in equal sections 
which is employed in Muslim ritual, was therefore not able to adhere to 
the division into suras which are of unequal length and it has adopted a 
division into thirty sections. ^^7 it would be better to say that for the 
purpose of recitation, the Qur'an is divided into 30 juz* of equal length to 
enable the reciter to complete its recitation, e.g during the thirty days 
of Ramadan.
When Islam spread to other countries, there were varieties in the 
modes of reading the Qur'an. During the reign of caliph U thm an, he 
noticed and feared that if nothing was done to put a stop to the differences
istortions.
Uthman ordered the burning of all private copies of the Qur'an except 
those in the Quraysh dialect. ^^9 in addition he established a committee 
comprising Zaid Ibn Thabit, 'Abd al-AUah Ibn al-Zubair, Sa'id ibn al-'Às
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and 'Abd al-Rahman Ibn Hisham to transcribe the Q u r 'a n . Qne of the 
principles they were to follow was that, in case of difficulty in the reading 
the dialect of Quraysh, the tribe to which the Prophet belonged, was to be 
given preference. ^20 Under the instruction of Zaid Ibn Thabit, they put 
together a definite A l-Q ur'an  and 'Uthman sent one of the copies to 
each of the chief cities in Kufah, Basrah, Makka, Damascus, Yaman and 
Bahrain. Qne copy was retained in Madina. go, the entire text of the 
Q ur'an  was totally collected in an official, authorized version during the 
rule of the third caliph, 'Uthman.
To a Muslim, the Q u r 'a n , being the very W ord of God, is the 
absolute authority where from springs the very concept of legality and 
every legal obligation. It is also, the first and everlasting miracle of 
M uham m ad's Prophethood. ^72 According to Gibb," But the Meccans 
still dem anded of him a miracle, and with remarkable boldness and self- 
confidence M uham m ad appealed as the suprem e confirm ation of his 
mission to the Q u r'an  itself. Like all 'Arabs they were connoisseurs of 
language and rhetoric. Well then, if the Q u r 'a n  w ere his own 
composition other men could rival it. Let them produce ten verses like it 
If they could not, and it is obvious that they could not, then let them 
accept the Q ur'an as an outstanding evidential miracle". ^^3
The Q ur'an  is basically a book of religious guidance and does not 
constitute a comprehensive code of law. It is not an easy reference for 
legal studies. The injunctions in the Q u r'an  which relate to the law are 
few in number. Legal prescriptions are comparatively few and limited. 
Concerning family law, they are laid down in 70 injunctions, civil law in 
70, penal law in 30, jurisdiction and procedure in 13, constitutional law in
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10, international relations in 25, and economic and financial order in 
10. 174 In the case of family law, its form is in scattered passages, mostly 
in sura 2 and 4. The main emphasis is laid on the question of how one 
should  act tow ards wom en and children, orphans and relatives, 
dependents and slaves. It could be said, the Q u r'an  was established to 
manage moral norms. Q ur'anic prescription illustrates this establishment 
of moral norms. The law of war and booty is primarily concerned with 
determining the enemies who m ust be fought or may be fought, how the 
booty is to be distributed, and how the conquered are to be treated. 175
The Q u r 'an  is not enunciated with equal clarity and detail in all 
parts. Some measures of elaboration and interpretation are necessary. 
The only possible person who could do this was the Prophet to whom had 
been given wisdom (hikmah), the power of solving all hum an problems. 
M uham mad's words and actions, therefore form a kind of commentary 
on the Q ur'an. 176 The Q ur'an declared the prophet to be the interpreter of 
the Q ur'an ic  texts. For example, M uhammad illustrated the method of 
salat, which is left indefinite by the Q ur'an . 177 Salat was prescribed but 
not how  it was to be done. So in this particular situation S u n n a  
interpreted the method of salat.
Sunna
The second source of Islamic law was Sunna. Sunna is an 'Arabic 
w ord which literally means method. Sunna includes w hat the Prophet 
said (sunna qawliya), what he did (sunna fi'liya) and those actions that he 
perm itted or allowed (sunna taqririya). 178 The authority of the sunna 
derives from the Prophet Muhammad, as expressed and defined in the
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Q u r'an . His mission is stated in the Q ur'an , 179 "And We have revealed 
to thee the reminder that you mayest make clear to men that which 
has been revealed to them, and that haply they may reflect". There is no 
doubt that this statement implies the Prophet's supreme authority in 
the interpretation of the Holy Book, by word or action. Moreover this 
authority is binding on all Muslims 150 as is clearly mentioned by the 
Q u r 'an , "Q you who believe, obey God and His Messenger," 151 and 
"whoever obeys the Messenger, he indeed obeys God". 152
The Sunna was not written at the time of Prophet, in order to avoid 
a possible confusion of his h a d ith  with Q u r 'a n  and for fear that the ^ \C4. - f ®
suprem e authority  of the Q u r 'a n  m ight be im pugned. A lthough 
discouragement of writing down the Sunna led to difficulties later on, it 
helped to keep the text of Q ur'an unquestionably authentic and unique.153 
The codification of the Q u r 'an  after the death of Prophet M uham mad 
gave the chance for more activity in the field of Sunna. The background |
of its committal to w riting is mentioned by Gibb, "The characteristic 4
religious activity, then, of the first century was the collection and 
transmission of details about the life and actions of Muhammad. In view 
of the profound impression which the personality of Prophet had left on 
his adherents, this activity was a spontaneous growth, owing nothing to 
outside influences. The natural centre of these studies was Madina, where 
m ost of the Com panions continued to live and w here first-hand 
information was most securely to be found". 154
The learned men of Islam, in the ninth century undertook detailed 
research and verifications of the H adith  in order to establish the authentic 
H adith  of the Prophet. Six collections in particular came to be accepted as
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authoritative, these are the Jami' al-Sahih of al-Bukhari (d.870) which has 
been often published in the East and has had added to it num erous 
commentaries, of which the best known are 'Umdat al-Qari’ of al-'Ayni 
(d.l451) and the Irshad al-Sari of al-Qastallani (d.l517). The second 
compilation is the sahih of Muslim (d.875). Four other works were 
essential, these were the four "sunan” of Ibn Majah (d. 896), Abu Da'ud (d.
888), Tirmidhi (d.892) and Al-Nasa'f (d. 915). 135
N ot all the traditions are of equal value and there are even some 
traditions which have been fabricated. Recognition of these led to the 
development of the science of tradition criticism (mustalah al-H adith). To 
counter-balance the forgery, the Muslim scholars did great work in the 
field of compilation and authentication of the Sunna. A science of H adith  
was built up, where each Hadith prefaced by a chain of authorities (sanad) 
could be traced back to the Prophet himself and the process was called il
isnad or backing. According to Gibb, "The specific application of this 
biographical material to the purpose of Hadith criticism was the object of a 
special branch of study called the science of impugnent and justification.
This investigates the bona fides of the guarantors of tradition, their moral 
character, truthfulness and powers of memory". ^56
The process also requires detailed biographical information about 
narrators, where and when they were born, where they lived and travelled 
and so forth. Such information might support or refute the authenticity 
of a narrator. For example, it m ight be shown that a reputed narrator 1
could not have received a H adith  from his predecessor because they did 
not live at the same time or because they neither lived nor travelled near 
each other. ^57 The outcome of all these investigations is that traditions
I
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are grouped into three classes according to the nature of their proof and 
completeness of the chain of narrators. They are M u taw atir. (widely 
transmitted) M ashhur, (widespread) and Ahad (isolated). Regarding 
the transmitters, they could be categorized as Sahih (correct), Hasan (good) 
and DaTf (weak). ^39
There are no divisions among Muslims regarding the supremacy 
of the Q ur'an  as a source of Islamic law. The Sunna however, invited 
more divergence of opinion. Al-kalam (theologians) said the Sunna was 
not a source of legislation. ^^0 Some jurists said the Sunna had authority 
only if derived from the Q ur'an . A third opinion was that the Sunna 
was a source of law, although secondary to the Q ur'an . This approach is 
the m ost useful in that it explains or amplifies some m atters in the 
Q u r 'a n , while providing for circumstances, conditions, or events not 
taken into account in the primary source. ^4^
Traditions derived from the Prophet could not be invalidated by 
reference to the Q u r 'a n . Shafi'i mentions that the Q u r 'a n  did not 
contradict the traditions and that the traditions explained the Q u r 'a n . 
The Q ur'an  had therefore to be interpreted in the light of the traditions, 
and not vice v e r s a . I n  his Risalah, he claims that the Sunna provides 
details for the completion of the Q ur'an, clarifies the problems, which the 
Q ur'an  raises or leaves unanswered and gives specific application for its 
generalizations. 144 por Shafi'i, the Sunna is not the idealized practice as 
recognized by representative scholars, it is identical w ith the contents of 
formal traditions from the Prophet, even though such a tradition is 
transmitted by only one person in each generation. ^45
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According to al-Shafi'i, the Sunna coming direct from the Prophet 
in the form of H adith  through a reliable chain of narrators is a source of 
law, irrespective of whether it was accepted by the community or n o t He 
emphasised the authority of the H adith from the prophet in preference to 
the opinion or practice of the Companions. H ad ith  for him m ust take 
priority over the practice and opinion of the community, the Companions 
and the Successors. Al-Shafi'i here attem pted to overrule the 
argument, advanced by Imam Malik that the Madinese practice was more 
authoritative than Hadith. ^46
lima'
Ijma* is the verbal noun of the 'Arabic word a im a'a which has two 
meanings, to determine and to agree upon something. ^47 The authority 
for consensus as a fourth source of law is usually derived from a saying of 
the Prophet, "the community of Muslims would never agree on an 
error". ^48 Ijma' is defined as the unanimous agreement on any matter 
of the m uitahidun of the Muslim community of any period following the 
demise of the Prophet. ^49 The exact definitions of Ijm a* has always 
rem ained controversial. The Malikis, for example, besides having the 
general consensus of the scholars, have the consensus of the ancient 
school of Madina (lima' ahl al-M adina). ^^0 The Imamiyyah accept only ÿ
the consensus of the members of the Prophet's family. Abu Hanifa 
was reported to have introduced by himself a definite conception of Ijma' 
with a definite legal bearing. ^52 Ahmad b. Hanbal is known to have said 
that it is no more than a lie for any man to claim the existence of Ijm a '.
W hoever claims Ijma' is telling a lie.
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The consensus of the schools, which expressed the living tradition 
of each ancient school, also became irrelevant for al-Shafi'i. He almost 
always denies the existence of any such consensus, because he could 
always find scholars who held divergent opinions and he holds the 
general consensus of all Muslims as essential to such claims. ^^4 Al- 
Shafi'i appears to have widened the scope of lima* to the agreement of the 
whole Muslim community rather than to the consensus of the jurists.
He held that, whatever the extent of the knowledge of individual scholars, 
the community of Muslims, as a whole, preserved the traditions from the 
prophet in their totality, so that none of them were lost and the 
consensus of Muslims could not contradict the Sunna. ^56 in conclusion 
the jumhur 'ulama' said that Ijma' is possible and had occurred in the 
past, adding that those who deny it are only casting doubt on the 
possibility of something which has occurred. For example, the Ijma' of the 
Companions on the exclusion of the son's son from inheritance where 
there is a son; and Ijma' that the land in the conquered territories may 
not be distributed to the conquerors.
Ijma' is divided into two types, al-Ijma' al-sarih (explicit ijma') in 
which every mujtahid expresses his opinion, either verbally or by action, 
and al-Ijma* al-sukuti (tacit Ijma') wherein some of the mujtahidun of a 
particular age give an expressed opinion concerning an inddm t W  
rest remain silent. According to most scholars Ijma' sarih is idefWtemM  
binding but in Ijma' sukuti , the scholars have differed 6vër its aiNhoii^ ' 
as a proof. The majority of ’ulama’ including al-Shafi'i held that it 
proof and that it does not amount to more than the v iew /o f gome ' 
individual m uitahidun. The Hanafis considered Ijma' sukuti to be a ^
proof, provided it is established that the mujtahid who has ràhWhied
silent had known of the opinion of other m ujtahidun and then had 
ample time to investigate and to express an opinion but chose to remain 
silent. If it is known that the silence was due to fear or taqiyyah (hiding 
one's true opinion), or inviting disfavour and ridicule, then the silence of 
a mujtahid on an occasion where he ought to express an opinion when 
there was nothing to stop him from doing so would be considered as 
tantamount to agreeing with the existing opinion. ^^8
Ijma* in the classical theory is the agreement of the qualified legal 
scholars (mujtahidun) in a given generation. Ijma* is also the term used 
to denote the universal acceptance by all Muslims of the fundamental 
tenets of the faith, such as belief in the mission of Muhammad and the 
divine nature of the Qur an. ^59
Consensus did not develop as a sources of law until after the death 
of Muhammad, with the consequent loss of his direct guidance in 
legislative matters. It began as a natural process for solving problems and 
making decisions. One followed the majority opinion or the consensus of 
the early community as a check on individual opinions. According to 
Esposito, two kinds of consensus came to be recognized. The consensus of 
the entire community was applied to those religious duties, such as 
pilgrimage to Macca, practised by all Muslims. But despite al-ShafiTs 
attempt to define the fourth source of law as this general consensus, 
classical Islamic jurisprudence defined the community in a more restricted 
sense as a community of legal scholars or religious authorities who act on 
behalf of and guide the entire Muslim community. ^^0
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lim a' played a pivotal rule in the development of Islamic law and 
contributed significantly to the corpus of legal interpretation (fiqh). If 
questions arose about the meaning of the Our'anic text or traditions or if 
revelation and early Muslim practice were silent, jurists applied their 
own reasoning (litihad) to interpret the law.
Qiyâs
indiv idual reasoning in  general is called
particular meaning of 'sound, c o n s i d e j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ,  : '
towards >Mexisting m sütution or decision it is called reasoning in the elaboration of the law  is t^TTOu  ^
judgment. When it
of the lawyer, guided by his idea of appropriateneM, it is Istihsân
(juristic preference). 162 Q iy is  means to 
Oivas is defined as accord of known thing with a WoWh# 
of a .e  o™ f t .  o f t.,‘ f t ‘S P ® S
'illah of its law. ^^4
Oivas does not have the same a u ^ o r i^ J I^  
The essential characteristic of a rule w à d
- 1KC ' : # # #merely presumptive (zanni). Aoi> A r e # # # M _  
solution of a new case cannot be foundj(in -1% : ^  
definite lima'.
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This source of law is still drawn on today, allowing jurists to apply 
to novel cases a ruling made to fix analogous cases. Analogy was used by 
the Prophet himself. It is reported that a woman (Khath'amiyyah) asked 
the prophet if she could perform the pilgrimage instead of her dead father. 
The Prophet replied that if her father had died with debts outstanding she 
would have settled them. The Prophet advised the woman saying, "The 
debt owed to God deserves even greater considération'^ Tlie fii^t time
Mu’adh. He was said to have ordered M r  ^
Q ur'an and Sunna but whenever thesej 
according to his own best judgment. The 
of reasoning in particular, analogical reàk>xÜhM^
Prophet whether kissing vitiates the fast d iuring^W #M ^#  
..k W  hlft 1„ W h., »  y «  w lft
replied that this did not matter. The prophet 
your first question is the same.
Muslim philosophers who use 
that Oivas in the terminology of fiqh 
According to Snouck Hurgronje the '] 
entirely unanimous on the p r in c ip le^  
show no fundamental disagreement 6f; 
peculiarity of Abu Hanifa was not 
traditional data, but that he used 
professionally as a practising lawyer^
Malik was such a teacher, but this did■.'r> "
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very widely in its technical meaning as well, as is clear from many 
passages in his collection of traditions. He speaks there repeatedly of his
\o ... .> 'own ra 'y , a term which was later so much to be abhorred, and a very 
competent author of the third century of the hijra mentions him side by 
side with Abu Hanifa among the supporters of ra'y. ^^0 Ahmad b. Hanbal %
allowed a very narrow scope to the doctrines of agreement and analogy »|
and initially the Hanbalis rejected it. J
I
According to Schacht, the final admission of Oivas to the classical Igroup of four usul is the result of compromise, on the lines envisaged by |
Shafi’i between the old unrestricted use of ra 'y  or I s t ih s in  and the 
rejection of all human reasoning in religious law. |IIn his Risalah, Shafi'i does not differentiate between G iyas and 
Ijtihad. According to him, they are two expressions of the one concept. For 
every issue concerning a Muslim, there is either a binding text that rules 
or there is a guidance that may indicate the way to truth. If there is a text, 
then the Muslim has to follow it. In case there is no text directly 
applicable, then he has to seek guidance to the truth by litihad, and Ijtihad |
is G iyas. The Companions were unanimous on the validity of G iv is .
Abu Bakr, the first caliph, for example drew an analogy between the father 
and grandfather in respect of their entitlements in inheritance. ^^4
The G ur'an  for example, forbids selling or buying goods after 
the last call for Friday prayers till the end of the prayer. By analogy this 
prohibition is extended to all kinds of transactions, since the effective 
cause, that is diversion from prayer, is common to all. The Prophet is H
reported to have said, "The killer shall not inherit (from his victim)". By
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analogy this ruling is extended to bequests which would mean that the 
killer cannot benefit from the will of his victim either. another
example, if certain rules of taxation form ulated in the sources were 1
applicable in Madina to barley and dates and were applied to wheat 
elsewhere, this was Oivas. Both kinds of grain were indeed the 'staple diet' 
of the lands concerned, which explains the extension of the tax on the 
first foodstuff to the second as well.
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Chapter V
Kedah Shari'a Court
In general there are two types of Kedah Shari'a Court, Court of 
O adi and Court of Appeal. Each court will be discussed further. Both 
courts are very similar to those found in the civil courts. In S hari'a  
Courts, procedure is based solely on English procedure, except in the 
law of evidence, where the court follows the Islamic law of evidence, 
although the court will also have regard to the law of evidence for the 
time being enforced in the state. ^
Kedah Oadi Court.
The Court of Oadi is established under the commands of the 
Ruler of the State of Kedah (sultan). The court should have legal 
power in the district which is presided over by a qadi decided by the 
su ltan . The jurisdiction of this court is restricted to the qadi in certain 
areas. The sultan, after hearing the advice of the 'Majlis'^, approves 
anybody qualified and suitable to be qadi for a certain district. The 
Enactment reads; ^
"His highness the Ruler (sultan) may, on the advice of the Majlis, 
appoint any fit and proper person to be a qadi for the prescribed 
district". |
_ _ iThat means the Court of O adi has jurisdiction w ithin the district |
assigned to it by the Ruler. The court has no power and authority over |
.ft179 ft#
attend prayers on Friday, non payment of zakah and fitr, and 
failure to fast during the month of Ramadan;
e) offences relating to conversion of religion such as failure to 
report and register conversion; and
f) miscellaneous offences not provided for under any of the 
above categories.
W ith reference to inheritance a Civil Court or authority or any 
person having an interest in the adm inistration or distribution of the 
inherited property of the deceased to be distributed according to the Islamic 
law, the court of Oadi, may under the request of any Civil Court, authority 
or any person, issue a statement called *fara*id statement' concerning the 
distribution of the property/ and the people who have the right over the n 
property. ^
Before releasing a statement as prescribed the court of qadi should 
base its statement on the facts as given by the Civil Court, authority or the 
person, and on any fact obtained by the court from its own investigation. 
Provided that, if the Court of O adi thinks appropriate before making 
such statement, and hearing the views of any parties involved on any 
questions relating on oaths or affirmation. And the qad i court can, if 
appropriate, charge on each statement issued under this enactment. P ...
a) the cause of the action originates; > . ■ ft;
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b) the place, where the defendant is living or has his place of 
business;
c) fact where any action occurs or is said to have occurred,
d) for any other reasons such proceeding be continued in the 
interest of justice;
2. Powers, when requested or in its own right, transfer any 
proceeding to another Shari'a Court,
3. Power, subject to any other written law, to order the process of 
the service to any place or at any time and in any maj^er and to order 
that such service be deemed to be served within the time .
4. Power to compel, by notice addressed to prison officer to produce 
any person in the prison before it for a purpose.
5. Power to bring out and use, for any purpose office copies or 
certified copies of any proceeding in the court and copies of documents, 
and to accept any issued by any other court room.
6. Discretionary power to direct as to the cost of the proceedings 
including those proceedings which are suspended, subject to any 
provision by the written law to the contrary.
7 (1) Power of court officers to enter any house or premises for the 
purpose of investigation carrying out the court order. Power to investigate 
any safe, cupboard or other boxes found in that house or premises.
(2) Power to examine anybody covermg hb prpp^ties or p r o p e r ^   ^
of another, or with! regard to any ^ p o s a l o f m y  .■ )s
(3) Power, in relation to the execution
... ; re
of property before judgment, and to impose teima i^ d  co^hditl^# 
regard to its management, damage and compensation
1 8 2
> S v
■ f t  ft
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8. Power to enlarge or abridge the period prescribed by any written 
law, concerning any author, even though there is no application for the 
purpose within that particular period of time.
9. Power to impose any paym ent or fees concerning any court 
action under this enactment.
10. Power to impose penalty for any action, omission or conduct 
which is deemed contempt of court.
11. Subject to the pow er of the court of Appeal, the power to 
produce method or regulations relating to the practice and procedure in 
any proceeding before itself.
12 Other powers as provided at the present or in the future by any 
other written law.
The Procedure of Shari'a Court
Every court i.e, qadi court and appeal court has its own seal or 
stamp provided by the sultan. Malay is the national language of Malaysia 
and is the language of the Shari'a Courts. The judges are admonished to 
use only Malay in the courts and not to resort to use of another language 
which would not be understood by all the participants in the case. When 
Malay is not a language understood by the litigants, it is the court's 
responsibility to arrange for translation in court. ^0 All documents or 
records of proceeding are kept in either the Jawi or Rurni script. Every I
court keeps and maintains full and proper records of all proceedings, and 
account for all the financial transactions in the m anner provided by 
law.
The advocates and solicitors are allowed to appear in any court
on behalf of a party to any proceedings on condition that their appearance
is not contrary to the provisions of Muslim Law as may be decided by the
Majlis. If they appear, they must plead in the language of the court or
through an interpreter provided by them and approved by the court. In
Kedah the Majlis may register persons learned in the Islamic law as to
. ; \ ' ft . ft : \enable them to plead in the court, and the Majlis may theL^^O'etion
revoke such registration.
There are four forms of sentence.
/ •  c  ■caution and binding over. If the s  
will send the prisoner in the custody 
court officers to the prison, and deliver  
warrant. If the prisoner has been in prison 
spent is treated as part of the period to be se^W  Wider
A sentence of imprisonment may be i m ^ t f f l ^ ^ f e v t  
of a fine imposed under the enactm ent,-I^j;% 6iim dhM ^
imprisonment is to exceed one half of the tùn%l .^  ft
payment of a fine can be deferred or paid by
The court may also cauti6n;an^
instead of sentendng the
him over to be of good behaviour. . 
and may accept a bond in any sum O' 
such a bond the court may enforce
L aw  o f  E vid en ce
The Enactments have a provision that the Shari'a Courts are 
required to follow the Islamic rules of evidence. The requirements of the 
Islamic rules of evidence are discussed below.
a) Number of Witnesses
Witnesses must be 
depose in favour of his f^tÿsceîuismtsÿ 
legally do so against
Generally, the testimony of a single inditddual,
. #73# #  fact, except the appearance of the newihOOh * "
The Qur'an prescribed certain fundaihehWb'
procedure. The very important precepf
witnesses. The Qur'an mentioned " And do
whose conceals it his heart is sinful'. In the
or (qadhO fornication has to be proved by
of your women as commit indecency,'âu four^Mf)6%'
them...." The law of evidence in Islamic crii
the laws of evidence for commerce or, dvU
witnesses are necessary. In homidde> theftf
commercial transactions, as well as cas^i^M h
number of witnesses required to testil
'  # #
acceptable as w itnesses in favour of father, and the father's and 
grandfather's testimony would not be accepted in favour of a son, on the 
grounds that they had a m utual interest. Some scholars also rejected the 
testim ony of a husband or wife in favour of the other on the same 
reasoning, but other scholars accepted it and they have distinguished 
between the relationship of son and father which is a perm anent one, and 
the husband and wife which could be ended at any time. The adverse 
deposition of an enemy is not admissible; but the favourable deposition of 
such an enemy is admissible.
c) Quality of Witnesses
They are certain conditions to determine who is qualified to testify 
before a qadi and be accepted as a legal witness with valid testimony. A 
witness is required to be free, adult, sane, Muslim, of 'a d a la  or 
irreproachable and serious character and not liable to suspicion. 
'Irreproachable character' m eans tha t the w itness m ust not have 
committed any capital sins, and m ust not be in the habit of committing 
sins of a less serious nature. By a man of serious character is meant one 
who models his conduct upon the respectable among his contemporaries 
and is not liable to suspicion; a person is said to be liable to suspicion if he 
allows himself to be influenced by the idea of procliring some advantage 
or protecting himself against some damage. According to the majority 
of scholars non-Muslim witnesses are not accepted, and although the 
Hanafi school accepted a dh im m i witness in the absence of a Muslim 
witness, this was also limited.
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There was a distinction between men and women witnesses in 
proving a claim. Women are not accepted as witnesses in criminal cases 
but in the disputes concerning something which was entirely feminine , 
such as dispute concerning the period or virginity and the like women 
witnesses are accepted. 21
If there was only one witness to testify to the right of the plaintiff, 
scholars have different opinions. According to Shafi'i a qadi had to ask 
the plaintiff to take the oath to support his witness. The qad i would 
accept the oath and one witness as legal since the Prophet has done so. |
But ShafiT added that it was only in cases with a financial basis not in 
every case that the oath and one witness was acceptable. In the case of 
theft there had to be stronger evidence than the testimony of one 
witness and the oath of the plaintiff. 22
The enactments also make provisions with respect to procedures to 
be followed by Sharp a court in criminal and civil trials. All civil 
proceedings in the qadi court are brought either by filing a plaint or by 
making oral complaint to the presiding officer of the court. In either il
case there is a prescribed fee charged for a plaint. If the complaint is in oral 
form,the court shall draft a plaint for the plaintiff which shall be signed 
and filed by him. The plaint shall contain the names, addresses and 
descriptions of the parties and a short statement of the cause of action and 
also a statement about the nature of the relief claimed.
, s'?
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There may be more than one person joined as plaintiffs or 
defendants and more than one cause of action may be raised in the same 
proceeding. 23 For example, a claim of maintenance is often 
accompanied by a claim for m ut'ah  and dowry, and a claim for 
maintenance for children is usually made together with a claim for 
maintenance for a wife.
The court shall issue a summons to each defendant to appear to 
answer the claim at a stated place, date and time and shall warn him that, 
in case of his non-appearance, the court may proceed to allow the claim in 
his absence. A defendant may file a written defence, at the time of his first 
appearance. If, within the time limit fixed by the court, any defendant 
makes a written defence, a copy of this has to be given to each plaintiff 
through the court. If he wants to defend the action without filing a 
defence, the court then ascertains orally. The court may permit the 
defendant to make a counter-claim or direct him to file separate 
proceedings for matters counter-claimed.
At any time before judgment the plaintiff may withdraw any 
proceedings but he is liable to pay the cost. However, in such a situation, 
the plaintiff shall not bring any other proceedings on the same cause of 
action without leave of the court. The parties may also make any 
compromise at any time. However no withdrawal or settlement is 
permitted without having due regard to the interests of the persons 
represented.
If the plaintiff does not appear for the hearing, the proceedings may 
be struck out. If he does appear, but the defendant does not, he may then
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prove his case and the court may give judgment or may adjourn the case 
or may deal with any counter-claim although the claim is struck out. 24
If the defendant appears and admits the plaintiffs claim, the court 
may give judgm ent w ithout hearing evidence. With regard to the trial 
process itself the enactment provides:
1) If the defendant desires to defend, then the party against whom 
judgm ent w ould be given on the pleadings and admissions m ade if no 
evidence were taken, shall have the right to begin.
2) Each party may address the court and may then give evidence and 
call, examine and cross-examine witnesses. Judgment is given in open 
court and every judgment is (after delivery) draw n up in writing, dated 
and signed by the presiding officer of the court. A judgment may declare 
the rights of the parties, or may order a party to do any act or thing.
3) The court may call any evidence which it considers necessary, 
provided that no party shall be obliged to give evidence against his will.
If any witness is unable to give evidence at the trial or hearing, 
written records of such evidence may be used and all the parties are to be 
given due opportunity to attend and cross-examine. Any party to a civil 
proceeding in the court of qadi can make an appeal against the judgment 
of that court to the appeal committee.
Criminal Procedure
Generally the crim inal procedures in all S h a r f a  courts are 
commenced by information. An information regarding prosecution shall 
be made either in writing or orally and addresseed to the presiding officer
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of the court. If made orally, it shall be reduced to writing by him. In either 
case he shall require the informant to swear or affirm the truth of such 
information. In this case the court has a right to refuse taking any action 
on such information if there are reasons to believe that an offence has not 
been committed.
After receiving information, the court may issue summons to the 
accused persons to appear before it at stated time and place. The summons 
shall include the general nature of the offence charged and the section 
or provision of the enactment under which is punishable. If the accused 
fails to obey a summons, or if his offence is punishable by imprisonment, 
and there is good ground to believe that a summons will be ineffective, 
the court may issue a warrant addresseed to the Chief Police Officer and all 
other police officers in the state requiring them to arrest the accused and 
bring him to the court.
The Muslim Law Enactment also allows an police officer or 
Penghulu or Imam or Qadi to arrest without warrant any person who has 
committed or attempts to commit in his presence any offence against the 
Muslim Law Enactment involving a breach of the peace, or any person 
who has committed an offence against the Muslim Law Enactment and 
refuses or fails to give on request his full name and address. Such an 
officer may also arrest without any warrant issued under the enactment to 
any person against whom the w arrant was issued although the w arrant 
was not in his possession. After the arrest, it is the duty of such an 
officer to bring the person to the court without undue delay and 
within 24 hours.
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The charge shall be read to the accused and if he pleads guilty, he 
may be sentenced on such plea. If he claims trial or refuses to plead, it is 
the duty of the prosecutor to outline the facts to be proved on the 
relevant law, and only then shall the prosecution call his witnesses. Each 
witness is examined by the party calling him and may be cross-examined 
by the opposing party. Cross-examination may be directed to credibility. 
After hearing the witnesses the court may either dismiss the case or call on 
the accused for his defence. In making his defence, the accused may opt 
for one of the following:
1) giving evidence.
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When any accused person is produced before the court, the court 
may proceed to hear the charge, or may adjourn or postpone the case on 
such terms as it thinks fit and for such time as it considers reasonable and 
may grant bail to such accused person.
With regard to prosecution, it is provided that the prosecution shall 
be conducted by any person appointed by the Sultan or by the Majlis. It is 
the duty of the prosecutor of the court to frame the charge. The charge 
shall contain particulars of the offence alleged as are reasonably sufficient 
to give the accused notice of the matter with which he is charged. If there 
is more than one offence they may be charged in different counts but tried 
together if they arise out of the same transaction. If the accused are more ?
than one they may be charged and tried together for the same or different 
offences if committed in the course of the same transaction. Any charge 
may be amended or altered or added to by the court at any time before the 
judgm ent is pronounced.
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2) making a statement w ithout being sworn or affirmed, in which 
case he will not be liable to be cross-examined,
3) the accused may also stand silent
The accused may call his witnesses and sum up the case, and the 
prosecutor m ay also give a general reply if he wishes to do so. After #
hearing both parties, the court shall either convict or acquit the accused. If 
he is convicted the court may be informed of his previous offences and 
shall have regard to any plea for leniency. The court shall then pass 
sentence according to the law.
Court of Appeal
This court of appeal is the highest level of the Shari'a court system.
This court hears and determines any appeal against decision or order of 
the court of q a d i. Its jurisdiction includes general supervisory and 
revisionary jurisdiction over all courts of qadi. 25 Generally the court of 
appeal consists of the Chief Qadi. three deputy qadis and three persons 
appointed by the ruler, who are qualified to sit in the Court of Appeal. 26 
It should be mentioned that the Chief qadi has power to ensure the date |
and the place of the Court of Appeal. The proceedings of the court should 
be heard by at least the Chief qadi, one deputy Chief qadi and one of the 
persons appointed by the su ltan . In the absence of the Chief qadi, the 
Court of Appeal should be attended by two deputy qadis which led by 
the more senior deputy qadi, and a person appointed by the sultan. 27 
And provided the appeal is against the decision of the Chief qadi sitting 
as a qadi, the Court of Appeal should consist of two deputy Chief qadis 
and should be presided over by a person appointed by the sultan. When
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the case is brought to the Appeal Court, all decisions made by the court 
of qadi shall be stayed pending further order of the court of appeal. 
The judgment or decision of the Court of Appeal shall be the opinion of 
the majority of the members of the court. 28 Appeals are made to the 
appeal committee from any decision of the qadi court. The Court of 
Appeal has jurisdiction in the following matters: 29
1) In criminal cases an appeal may be made by a person convicted 
and sentenced to imprisonment or to a fine of not less than twenty five 
ringgit. This appeal may be against conviction or sentence or both.
2) In civil appeals:
a) a civil appeal may be made by any person aggrieved by the 
decision if the amount is not less than one hundred ringgit.
b) in all cases involving any decision as to personal status, by any 
person aggrieved by the decision.
c) in all cases relating to the maintenance of his dependants, by any 
person aggrieved by the decisions with condition that no appeal may be 
made against a decision made by consent.
3) And in any other case, if the appeal committee consent to hear 
the appeal.
On any appeal, an Appeal Committee may quash, reduce, or 
enhance the sentence or order a retrial in a criminal matter. And in civil 
matters the Appeal Committee may confirm, reverse, or vary the decision 
of the trial court, exercise any such powers as the trial court could have 
exercised, make such orders as the trial court ought to have made, or order 
a retrial. 30
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Civil Appeal.
A civil appeal shall be commenced by giving notice of appeal in the 4
form provided. An appellant may appeal from-the whole or any part of a 
decision. The notice of appeal should state whether the whole or part 
only, and what part of the decision is complained of. The court shall serve 
a copy of such notice on each respondent as soon as possible after the 
certified copy is ready. It should be pointed out here that the notice of 
appeal shall be accepted w ithin 14 days, from the day on which the 
decision was made. This means no notice of appeal may be accepted after 
the expiration of 14 days.
When all the above documents are ready, the court shall give notice 
to the appellant. Within 14 days after receipt, the appellant shall file in 
court sufficient copies of record of appeal. The record of appeal should 
consist of relevant pleadings, a copy of the notes of evidence, a copy of 
petition stating the grounds of the appellant's objection to the judgment, a 
copy of the court's notice of the proceeding and copies of all exhibits and 
documentary evidence.
The Appeal Committee should fix the date for hearing the appeal 
and should notify the parties of the date and place of the appeal. The 
Committee should hear both parties and make such order as it considers 
appropriate in accordance with the enactment.
C rim in al A p p ea l
Any person who is dissatisfied with any judgment, sentence or 
order decided by any Court of Qadi in a criminal cases may appeal to 
Court of Appeal. An appeal shall be brought by filing form in the court 
which passed the judgment appealed from, a petition of appeal addressed 
to the Appeal Court setting forth particulars of judgment complained of 
and by paying at the same time the prescribed appeal fee. This petition 
shall be filed not more than fourteen days from the time of judgment was 
given.
On receiving such petition, the court shall prepare and forward in 
quadruplicate to the Chairman, a record containing a copy of the 
petition, a copy of the charge and of the sanction to prosecute, if any, a 
copy of the court's note of the proceedings, copies of any relevant exhibits, 
and a copy of the court's judgment or order and grounds of judgment. 
The appellants are entitled to receive a copy of the record.
After receiving copies of the documents referred to, the Chairman 
shall submit them to the Appeal Committee. The Committee has to fix the 
date for the hearing, place of the appeal and notify the parties accordingly. 
At the hearing of the appeal, the Committee shall hear the appellant, and 
if it considers so necessary, the respondent also. The Committee then 
makes such an order as will be compatible with the Enactment.
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In Islam it would be better to say that the entire Muslim community 
are responsible for the administration of justice. W ithout the support and 
commitment of the entire Muslim community, the judicial function loses 
its significance. As we know, the main factor for the existence of the qadi 
in Islam is to decide and settle disputes between people. This is due to 
the fact that most people try to avoid disputes. Actually a qadi is the most 
important judicial officer and played an important part in the sphere of 
administration of justice. Normally the powers of qadis are general or 
limited. He has authority on the class of cases and areas as specified. The 
qadi can exercise his jurisdiction only over the duties as specified in the 
letter of appointment. He can decide cases only as specified and has no 
jurisdiction over cases outside his power. For instance, a qad i may be 
appointed to hear cases arising only in a particular division .
In Kedah, qadis play an important role concerning Islamic religion. 
As a qadi in the Shari'a court, he has to settle disputes or to decide 
cases, he is also the Chief of administration in the Shari'a court. Qadis, as 
noted earlier, consist of Chief Q adi, Assistant Chief qadi and C a d i. In 
addition to the judicial duties of the court, a qadi is required to perform 
the following works relating to the Muslim community. In this writing I 
will discuss the duties of qadis in term of their rank.
(i) Chief OadC
He is the head of the q a d is  in jurisdiction and his prim e 
responsibilities are towards the Shari'a Court. In addition to his judicial 
duties the qadi's responsibilities include: 31
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a. chairman of the Appeal Committee,
b. member of Religious Affairs, I
c. supervise and control the administration of District qadis,
d. provide a certificate (tauliyah) for a new qadi and other court
officers,
e. chairman of the apostasy board, (murtadd)
f. chairman of the registration of converts,
g. chairman of the mosques in Kedah,
h. chairman of interview for the examination and selection of any
qadi,
i. vice-chairman of the educational system for religious schools, 
j. vice-chairman of the committee for examining any religious
book,
k. and member of the committee to enact and examine the Islamic 
law in Kedah; and to enact the Criminal Islamic law ; to collect and write 
dow n the fatw a; member of the bait al-mal and w aqf committees; in 
charge of courses for pilgrim candidates; member of the committee on 
Islamic Economy Fund in Kedah; member of the taqw im  committee; to 
select the mosque officers; member of zakah committee and to announce 
the beginning of Ramadan and of Shawwal.
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(ii)Assistant Chief Qadi 
He is responsible to hear and settle the ta 'lik , nafaqah , h ad an ah , ^
betrothal, marriage and divorce, joint earnings (harta sepencarian), and 
polygamy judgment. His other functions include supervising the criminal 
cases under Administration of Islamic Enactment, 1962 and Family Law 
Enactment 1984 ( 47 art). He is responsible for the division of estates of
a
Muslims deceased (farald), he also the member of appeal Committee and 
various other duties are delegated to him. 32
(iii) District Qadi
Apart from chief qadi and his assistant, there are district qadis who 
are the senior religious officer in each district. His function includes 
supervising his district, all religious affairs such as the administration of 
mosques and administration of O ur'anic classes. In matters of Islamic 
jurisdiction, the qad is are responsible to the chief qad i, while in other 
religious matters, they are responsible to the president of the Islamic 
Department. The district qadi is the judge of Qadi's court and at the same 
time he acts as the court registrar.
He is responsible for determining the division of the deceased 
M uslim 's property . H e is also responsible for adm inistering  and 
supervising the Bait al-mal and w aqf in the district. In regard to the 
Muslim marriage, the District Qadi is also the wali hakim (sulton) and he 
is also responsible for all matters of Islamic da 'w ah  in his district. Apart 
from that, he is also the Chairm an of the O u r 'a n ic  contest and is 
responsible for the administration and supervise in  all m atters of Islamic 
celebration. He is also responsible to supervise his subordinates and 
various duties are delegated to him. The distrirt Q adi In Kis jiinsdiction 
and all other functions is assisted by the Assist^nbRistri^ Cadi* 33
To conclude, all the qadis from chief qadi to the district qadi, are not 
exclusively judges. Almost all qadis are given Other duties whi^h are 
either related or not. This expansion of duties was d o e  #  the concept of
delegation, since the sultan was the holder of power .
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The P ow er o f  Q adi
It has been noted earlier that the power of qadi is very limited, 
and Islamic law is not strictly followed in all fields of law. It is 
followed only in regard to family law or personal law. In other fields such 
as criminal law, the law of contract, the law of tort and commercial law,
English law is followed. 34 Concerning Islamic criminal law, the Islamic 
law does not cover all aspects of criminal law. It applies only in a veryA ynarrow field of offences. The interpretation of Islamic teriminal law  is 
restricted to the offences, stated in the beginning of this chapteri
■ r
A nd  in  crim inal jurisdiction, the q a d i as prescribed by  the 
Enactment of Criminal law has powers as follows:
a) hear, try, determ ine and dispose of in a sum m ary way 
prosecution for offences committed wholly or in part w ithin the local 
jurisdiction of such qadi and cognisable by such qadi,
b) inquire into complaints of offences and sum m on and examine
Vk  I f 'witnesses touching such offences and summon and apprehend and issue 
w arrants for the apprehension of criminals and offenders and deal w ith 
them according to law,
c) issue warrants to search or to cause to be  ^<-y o r Î.
been committed are alleged to be kept or concèal^/ï '^^^ ^
furnish security for their good behaviour a c c q r i^ g j^ ')^ ^ /
d) do all other matters and things which a 
by any written law. 35
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Any qad i at any time may arrest or authorise the arrest in his
presence within the local limits of his jurisdiction of any person and is |‘P
competent to issue a warrant. 36
As has been pointed out earlier, the qadi, in his criminal and civil 
jurisdiction, is empowered to try only any offences committed by Muslims 
and his decisions do not affect any right of property of a non-Muslim. The 
qadi may not punish an act which has not previously and explicitly been 
made punishable. He is likewise forbidden to impose a penalty other than 
that fixed by law.
The Position Of Qadi
The position and rank between a qadi and a civil court judge in 
Malaysia is very different. In general, a qadi is of a lower rank than a civil 
judge. Judges in civil courts such as the Supreme Court, High Court,
Session Court and Magistrate Class 1 Courts are higher than the qadi in all 
matters. As has been noted earlier, in practice, a civil judge has the right 
to reject or to change the decision taken by a qadi. The judges of civil 
courts are appointed by the Yang Di Pertuan Agong (Chief Ruler), acting 
on the advice of the Prim e M inister, after consultation w ith the 
Conference of Rulers. 37
The appointm ent of the qadi is under State administration. The
appointm ent of qad is in all states is provided for in the Muslim Law
, ^ ■ IEnactment. It should be mentioned here that it is within the power of the ; i
su ltan  (Ruler) on the advice of the Majlis of every state, or the Yang Di
Pertuan Agong in the case of Penang and Malacca, to appoint a qadi for any < j
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district in the state. As a result of this, the power of a q ad i became 
restricted. Civil judges, however have ultimate authority throughout 
Malaysia, their power is unlimited in civil and criminal cases. According 
to the field of qad i, the ruler may from time to time confer letters of 
authority (tauliyah) on any qadi and may by the terms of such a letter 
restrict the exercise of any power which would otherwise be conferred on 
the chief qadis or qadis by enactment. 38
In discussing the pay scheme level for a qadi, it should be noted that 
the pay scheme level for qadis in Public Services is equivalent to that of a 
District Officer. This results in his salary as well as his pow er being 
restricted. This pay scheme actually discourages candidates who are 
qualified from joining the service, since other avenues open to them 
provide better pay.
Regarding qualifications for the appointm ent of judges for civil 
court, article 123 of the Federal Constitution stipulates that:
(1) he be a citizen;
(2) for the ten years preceding his appointment he m ust have been 
an advocate to a court or a member of the judicial and legal service of the 
Federation or of the legal service of a state.
It should be observed here that the article does not mention that a 
judge should be a Muslim or m ujtahid . It follows that anyone as a citizen 
is entitled to hold the office and everyone has the right to solicit the 
job including non-Muslims. As we mentioned earlier, in Islamic law a 
non-M uslim judge is not allowed to dispense justice over Muslims. 
According to Islamic law a qadi is responsible for implementing
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Islamic law in the court. If he fails to do so, he will be dismissed. The 
Federal Constitution does not stipulate any restrictions against women 
being judges. Women, as well as men, are eligible to solicit the office. 
The conclusion can be drown that everyone has the right to solicit the 
post of judge of a civil court as long as they have a certificate. As a 
result it is difficult to implement Islamic law in Malaysia until the Federal 
Constitution article 123 is amended.
Analysis of the qualification of a qadi.
Before I discuss the qualifications in Kedah I should explain in 
general a few related points . This will enable us to study the issue in its 
proper perspective and avoid some of the confusion which normally 
occurs before such a discussion. Briefly I would place first the conditions 
required by the state authority for appointing the q a d i. A person is 
qualified to apply for this position on the following conditions;
1. that he be a citizen,
2. that he is not more than forty years old and for government 
officers is not more than fifty years old,
3. (a) that he has a first degree in Islamic Studies from either a local 
or overseas university,
(b) or that he has a first honours degree in Islamic Studies from 
either a local or overseas university, (for which he will receive a greater 
salary)
4. that he has passed a Malay language examination. 39
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After his appointm ent he is under observation for one to three 
years. He is required to attend training as ordered by the head of 
departm ent and finally before confirmation in his post he m ust pass the 
general exam inations conducted by the governm ent. W hen these 
conditions are fulfilled the qadi becomes an officer as any other officer in 
government service. 40
M uslim
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According to Q u r 'a n , "And A llah  will by no means give the 4
disbelievers a way against the believers". 41 It is clear that all matters |
relating to Muslims should be conducted by a M u'min i.e a Muslim. This 
is the main condition that the committee cares about. At the beginning of 
the application form it states that he should be a Muslim. Obviously, one 
of the requirements for the appointment of a qadi is that he be a Muslim. 
Non-Muslims cannot be empowered with judicial functions. Because of 
the religious character of his office, the qadi must be specially qualified to 
carry out religious functions. He will supervise the safeguarding of 
mosques, and administer waqLyproperties. Sometimes he may also have 
to exercise the functions of m u'adhdhin al-Khatib (preacher). He presides 
over Friday prayer, and when, in years of drought, the people go out to 
the country to implore Allah's mercy, the qadi leads them and presides 
over the prayer of istisqa*. He also delivers the ritual prayer during the 
funeral rites. He also announces the rising of the moon, that is the 
opening of the fast of Ramadan. The abjuration of faith by a non-Muslim 
and his conversion to Islam takes place in the preserve of the q a d i. 42 
Thus in regard to these functions it is evident that a qadi should be a 
M uslim .
%
As regards Islamic law, non-Muslims are not allowed to be judges 
presiding over Muslim disputes, except that in certain cases they can be a 
witness such as in civil cases. The dh im m i cannot be involved in 
judicial functions. In principle, dhimmis are under the jurisdiction of 
their own religious leaders. The Muslim qadi has jurisdiction in suits 
arising between two dhimmis belonging to the same community only if 
they had agreed to bring their suit before him. 43
The choice of a qadi should be inspired only by the desire to please 
God; he should be distinguished by his piety, his regular observance of 
religious duties, and by his belief in God. He must act in such a way as to 
obtain heavenly rewards and avoid the punishments of the after-life. No  
one must seek to obtain judicial office for its earthly reward, but one must 
allow oneself to be chosen solely on the basis of religious merits. 44
Mawardi admits the possibility of a dhimmi holding even the 
position of wazir, provided that the wazirate which he hold was tanfidh or 
executive category and that he did not have power of command, in other 
words that he did not exercise explicit political responsibility for major 
decisions, did not sit in judgment over Muslims or take the initiative in 
matters of Islamic concern. 45
'Adala
According to the definition for the appointment of a qadL 'adila is 
indeed an ideal. The committee does not scrutinise the degree of 'adila. 
The most important Our'anic references to justice are as follows, " God
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commands you to deliver trusts back to their owners, and when you 
judge among men that you judge with justice". 46 And " ...so judge 
between men justly and follow not their desires". 47 The Q ur'an  has laid 
down, "And do not let ill-will towards any folk incite you so that you 
swerve from dealing justly. Be just; that is next to piety". 48 Stressing this 
point the Q ur'an  again says, " You who believe be maintainers of justice, 
bearers of witness for Allah, even though it be against your own selves or 
(your) parents 49 The point thus made clear is that Muslims have to 
be just not only to their friends but also their enemies. In other words, the 
justice to which Islam invites her followers is not limited to the citizens 
of one's own country, or the people of one's tribe, nation or race, or the 
Muslim community as a whole. It is meant for all hum an beings.
The literal meaning of 'ad l in classical Arabic according to Majid 
Khadduri is a combination of moral and social values denoting fairness, 
balance, temperance and straightforwardness. 30 The notion of justice, 
which may be said to be implied in the common usage of 'adl, has been 
summarized in a letter reputed to have been addressed to the Caliph 'Abd 
al-Malik (d. 86/705), in reply to an inquiry about the meaning of the term 
'adl, by Sa'id ibn Jubair, who said: 'Adl may take four forms ; First, justice 
in making decisions in accordance with God's saying, "when you judge 
among men you should judge with justice", (Q, IV : 61) ; secondly, justice 
in speech in accordance with His saying, "when you speak, you should be 
equitable", (Q, VI : 153) ; thirdly. Justice in (the pursuit) of salvation in 
accordance with His saying, "protect yourselves against a day on which no 
person will give any satisfication instead of another, nor will on 
equivalent be accepted from him, nor will intercession avail him", (Q, II 
: 117) ; fourthly, justice in the sense of attributing an equal to God in
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accordance with His saying, " yet the unbelievers attribute an equal to 
Him". (Q, VI : 1) 51
Gaudefroy-Demombynes stated that knowledge of the law by a qadi 
was a matter of secondary importance and that, in addition to a few sound 
principles, his essential qualifications were honesty and good sense. 52 The 
qualities specified in chapter two are comprehensive. The reality is that 
only those who are competent to act as qadis have those qualities. As we 
know, those who fulfil the requirements are few in number today. In 
referring this requirement to the situation in Kedah, it is very difficult to 
find the person who has complete 'adala. To overcome this, 'adala is 
just a basis to select the qadi and not a major condition. However it is 
very important to make sure that the man appointed qadi has good 
moral behaviour (akhlaq). is trustworthy in the community, and most 
important has good faith (im an ). Even though these criteria are 
comprehensive a person with good im an has normally acted with 
justice.
Shafi'i in his Risalah regarding the acceptability of Khabar ahad 
said that 'we say to him ; you may not, if you are 'alim doubt in this 
matter just as you may not do other than judge on the basis of the witness 
of just witnesses, though that witness is subject to ërrbr ; you I judge on
7 1 7 :  'genUemen' in an Islamic
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testimony in court (maqbul al-Shahadah). On the other hand, if a person 
does something dishonourable, or morally reprehensible, let alone 
criminal, his testimony might not be accepted in court. It is reported that 
a judge in Egypt, Taubah ibn Namir (115-120 A.H/ A.D 733-738) heard an 
action for divorcing a woman from her husband. The judge suggested to 
the husband that he provide her with a separation gift (mut'ah). The 
man refused, but the judge did not say anything because such a gift was 
not thought legally obligatory. Later, the man appeared in the judge's 
court as a witness in another case. But the judge would not accept his 
testimony because, in the previous case, he had refused to be charitable 
and God-fearing. 54
One factor that has to be kept in mind in this case is that even to be 
a witness one has to be of 'adala (of good character). Thus to be a qadi, 
'adala is more needed. Apart from the definitions given in chapter two, 
'adl or justice in the sense of weight and measurement means that a 
certain thing is equal to another in weight or size. If you did justice 
between two things, you did justice between so-and-so, means that you 
have made two things between one another, to be equal or alike. Doing 
justice for certain things means straightening them out. It is said that 
justice means rating a thing as equal to a thing of another kind so as to 
make it like the latter. 55
expressed in legal and ethical terms, to d is f in ^ sh  between just f
unjust acts as well as to set underlying rules Indicating What tKK Msle b f  
justice ought to be. Since the Prophet
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questions, the theologians and other scholars found in the S u n n a  
precedents on the strength of which they formulated their theories of 
justice. However neither in the Q u r 'a n  nor in the S unna are specific 
measures found to indicate what the constituent elements of justice are 
or how justice can be realized on earth. Thus the task of working out what 
the standard of justice ought to be fell upon the scholars who sought to 
draw  its elements from the diverse authoritative sources and the rulings 
and acts embodied in the works of commentators. 56
In discussing justice among people or equity before law Islam gives 
its citizens the right to absolute and complete equity in the eyes of the 
law. Islam is a universal religion not limited to any particular tribe, 
nation, race or region. All categories of actions in the Muslim world come 
under the qadi's jurisdiction. In the Muslim judicial system, there are no 
special jurisdictions for the burghers of a city, the nobles or the 
commoners. 57 Por example, in the case of Caliph 'Ali with his coat of 
mail in the hands of a Christian 'Arab, it is reported that 'Ali in the days 
of his rule saw his coat of mail in the hands of a Christian 'Arab and took 
him to the qadi, Shurayh ibn al-Harith, to decide about it. 'Ali told the 
qadi that the coat belonged to him, and he had neither sold it nor given it 
to anyone as a gift. The qadi asked the Christian what he had to say about 
the caliph's argument. The Christian said that the arm our was his own 
and that at the same time he did not believe the caliph to be a liar. Q adi 
Shurayh asked 'Ali whether he had any witness to prove his claim. 'Ali 
did not have a witness. Qadi decided the case in favour of the Christian.58 
In Kedah the enactment stipulates that: 59
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"Nothing in this Enactment contained shall derogate from or affect 
the prerogative rights and powers of His Royal Highness the Sultan 
as the Head of the religion of the State as declared and set forth in 
the law  of the Constitution of Kedah D arulam an and Federal 
Constitution".
There are many such examples in the judicial history of Islam. All 
of which clearly illustrate the independence of a judge against the 
powerful and even the sovereign. This goes to show w hy so much 
importance is placed on learning, piety and the righteousness of judges 
because only the qualities of 'adala can produce qadis who can resist the 
powerful while adm inistering justice. It should be observed from the 
stipulation that the sultan is excluded from any kind of crimes.
From this again we see that Islam clearly insists that all officials of 
the state, whether they be the heads of religion or ordinary employees 
are equal in the eyes of the law. None of them is above the law or can 
claim immunity from it. The best example is that of a woman belonging 
to a high and noble family who was arrested in connection with a theft. 
The case was brought to Muhammad, and it was recommended that she 
be spared the punishment of theft. The Prophet M uhammad replied, "the 
nations that lived before you were destroyed by God because they 
punished common men for their offences and let their dignitaries go 
unpunished for their crimes; I swear by Him (God) who holds my life in 
his hand that even if Fatimah, the daughter of M uham m ad, had 
committed this crime I would have her hand amputated " .6 0
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Ijtih ad
In discussing this condition, I quote S. Hungronje, 'in order to 
qualify for appointm ent as a q a d i, he m ust to some degree be a 
m ujtah id '.61 s. Hungronje raised the question of w hat degree of ijtihad. 
H um aidan defined this lim itation as the requirem ent that he did not 
judge any case in any way which might contradict the regulations which 
had been laid down in the Q ur'an  and the tradition of the Prophet, or the 
agreement of the majority of Muslim scholars. He would be able to use 
his own judgm ent on the points where Muslim scholars had different 
opinions and choose between the views of the four schools where they 
differed. 62
According to the rules governing Kedah appointments, there is no 
such qualification. It is true that finding somebody truly m ujtahid is very 
difficult. Accordingly, I would say that ijtihad is a necessary condition for 
a qadi and that a qadi has to be m ujtahid. The importance of this is that a 
qadi during his time of office should settle problems according to the 
Q ur'an, Sunna, Ijma' and by using his own judgment.
Gaudefroy-Demombynes stated that the doctrine of ancient time 
held that the qadis had a perfect knowledge of Shari'a but that, later , it 
was not possible to find a sufficient num ber of m en possessing an 
adequate knowledge. The four orthodox cults then decided in différents 
ways; and so it came about that it was accepted that, after all, knowledge of 
the law by a qadi was a matter of secondary importance....". 63
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Humaidan in his writing argued that it was not because of the 
shortage of men that the Muslim judge had been restricted in his 
discretion to his own school. Anyone who would administer justice had 
to possess some knowledge of the Shari'a and a judge who was ignorant 
of this law could not carry out his duties.( Knowledge of this law was _ 
necessary for later judges, though not on the same scale as the early judges^ 
No one as far as the theorists were concerned had said that the knowledge 
which the judge was required to possess was of secondary importance, 
regardless of Demombynes' statement. He argued that Demombynes 
neither gave any clear idea of the origin of this opinion, nor did he 
mention any reference for further research. 64
Generally the qadis are prescribed, as noted earlier, certain powers 
and they have jurisdiction only on such matters. Their decisions must not 
contradict the Federal Constitution. ( The qadi is not an instrument for 
creating law but only an instrument for applying the law.) In giving 
judgment, qadis are provided with the M a^am ah Shari'a Enactment. 
Their judgments have to comply with it and they have to follow what is 
stated in the enactment. Any action beyond the enactment is invalid. At 
this stage, therefore, both the muitahid and muqallid have to follow the 
rules laid down by the government. In this particular case, the Hanafi 
view is more suitable.
Ijtihad, according to Abu Hanifa, is not a necessary or essential 
condition for the candidate for the office of qada'. But Hanafis still insist 
that the qadi has to posses a high knowledge of Shari'a. This is first 
reasonable since that finding a mujtahid is very difficult nowadays, 
especially one interested in jurisdiction, secondly, the government has
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laid down the procedure and the rules to be followed. It is better to say 
that this does not demand the high qualification of ijtihad to be a qadi.
If there were very strict insistence on this qualification, it would be 
impossible to find the requisite num ber of people capable of being 
m uitah id . Although there exist many difficulties in finding a m ujtahid, 
the one person who can judge any problem which m ight not contradict |
the regulations laid down in the Q ur'an , Sunna or the agreement of the (
majority of Muslims, and able to use his own reasoning to settle the I
problem, should be given the opportunity of becoming a qadi.
One im portant point which m ust be stressed here is the school 
(madhhab) of the q a d i. As noted earlier, the Majlis and State Legal 
Committee are responsible for enacting the law. It is provided that in 
m aking any ruling the Majlis and the State Legal Committee shall 
ordinarily follow the orthodox tenets of the Shafi'i school. However, if it 
is considered that the following of such orthodox tenets will be opposed to 
the public interest, the majlis or State Legal Committee may, unless the 
ruler (sultan) otherwise directs, follow the less orthodox tenets of Shafi'i.
If it is considered that the following of either the orthodox or the less 
orthodox tenets of the Shafi'i school will be against the public interest, the |
Majlis or State Legal Committee may, with the special sanction of the ruler |
(sultan), follow the tenets of any of the three other schools of law, as may 
be considered appropriate.
To conclude, the qadis are restricted to the Shafi'i school. The other 
schools of thought can be referred to only in the event where the more or 1
less authoritative Shafi'i school fails to solve a problem. As a matter of 
fact, some theories from other schools can be found to be practised
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throughout the states, such as the subject of payment of zakah al-fitr 
where a Muslim is allowed to pay in money form. According to the 
Shafi'i school such zakat must be paid in kind, such as rice and wheat.
Legal practice, as may be gathered from al-Kindi’s account of the 
early judges of Egypt, reflected and accentuated the controversies between 
scholars. Some qadis apparently evinced a regard for doctrines other than 
those of the school to which they belonged. For example, the Hanafi 
Ibrahim ibn al-Jarrah, qadi from A.D 829-826, was in the habit of noting the 
variant views of Abu Hanifa, Malik and others on the back of the case 
record and marking the one he preferred as an indication to his clerk that 
the decree was to be prepared on that basis. That the rivalry between the 
scholars could cause considerable frustration to litigants is shown by the 
case concerning the 'House of the Elephant', which occupied the attention 
of various qadis of Egypt over the span of more than a century. The 
question concerned whether or not the word 'descendants' in a family 
settlement included the plaintiffs who were the issue of the settlor's 
daughter. Under Hanafi law, which recognises in many respects the 
importance of the cognate relationship, 'descendant' would naturally 
include the daughter's children, while the word would not be so 
construed under Maliki law, where the agnate relationship is generally 
paramount. Thus the Maliki qadi Harun dismissed the plaintiff's claim 
in 835. Ten years later, his Hanafi successor gave judgment for the 
plaintiffs, only to have his decision in turn reversed by the Maliki al- 
Harith in 859. Thereupon the plaintiffs appealed to the caliph who, on 
the advice of a commission of Hanafi jurists appointed to review the case, 
ordered the reversal of al-Harith's decision and entry and made final 
judgment for the plaintiffs.
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The rules and application form state that the highest qualifications 
to be a qadi is a Bachelor Degree. No specific requirements are mentioned, 
such as knowledge of the 'Arabic language, the Qur'an, sunna or the 
requirements needed to be a m ujtahid as discussed in chapter two. 
However it is common for the appointment of qadi to be given to a person 
who has completed his religious studies in an 'Arabic school in Saudi 
Arabia or Cairo. Certainly we accept that they know the 'Arabic 
Language, but are they suitable to be called mujtahid. * ;. - .
Knowledge of this law is necessary for a qadi although to a lesser 
extent than for earlier scholars. Anyone who administers jusnceJna^ to 
possess some knowledge of Islamic law. A qadi ignorant of this laW qould
not carry out his duties.
Age
With regard to the qualifying age for the post of qadi, the apj>Hca^on 
form has set a limit of between forty years and fifty years old, ^though it 
does not mention a particular age. It is important, hovyeyer, to 
understand that the completion of a first degree is required.; M^aj^ia, 
the education system normally ends with a 
of twenty-three’ and twenty-fife years old. By||jiat 
beyond the age,of puberty and sane. \  ;
.  :
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Chapter VI
Problems faced in implementing Islamic Law
Before independence, as we know, Islamic Law and the office of 
qadi itself was restricted by some imposed jurisdiction. This phenomenon 
remained after independence. It was hoped that the sultan would reverse 
the law, but this did not happen. The British still retained their positions 
in the Islamic legal administration. In this chapter I will discuss the 
problems faced in implementing Islamic law and also the way in which 
these difficulties were overcome.
1. Constitution.
The first and foremost is the constitution. The Federal Constitution 
is likely to follow English Law although the constitution regards Islam as 
the religion of Malaysia, but on the other hand the legal, economic, 
political and administrative codes do not follow Islamic rules. Ahmad 
Ibrahim, accordingly suggested three solutions; that section 3 of the 
Federal Constitution should be abrogated, section 3 (1) of federal 
Constitution should state that anything that goes contrary, to Islamic Law 
is unacceptable and finally in deciding cases àll snOWd
Islamic law A
However in Kedah and Malaysia 
foliowed. have to follow the written law;
their action can be contrary to the written 1 » ^ % " ! # # % /  
politicai authority which defined the scope^aRd/^^t^^^
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jurisdiction. Naturally the decisions given and actions taken by the qadi 
are subject to the approval of the constitution. One example gives clear 
evidence of how the written law is significant. In one case, a defendant 
was guilty of committing zina and required the qadi to implement Islamic 
law, that is stoning, the qad i replied that, as far as the Muslim Law 
Enactm ent was concerned, there were no such punishm ents to be 
imposed. ^
The constitution provides that Islamic law is restricted to personal 
law only and not to other matters. A question arises of how the Shari'a 
can operate successfully when it is limited to personal status. To confine 
the Shari'a  to a particular area is to m utilate it. No legal system can 
opera te  successfully w ithou t the social, political, econom ic and 
administrative arrangements supporting it. For example, to create a place 
for the emergence of English law in Malaysia, the politics, economy, 
social values, educational system and even the moral concepts of English 
law  were im ported into the country. Moreover, even in the area of 
personal status, the Shari'a, as we speak is not being implemented. For 
example, when society permits gambling, prostitution and alcoholism, it is 
quite clear that those who indulge in such pursuits will have unstable 
homes susceptible to breakdown. Thus, to create a Shari'a court to decide 
cases arising from family difficulties w ithout enforcing the social, moral 
and economic conditions which the law demands, means simply setting 
traps for individuals to fall into. So there is an obvious need to strengthen 
the moral, social and economic system, which means widening the scope 
of the Shari'a .^
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The Shari'a is a complete scheme of life and an all-embracing social 
order where nothing is superfluous, and nothing is lacking. Another 
remarkable fact about the Shari'a is that it is an organic whole. The entire 
scheme of life propound by Islam is animated by the same spirit and hence 
any arbitrary division of the scheme is bound to harm the spirit as well as 
the structure of the Shari'a. In this respect it might be compared to the 
human body which is an organic whole. A leg pulled off the body cannot 
be called one-eighth or one-sixth man, because, after its separation from 
the living human body, the leg can no more perform its human function. 
Nor can it be placed in the body of some other animal with any hope of 
making it human to the extent of the limb. The same can be said in regard 
to the scheme of life envisaged by the Shari'a. Islam signifies the entire 
scheme of life and not any isolated part or parts thereof. -Consequently, 
neither can it be appropriate to view the different parts of the Shari'a in 
isolation from one another and without regard to the whole, nor will it be 
of any use to take any particular part and bracket it with any other 'ism'. 
The Shari'a can function smoothly and can demonstrate its efficacy if the 
entire system of life is practised in accordance with it and not otherwise. ^
I will now proceed to give an opinion as to how to improve the 
status of the Shari'a court in this country. The first and most important 
thing to be done Is for the Federal Constitution l%al
,n a . .  shouM b .
Muslims to realise that the imposition of English law upon us .meahs
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the imposition of English morals. The only solution is to abolish the civil 
court and re-develop the Shari'a court.
2) the Shari'a  court should be given more power. It cannot be 
denied that the power given to the S h ari'a  court is very limited. Its 
jurisdiction is limited. The scope of jurisdiction should cover all Muslims 
in all cases criminal or civil. The confinement of Shari'a to a particular 
area does not allow the qadi free judgment for he is required to follow 
the procedures laid down by the Enactment of Shari'a Court No. 9 1962.
3) the S hari'a  should be given its rightful place in the Federal 
Constitution of Malaysia. The Shari'a deserves such treatment not only 
because it belongs to M uslims bu t because as far as M uslims are 
concerned, it is the only system that can bring peace and harmony among 
people and give unity to hum an life. Malaysians, especially Muslims, 
should utilise the Shari'a to the utmost.
4) the judiciary m ust also be reformed. The Islamic criteria applied 
to those to be appointed m ust be revived. These criteria m ust be based 
entirely on Islam and its commitment to justice and so forth. There must 
be an independent judiciary which is free to judicate w ithout fear of 
interference from the government. The Federal Constitution should give 
the Shari'a Court powers to apply Islamic law in deciding cases without 
interference.
To quote the Federal Constitution section 3 ' .but other religions
may be practised in peace and harmony in any part of the Federation 
(Malaysia)'. ^ This peace and harmony is afforded to other religions but 
not to Islam. Thus, for Muslims to build mosques and other Islamic 
places they have to seek permission from the state or q a d i. Other
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religions, however, are allowed to build any place of worship without 
securing permission from the state. ^
2. Muslim Individuals.
The second point concerns individual Muslims. Many Muslims are 
ignorant of the Shari'a . This ignorance is a serious stum bling block to 
implementing Islamic law in Malaysia. For Muslims to be truly Islamic, 
the Shari'a has to be applied as a complete comprehensive legal system. 
Submitting to another god besides A llah amounts to the rejection of 
Islam. One verse of al-Our'an says th a t , "Those who judge not by the laws 
revealed by Allah are unbelievers". ^
V'-' t
It is widely believed that Islam is not suitable for curbing the growth 
of new problems. Muslim consider that the Shari'a court is nothing and 
they do not respect it. There have been calls for reforming the way that 
the function of qada* is used as a whole. Islam to the majority of Muslims 
in Malaysia consists of only the practice of prayer, zak ah  and other 
religious duties. Thus, the root of the problem is a weak society which has 
facilitated the emergence of other laws which have affected Malays 
mentally and culturally. Finally Muslims should realise that no one can 
take them or their judiciary seriously if they do not take their religion 
seriously. Actually there are a group of people w ho do not bother 
themselves with any movements and ideology but support whatever 
group they believe can give them the most security.
The future of Muslim law in Kedah or in Malaysia depends on the 
peop le 's  governm ent. U nfortunately  the m ajority , includ ing  the
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Apart from this, the attitudes of successive governments must also 
share responsibility for the situation which has arisen. They have believed 
in a separation of the state and Islam and in the Federal Constitution 
being a supreme law over everybody. ^ There are objections coming 
from Muslims that, as the Islamic laws were framed thirteen centuries 
ago in the light of the requirements of a primitive society, they cannot be 
of any use for a modern state of our age. The first Prime Minister in one 
statement believed that the introduction of such a system, which exists 
only in one 'Arab state, into a secular state like multi-racial and m ulti­
religion Malaysia will be politically and economically disastrous.
3. Education
English law and the English way of life has been readily accepted 
because of education. Most lawyers and judges today are graduates in 
English Law. They are trained in English Common Law and not in
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. kgovernment, regard Islam as a religion of worship only. Development of ^
Islam m ust be centred on the building of mosques, religious schools and - I
other Islamic institutions. The attitude of the Muslim community may 
have been partly responsible for the type of judiciary system in Malaysia. |
The first question which arises regarding this refusal to adopt the Shari'a 
court is how other religions can respect the Shari'a  court. Normally, 
most people judge a religion on the basis of those who profess it. ® How 
can non-M uslims be encouraged to join Islam if Muslims themselves 
refuse to follow Islamic law. It is therefore m andatory for Muslims to 
show in their daily lives that they take Islam seriously and that they will 
not tolerate any form of abuse.
Shari'a. They, by virtue of their training, are incapable of appreciating 
the values which the Shari'a upholds because they cannot see any good 
beyond the English Law. In Che Om ar v. Prosecutors the judge of the 
High Court stated that the word 'Islam' as stated in the section 3 of Federal 
Constitution, is limited to official ceremony only and does not bear on 
the other parts of religious life.^^
Universities should produce lawyers and qad is  of high moral 
standards fit to fill the position of q a d a '. Universities m ust produce 
persons of strong and dependable character who, while deciding a case in 
the light of Shari'a, have their eyes fixed on God and are not at all swayed 
by greed, fear, personal interest or individual likes and dislikes, and who 
may not deviate from what they believe and know to be right out of any 
consideration whatsoever.
Our educational system is not based on 'aq idah , Shari'a and on 
Islamic background culture. So far our educational system is based on the 
colonial system. This system exists throughout all M alaysia and is 
impossible to uproot in a few years with only limited efforts to change it. 
As long as this continues, we cannot produce q a d a ' in the sense of 
Islamic rule. Moreover, it is no wonder that our universities nowadays 
produce only people who are oriented towards material achievements, 
position and prestige.
The educational system should be restructured to achieve our aims. 
At p resent there are two kinds mof educational institu tion  running  
simultaneously in Malaysia, religious schools and m odern secular schools. 
However, these are incapable of producing people who might be able to
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serve as q a d i or m agistrate. Efforts to free ourselves from the 
indoctrination  of o ther system s m ust begin w ith education. The 
educational system should be based on Islamic rule and our background j
culture. To overcome this situation, the only alternative for education is 
to offer the subject of Shari'a in all our universities and to oblige students 
to take it. It is a matter of shame for the universities that while some |
British and  Am erican universities teach the S h a r i 'a ,  only three ;
universities in our country run courses on the Shari'a. This is a point 
which every Malaysian Muslim should realize.
I would like to bring forward the opinion given by M aududi on 
introducing Islamic law into Pakistan. I think his suggestion is not 
appropriate in Pakistan only but can also be applied in Malaysia and other 
Muslim countries as well. These suggestions are for the scholars and 
educationalists: 14
1) The first and basic reform is the provision for acquiring 
knowledge of 'Arabic in all schools and universities in Malaysia. This 
knowledge of 'Arabic would enable the students to study the Q u r 'a n ,
H adith and the fiqh.
2) Along with the teaching of 'Arabic, the students m ust also be 
made to study the Q ur'an and the Hadith before beginning their education 
in Law so that they become capable of understanding the spirit and the 
broad outlines of the system of life envisaged by Islam.
3) The curicula of the law faculty m ust necessarily include the 
following three subjects: Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence; History of 
Islamic Jurisprudence ; and fiqh. W ithout mastering these three subjects, 
the students can neither gain a complete understanding of fiqh nor 
develop those qualities of sound reasoning which are a pre-requisite for
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becoming good lawyers and jurists. They cannot otherwise become 
experts in law, capable of framing new rules and regulations, for our 
progressive state and capable of em ploying the correct modes of 
in te rp re ta tion  and analogous reasoning. They cannot pronounce 
judgments of the standard, clarity, vision, and depth envisaged by the 
legists. They will never be able to command the respect and whole­
hearted  approval of the people. N ot only that, w ithout fully 
understanding the principles of their own law, they cannot apply them to 
the new  problems which will be cropping up every day and will be 
creating altogether new situations.
Muslim society as a whole, as well as students, should be taught 
the Shari'a . and they should know that the Shari'a  is divided into the 
following general categories: ^5
1. 'Ibadat (service to Allah), as expressed in the so-called five pillars 
of Islam,
2 .1'tiqadat (beliefs), which consists of the six articles of Islamic faith,
3. Adab (ethics), which deal with virtues or moral excellences,
4. M u'am alat (transactions), which deals w ith obligations between 
members in society, covers securities, partnerships, and transactions as 
well as all the details that fall under personal or family law  such as 
marriage, dowry, divorce, guardianship, inheritance and so^forth, g; m -
5. 'U qubat (punishments) relating to the CTimé 
adultery, slander and others. ; \  t A
Above all, Islam is the practical teaching of how  to live 
and as such it seeks to embrace and direct all m an's action, 
which can happen to man, everything that he can do /
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categories in Islam: Fard (obligatory), Sunna (recommended), Haram  
(forbidden), Makruh (disapproved) and Mubah (indifferent). Every 
incident of daily life, manners and five daily ablutions, marital hygiene, 
intercourse, how to salute older people, are all covered by the five 
categories. Islamic Law describes the relationship between a human 
and his God and between man and his fellow men. It is said that, 'Muslim 
law, in the most absolute sense, is the science of all things human and 
divine. It tells what we must render to Caesar and what to God, what to 
ourselves, and what to our fellows'.
The Shari'a should be taught to children At school. Tf A»Udt$tildo  ^
not have an Islamic education and become Muslim in liamb 
they reach adulthood, they fail to understand and be part v
are likely to turn to other law and remain ignorant and unaware^of Isl^in. 
These recommended adjustments to the system will realise the potential 
'ulama* and foster specialization in Islamic Law, learning it as a legacy for 
the next generation.
4. Candidates
The problem arising from the ap p oin tm ^  j f  
majority of Muslim lawyers m Malaysia 
but not the Shari'a and Islamic juristic 
education. On the whole, Muslim lawyers 
from universities which did not offer the
factor which must be stressed here is the lack of ^Spéo 
the Shari'a. Consequently, some candidates '• Suitable 
began to refuse offers of appointm ^f ^ ^ g ^ ^ j
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practice that not only will they not seek office but that they flee from any 
involvement with it. It is im portant that in reforming the educational 
system, considerable importance m ust be given to the moral training of 
the qadi. Universities should produce lawyers and qadis of high moral 
capacity who are fit to take the position of qada'.
The attitude of the 'u lam a' may be changed. They have to observe 
and support the Shari'a  court. Although a changeover to Islamic Law 
cannot be made overnight, it is the duty of scholars to give their best 
thought to the problem and suggest and adopt practical steps to introduce 
Islamic law in a systematic way.
Suitable candidates refuse employment because of the heavy tasks 
and responsibility involved, and unencouraging pay scale, and the fact 
that service itself does not follow the rules of q a d a ' in Islam. This 
situation has, of course, arisen from a shortage of candidates for the post, 
with the result that the Public Services Department has had to appoint 
less competent applicants.
The second point of interest is that to be appointed qad i it is 
necessary to apply and attend an interview. This process should be 
altered so that the authorities can select the most capable candidates on 
their qualifications. This should allow for an updating of the S h a ri'a  
court. Currently suitable people for the post do not apply, creating free 
access for unqualified candidates to secure the posts. It is thus, incumbent 
upon the sultan or another authoritative body to select and appoint qadis 
who are qualified.
2 2 8
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The other problem to arise is that there is no course or training for 
the newly recruited qadi. The newly recruited qadis do not undergo the 
special train ing which is related to the court. Q a d i s acquire 
administrative skills from the advice given by their senior members and 
through experience. Q ad is are lacking in training and have limited |
exposure to the m odern techniques of administration. Thus, it is not 
surprising that the level of qadi in understanding the administration is 
not satisfactory compared with other government officers.
5. Not Standardised
Qn the question of Islamic law as practised in Kedah and other 
states in Malaysia we noticed it applies only to Muslim family law and 
some aspects of criminal law. The Muslim Law Enactment opened up the 
opportunity for all the qadis to find out for themselves answers regarding 
Islamic laws. It is found that qad is are obliged to give judgm ent in 
accordance w ith Hukm  Shar'. Therefore, in giving any judgm ent the 
qad is have to refer to the books of the Shafi'i school. There are no 
standard books used by q ad is . To overcome this deficiency the state 
legislative body should specify certain books that should be used by all 
qadis. What is really needed is for a body of scholars to be authorised to
jtake detailed stock of all the writings left by our ancestors and to re-edit |
them in the form of modern books of law.^^ These books would then be 
translated into our language.
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aIn personal matters every community is welcome to adopt its own 
personal law as happens now. The S h ari'a  provided rules for non- 
Muslims residing in the Islamic state only insofar as it governed their 
relations with Islam, but it did not require them to conform to the Muslim
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6. Enactment
The enactm ent of Muslim law should be enacted by the right 
people. Currently all the laws regarding Islamic law are enacted by the 
state legislative assembly whose members do not fully understand Islamic 
law. It is necessary therefore to appoint a body of Islamic scholars and 
experts of model legal thought, entrusted with the task of the codification 
of the Islamic Law
7. The Problem of Non-Muslim
The other objection is that there is a substantial non-M uslim  
population living in Malaysia. The questions are raised about non- 
Muslims in our country. Actually such questions are not from non- 
Muslims but from the Muslims. Many of the Muslims misunderstand the 
S h a r i 'a  and although there are objections from non-M uslim s, the 
im portant thing here is the Muslim community itself. They should 
know that in Islam, the non-Muslim has the right to live. And there are 
differences betw een the 'law  of the land ' and personal law  which 
enunciated the principle that in a multinational state the personal affairs 
of a a m an should be settled according to his own personal law. The 
people should know that the law with which we are concerned here is the 
law of the land and not the personal law of any community.
'
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way of life while they resided among Muslims. The laws regulating prayer, '4
marriage, divorce, and inheritance were not binding upon non-Muslims, 
unless they chose to conform to them. 20 Therefore no group of non- 
Muslims should feel afraid that we would thrust our religious laws on 
them in their personal matters.
In personal cases it is always preferable for non-Muslims to bring 
their lawsuits before a judge of their own sect who will deal with their 
disputes in accordance with their own faith and by the application of their 
own laws. Non-Muslim litigants, however, can bring their cases before a 
Muslim judge but his competency to hear such cases is a controversial 
subject among Muslim jurists. One school said that a Muslim judge m ust 
not refuse the request of non-Muslims to deal with their cases. Another 
school asserts that the Islamic law should be applied to non-Muslims in £the same way as it is applied to Muslims. 21 |
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